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dj Frank H. Potter, and others, offera, without
A
Cc. Griggs,
question, the best advantages for vocal study to be found
in America,
The Pianoforte Department, under the active direction of Albert Ross Parsons, offers the broadest training
work, comprised in the Synthetic Department of Normali iratiag, under’ Miss ‘Kate 8. Chittenden, makes
2
:
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possible
to prospective teachers the great advantages of
the Synthetic Method of Piano Teaching, as originated
by Mr. Parsons and established through Miss Chittenden’s editorship of the Synthetic publications.
Department of Theory and Composition, Harry Rowe
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A part of this

i
Shelley, Principal.
Department of Organ, R. Huntington Woodman,
Principal. Instruction in this department given by Mr.
Buck and Mr, Shelley also.
The Department of Violin, under Clifford Schmidt,
the eminent concert master of the Seid] Orchestra, in
conjunction with the Pianoforte Department, secures to
the College the important advantage of the study of
chamber music and general ensemble practice,
A special feature is the Residence Department for
ladies, where a limited number of pupils from a distance are accommodated with board and every facility
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JOHN CORNELIUS

of out of the-way regions where a traveler is a rarity.

But he is before All else amusician, and his book is

filled with keen musician-like observations on every
phase of the art.
It is Europe
The work is not exclusively musical.
seen through the eyes of a musician, The following are
some of the topics spoken of in the work :—

Publishe
Testimonials .erveens
MUSIC.
PRICE IN SHEET FORM.
ce.

Schrammel.

Valse Caprice. Hi, Neupert...
Gavotte Humoresque, B.&
8.
L. Echeht
Son
et Wishes. Hei
Wait on the Lord.

REGULAR COURSE, $200 PER YEAR.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
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Sketch of the Leipsic Conservatory.
Interview with Jadassohn,
An Evening with Reinecke.
A German ‘ Kneipe.”’
Gade and the Danish State Conservatory.
An Interview with Svendsen,
Summer Music in the Far North.
Two chapters on Bayrenth: one on Vienna which
tells all about the Gypsy-Hungarian Music.
Zither Music in the Alps.
with atMassenet.
An Interview
Paris. :
Grand Overa
The

;
Music on the Grand Canal at Venice.
A description of the musical advantages and disadvantages of the different European capitals,
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Gilt.

and witty, with a keen relish for the humorous agpect of
things, finding food for mirth even in the distant parts

stions and Ax

Subscription

Treasurer.

and

:

e und Music,
tion, Pearl MacHenry
d Schuett

a

in Cloth

Mr. Elson, who is widely known for his original re-

Q

Der’r.

Bound

C. ELSON.

searches in musical history, has in this volume set down,
in connected form, some of the observations and experiences of a number of European trips taken in the
pursuit of his investigations.
Mr. Elson is one of the fortunate few in whom the
musical and literary gifts are combined,—always genial
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MUSICAL AND OTHERWISE.

Tours of a Musician in various Countries,

for practice and study.
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Outside HelpstoYoung Musicians. Mrs, Hermann

Department, headed by H. W. by Jehu
e Voice
Buck in Intersrotation,
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both in Technique and in Interpretation.
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former edition of this work sold for $3.50.
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GRADE
ORDER BY
NUMBER ONLY.
1802. Giese, Th.

Op. 149, No.6.
Grade

II...

1803. Guilmant, A. Op. 48, No.4.
Marche.
Grade II.....

Petite

This is a quaint and piquant iittie mareh'in Gor. It begins somewhat like the famous Welsh
arch, “The Men of Harlech.”
There are many
stac ato chords, which impart a pretty effect of briskand will serve well to practice the hands in
rising promptly from the wrist.
Op. 21. The
Til.

3.

|
|

Con-

In the key of B-flat-major we here have one of those
enchantingly dreamy compositions which are c
acteristic of Concone. ‘There is a flowing mel
decorated with rippling arpeggios, and it isanexcellent
piece with which to practice the singing style,
assisted by the pedal.
1806. Concone, J. Op. 44, No. ll. May
Grade IIL.

While

the in
a mel

J.

1814.

3.

been

Here, within easy

from

Opus

technical limits,

veen used by Saint-

the text

superb and ingenious set of variations for two

1810. Beethoven.
No. 2.

Minuet from Opus

Grade

IV

of

the

second,

can

than this celebrated minuet
of eight me ures EXpresses
firstd

sion in D-major,

nothing

more

30

key

in

C-major

and energetic,

in

the

exceedi

sub-dominant

dnesque.

key

Beethoven.

for a

pianos.

Opus 2, No.1.

The composer

seems

This is a setof five dainty little p

this,

the nimble

ring roulades. and turn
ercise of threes against fours.

}

in sweet

|

octave

intervals, such

prevailingly

tion.

work.

1826.
|

On

to

bit out

Play.

Hungarian

There is an ornament consistingof a

Devrient, F.
DVRs

Op. 27.

to picture the nave

Sylvia.

Grade
40

indi ute

As the title

(a countr:
rustic life, with its

ests and tranquil pleasures.
Kirst we have a long series of sunny thirds and
pure intervals inthe
seales of G and of D-major,
out there is an episode in the remote key of E-tlat of
impassioned mood, evidently suggest=

|

1836.

Stiehl,
Grade

188,

Polonaise

Brillante,

Bert

2

This is & compositic
the average in
merit. Itsle
itence lies
inthe key of G-major,
but itsepisodes pass into a variety of keys, and are
richly harmonize
The com
pirit
of the polonaise
and invented many sprightly rhythms,

|
20

. K@lling, C.
|

This piece belc
that requi
and att tive
1838.

Grade

IV

60

:
The author's

name

is a guarantee

of

Carl.
Op. 323.
CinderGrade III..
ella (Aschenbrédel).
This s one of the most interesting parlor comby this interesting composer.
‘The piece

K6lling,

three di

form

20

of a song

some neat

flowing naturally one

without

words, the second

contains

left-hand work, and the third is in the form

of a polonuise, thus giving a variety of style.

|

40

arlor compositions
It is brilliant

a compl
It contains
good tenchin yualities, and
of expression can be used in it. The first portion is in the

Tri-

This is a little dance
in the
arian
marked by the fitful, impulsive
ter of that
national music
It is'a good study for rhythm and
for wrist work

40

for young students,
|
|

bits of

Dance.

G.

Doves at

IV...

triplet of sixteenths
on Cin alt, followed by © in ale
tissimo, which will give
practice in the exchangeof
fingers.” This piece is well calculated as arecreation

It will make a good piece of recrea-

IV

Turkish Mareh in the
numbered twelve,
TI
or falls
tive entitle

Op. 200.

Grade

one in

40

Sarakowski,

It consists

This isa light composition in slow waltz movi
It has three
melodies, one in F, one in D-minor

and

3.

of the

pupil perceives this.”

Victory.

some

. It isa p

drawn on “atiny scale.

. Micheuz, Geo.

as thirds and sixths, of a

triplet rhythm and with

ing

clever little musics

music

Mozart ‘s a
famous Sona
comes
and aft

adapted

Spindler, F. Op. 249. No.
umph March.
Grade II..

Grade

a

programme

Here is a very short and easy picce in which we
find the sparkle of Spindler’s vivacious style.

over

ction’ of fingers in
with rhythmical ex-

esque,

This is a bright, animated contposition, abounding

|

|
3
35

R.

Evening

rt of short ary
jo chords broken
suggesting by th
sweet thirds and
a
warble of birds going
to rest.

its musical worth

Grade III

20

of a series of quotations from well-known classic
masters of the piano li
Dussek, Cramer,
Clementi, Beethoven,
rt are cited
quotation from Beethover
isposed ph
the first Allegro of the Sonata Pathetique That

especially attractive.

March.

Grade II

. Lack, Theodore.
A Lesson at the
Piano.
an
Here ¥ have a short and moderately easy ‘hues

accent. Dance forms in double and triple measure
are employed,
and the polka and polka mazurka are

1824, Goerdeler,

Lullaby.

mili-

A light composition in E-fi

for the most
downward,
and
sixths the tinkle

|

most

each

Alex.

strongest

Ganschals, Carl. Op. 20.
Calm.
Grade III.

The Gayeties.

Grade

Adagio,

to be turning

|

the rank of an art
here finds a good illustration

the

and fullof the

This is a compositionof the tiniest form, short and
extremely casy. It is in the mild key of I
which Schumann loved
so well. ‘}he melody is dainty,

The Belle of

of

itself is stately

Guilmant,

|

“Techn

in his mind and brooding
upon the idea of some
]
ality. From the teachi
andpoint
tion’ will promote the cling
ressure
io whereby cantabile is proc
, and, in strong
t to

by the Strausses

Sone “Alfred.

is bril

VI..... eens ecces

Grade IV ....

ic varicharacter of

with

In this movement there is a resemblance in the
melody,
inthe aceompaniment , and in the decorations
to the style of the Veloved Mozart prince of pure
instructive musicians.
Tt is quiet and contemplative
in mood.

Op. 25.

features

Brilliant and effective in the extreme. Nothing
could be more suitable for exhibition purposes. The
march

and A-major.
The
fi
ness to gayet
From gloom
to coquetry,
1 we find in
expressed,
irm chords
section are especially beauti-

49,

from the First Sonata in F-minor.
Grade

I.

Two

Chevalier
de.
Persian
Hight Hands, Two Pianos.

tary rhythm

comp

little

harmonies.

Fondey, Chas. F. Girard Gavotte.
Six Hands.
Grade III
This piece is most excellent for pupils’ cone ts, It
is of the Sousa March style; very catehy and brilliate
. Kontski,
March.

uty
a
of
the perskill i
ing style, and an infallible
test of his musical perceptions.
‘The
five variations
Which follow
ut times glancing
arp
;
ain, p
-hammer chords, now sobs in
minor mood
ples of gay laughter.
This
movement is
iderable difficulty, though rani
ng in Beetho
midd
The power to follow

the student will find ni
od examples of phrase interesting se
and some good practice
t chords with wrist staceato.

1811.

1829,

40

«© of

charming

aseries of scales and tone figures playing
each other in irrepressible fun. The second <¢
ion

Palais

to develop in a young ebild the sense of rhythm

the dominant

esting

hoven wa extremely pai ial to
art form,
and variations
this predilection Brahms resembles him more
closely than any other composer,
Beethoven's variations are always evolutions of the inner musical
spirit of the theme. They are never superficial, are
never made for effect.
‘This opening movement of
e best known 0: fall his works
the Twelfth Sonata i
in this form. Chopin, who cid not care much for
ethoven’s music
in general, included this sonata in
rep
doub)

‘

find

composition in the trae
noctume
while the rolling
about over a

being continuous,

rmony are conspicuous, both being touches

20

in

avevastvaae

of the modern style. ‘They
, the use of the
gmented triad; second, the connection ‘of major
ads at the distance of a major third, such as
flat, Cto A-flat. Itwill afford alsoag
pedaling.

|
Opus
26.
Andante
| 1818. Beethoven.
and Variations in A-flat, from the
Twelfth Sonata (in A-flat).
Grade

A pupilat the end of the first year, or by the mid
dle

Kavanagh,

form

are three sentences, ‘The first is a melody al aglow
With pure and quiet sentiment.
The Italian opera
composer, Bellini, has made Norma reproach Poll
her unfaithful husband, in a miclody of ray
which so closely resembles this as to st
sly intentional quotat
d period ives y tha chord of the min nor
at to Ceflat) that outery of pain so frequent
in Beethoye
The third period is manly and de
It hi

reflected

isitely

IL...

io: of the aceompaniment wind

There is a fine introduction. containing several
s of
orchestral eifecis, such S unisons and pai
double
5
ys
for the various
numbers
ty, and there are many
cattered throughout the work,
charming fi

made for us a piece of music strpassingly beautiful.
Tt presents him in his gentle and tender mood, ‘There

ive

ex

Grade

PRICE

Little

iil.

Newport.
Grade IV.
The set of waltzes bre
into

31,

Beethoven has

du

1. The

. Engelmann,
H. Op. 120.
‘Neath
Twinkling Stars. Nocturne, Grade

de Nether-

Grade III..
means a short poem de:

standing in A-minor
abrupt chat es from
to jadness, f
r
all gypsy music ure here
which open the A-major
ful.

71817.

if religious at all, to be

Minuet
Grade V.

2

life and ‘with its gentle scenes and ple
Young
love is usually the ¢
nal substrs um of such
poems and such music, even when the im
of the
shepherd with his sheep, his pipe, his sweethe
not
directly or definitely imitated.’ In t
is first a graceful melody far the right I
contranted itiva end melody, im'Gauinor for, the left
i
1816, Byer, Frank L. Op.'10.
In Gypsy
Grade II
Land.
That wild, romantic gypsy
life, which socaught the
l Liszt, has here
fancy of Schubert Schumann

30

ssed with those somewhat showy and theatrical
of church inusic which are often heard from
paid quartettes.. ‘The composition is, in effect, x noc:
turne, It is sweet and flowing, the opening theme is
decorated with long, harp-like
arpeggios, and there is
a beautiful dialogue
of alternate phr
between the
bass and soprano.
No.

is omni-

It stands in the keys
jor. ‘here is much
inor melody and a
major melody, while
is extremely charm-

Lee, Maurice.
Gavotte
Royal.
Grade III...

Idylle.
An idylle

1808. Concone, J. Op. 31, No.14.
Invocation. Grade IV..
This is a beautiful composition of about medium
difficulty. It is in the key of D-flat, and we are to
infer from the title that a religious character 1s

1809. Beethoven.

whieh

Op.

> is a little genre picture, very simple in
and of distinct meaning, After J short introductionofa plantive character in ¢ minor, a merry
little time sets in
(G-major) and the
ic reed is
plainly imitated. The composition is quite easy
and extremely pretty.

In the key of A-flat and its closely r
K
have here asimple and agreeable waltz, with a
variety of figur

This is a fineand noble Paecitites in the key of

Tv is, however,

life

we have the

H.

Shepherd.

This is a bright and_pleasing little gavotte of no
especial difficulty,
standing in the familiar keys of ©
and F. It will be of service in acquiring anotionof
the gavotte form, and in giving a study of sprightly
20
ornaments.
| 1815. Reinhold,
Hugo.
Op. 27, No. 8.

hese
3. It has several featuresof interest. Amor
will be found, first,
s of noble, church-hke
harmonies, rolled
upinbroad ground-swells
of arpeggio from the deep bass toa flood of sonorous breadth.
(This is repeatedly echoed in light, thin harmony
etave higher.) Second, the same harmony treat
with a counterpoint of octa
ght
Third, there is a little figure of thr
peryades the composition and gives an expression of
restless
human feeling tothe whole.

intended.

hmical

1813. Hyde, D. W.
Souvenir
wood.
Grade IV

Op. 44, No. 10. yma

to the Eternal

r!

Gael,

’ iii song

notes are retained
as
It has a bright, laughing

character and issure to pleas
1807. Concone,

fierce

Tn this little piece

20

structed a pieceof genuine piano music
to all
i
nd purposes, a study for the right hand in
triplets of sixteenths in short downward
»

almost

present.

ONLY,

|1827. Van

Russian Dance.
nse-seenesesveesssenseseee

Russia has passed into the forefront of musical
interests within the last ten years. We have come to
a distinct Russian school, the prey
itsofwhich are the profoundly melancholy
ment prevailing much of the time, and a strong
mated,

20

Under this pretty, fanciful title ¢

ORDER BY
NUMBER

istics beautifully illustrated,

50

ase young students and is quite easy,

. Concone, J. Op. 31, No.
templation.
Grade IV

30

PAS

°

ONLY.

Michiels, Gustave.
Grade III,,

Old

This is an easy little x
ng between the
keys ¢
, C-major,
and A-major. It is well

Breezes.

DEVE

2s

ORDER BY
NUMBER

Playing

This is a bright and easy composition, in which a
melody that suggests the innocent pleasure of martial
ade is the principal subject matter, There are
s which imitate thefe
trumpet,
A, followe
I
arpeggio ascendi
re prominent
among these. It is in the key of D-major, the best of
all keys for a march.

1804. Waddington, E.
Guard March.

CHESTN Sa636.58,
ners PHILADELPHIA,

I-X.
PRICE

calculat

PUBLICATIONS.

302. Kdlling,
March

This

pi

C.
Op. 325.
(Jagd-Marsch).

Hunting
Grade IV,

is of a stately march character and is an
ht and entertaining composition; it
od arpeggio work, and, being brillcontains’ som
an excellent piece for
iant throughout, would make
recitals,

extremely bri

60
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SUMMER COURSE AT THE VIRGIL PIANO. SCHOOL
Beginning August

3, and

for the special accommodation of teachers and others who
Virgil Method during vacation time.
FULL

CORPS

OF

TEACHERS.

The entire Course will include 35 Lessons.

MRS.
PIANO

A.

K.

SCHOOL,

* + PHILADELPHIA'S

RECITALS

FREE.

LEADING

ee
Piano: WM. H. SHERWOOD
Violin: BERNHARD LISTEMANN
x Voice: J. H. HARRY WHEELER
7

training, and theory of teaching.
All class lessons one hour long.

%

Director,
15TH

COLLEGE

STREET,

Ss

Organ: J. V. FLAGLER
Courses in Harmony, Counterpoint,

Opportuni-

3

ties to sing in Chorus of 500 voices,

etc.

Teachers’ Classes.

3

Frequent Concerts by well-known
artists
— Marie Decca, Sherwood,
Listemann, et al.

address

29 WEST

Ke

July x1 to Aug. ar.

Dr. H. R. PALIIER, Dean

Price $45.00.

VIRGIL,

26 AND

: «School of Music

to learn the

10 Lecture Lessons in time keeping, sight reading, ear

For further particulars

VIRGIL

wish

TEN

15 Ciass Lessons in piano technic.
10 Private Lessons in piano technic (each three quarters
of an hour),

Chautauqua...

continuing five weeks,

NEW

YORK

CITY.

%
z

Chautauqua is a charming summer
resort; unique in its conception.
“ Not a dull day all summer.”
Address W. A. Duncan, Sec., Syracuse, N. Y,

BROAD ST. CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
1331

SOUTH

BROAD

OF MUSIC.

+

STREET.

REOPENS
AUGUST
3ist.
Complete and thorough in every department.
All branches taught by a Faculty ot Forty Artist
Teachers, including G. R. Combs, Dr. Hugh A. Clarke, John F. Rhodes, Joseph C, Cousans, John
W. Pommer, Jr., Stanley Addicks, Adam Jakob, Jos. E. Kearney, Preston W. Orem, Mus. Bac.,
and others.

Terms, $5 to $40, including free instruction in Solfeggio, Harmony,
Ensemble Classes.
2500 pupils.

With

increased

VIRGIL

facilities the Conservatory affords accommodations

PRACTICE

CLAVIER

METHOD

for Illustrated

for over

A SPECIALTY.

GILBERT
Send

Symphony, Orchestra, and

Catalogue.

RR.

COMBS,
Director.

NNSYLVANIA CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
1616 North Seventeenth Street, Philadelphia.

MUSIC

IN

ALL

BRANCHES

ADMITTED

AT ANY TIME, UNDER

A FACULTY

oF SUPERIOR

upon

application

to

VIVIAN

year’s study (86 weeks) need not exceed $300.
Terms begin Sept. 19, Jan. 8, and April 4,
If you are intending to study Music in any of ite
branches, send for catalogue to

F. B. RIOH, Director,
OBERLIN, OHIO.

HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc.,

INGLE,

South SS8th Street,
PHILADELPHIA.

LRSSONS BY MATL (* "cress
MISS LILY REGINA CHURCH,

Students desiring Dramatic as well as Vocal Culture can be thoroughl
y
atically taught by our own vocal instructor, Mr. Karl Riese.
mailed

With a Large Faculty of Superior Instructors, and

INSTRUCTORS.

VIRGIL CLAVIER METHOD A SPECIALTY.
THE SUCCESS ATTENDING THE
ADOPTION OF THE ABOVE METHOD IN PIANO DEPARTMENT LEAVES
NO DOUBT AS TO ITS SUPERIORITY OVER ALL OTHERS.

Catalogues

i

a aplendid building for its exclusive use, the Oberlin
Conservatory offers unusual advantages for the Study of
Music. 699 students last year. Total expense for one

RLS

Instrumental and Vocal, Technical and Theoretical.
STUDENTS

QBERLT, (©)

and systemDirector.

GRADUATE COLLEGE OF MUSIC OF
CINOINNATI, OHIO,

Teacher of Pianoforte and
PARKERSBURG, W. VA.
Theory of Music.

MISS

CLARA B. HARRISON,
TEACHER OF PIANO

(@fason System of Technic),
1019 0 Street, N.W., - +» WASHINGTON, D. ©.

CarL BarckHorr,

BDWARD

CONCERT

BAXTER

PERRY,

PIANIST AND LEOTURER.

Lecture Recitals at Schools and Musical Societies a Specialty,
Address: Care Mason & Hamlin, 146 Boylston St., Boston.

Vi Ghuref Organ Puilder,

Mr. Perry makes an annual Western tour from October Ist to the
holidays, and a Southern trip in January and February. Engagements in the Eastern States during the spring months,
Established 1888.
EIGHTH

YEAR

PHILADELPHIA

MENDELSSOHN,

PA.

No. 1511 Girard

OF

Incorporated 1891,
THE

SCHOOL OF MUSIC,
Ave., Philadelphia,

Pa.

Princrpat—Kate H. Chandler.
Direcrors—John R. Fanshawe, John E. Jones, 8. Ward Chandler,
James M, Hall, Alfred W. Duxbury, Channing Ellery, K. H. Chandler,

SEND

FOR

CATALOGUE,
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PUBLISHED
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G. SCHIRMER, NEW YORK
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NEWT ENGLAND CONSERVATORY OF MOSIC.

PIANISTS’

GYMNASIUM.

HAND

Founded in 1853 by Dr. Eben Tourjée.

RICHARD

H. DANA, President.
CARL

FAELTEN,

Director.

Eugene Gruenberg.
THE VIOLINISTS MANUAL.
A Progressive Classification of Technical Material,
Etudes, Solo Pieces, and the Most Important
Chamber-Music Works, as well as a Short Synopsis
of the Literature of the Viola;
TO WHICH IS ADDED

HINTS

FOR

THE

The

Leading

Conservatory

COMPLETE

IN ALL

ITS

of America.

DEPARTMENTS.

SEND OR CALL FOR ILLUSTRATED PROSPECTUS AND CALENDAR.

VIOLINIST.

FRANK

W. HALE,

General Manager,

Franklin Square, Boston, Mass.

Flexible

* ANECDOTES =

Cloth, 75 Cents.

Part I contains a List of Methods, and of Finger- and Bowing-Exercises, preceding the Graded Course, which latter comprises Technical
Work, Exercises, Pieces, and, lastly, Compositions for Ensemble-playing, embracing pieces for one, two, three, or four violins, and in all
combinations with other inatruments (piano, viola, ’cello, double. bass,
harp, organ, flute, etc., etc.), from the easiest solos with piano-accompaniment up to trios, quarters, qnintets, sextets, septets, octets, and nonets
‘And each of these thousands of pieces is found under the head of its
particular grade of difficulty. For completeness’ sake, a similar graded
list of music for Viola is added.
Part LI, the “ Hints,” does not treat of violin-technics, but gives the
student wholesome advice concerning the best way to prosecute his
studies, ending with a brief essay on the manners and morals—the
gesthetic training—of aspiring players. There was plenty of room for
such a study, and it will certainly be perused with interest and, let us
hope, with profit,

GREAT MUSICIANS.

EDITED AND TRANSLATED
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Flexible

TECHNICON.

Liberal Discount

to Teachers.

PRE-EMINENTLY THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD
For Rapidly Gaining Perfect Technical

MODERN PIANO PLAYING.
known to piano players, and form the great barrier to
yancement in piano playing.

proper ad-

Science has discovered and can explain the reasons of such uneco-

W. FRANCIS

nomical results, and now supplies at a moderate cost a better and more
direct process for developing and perfecting technical dexterity of the

GATES.

A unique, valuable, and interesting collection of three
hundred

Karl Courvoisier.
THE TECHNICS OF VIOLIN- PLAYING.

TEACHERS’
Price $22.50.

well authenticated

anecdotes

of great Composers,

Players, and Singers; related in an entertaining style, and
embodying much valuable musical information.

300 ANECDOTES,
ABOUT
325 PERSONS,
850 REFERENCES,
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Slew.

hands.
Preferred by many eminent

pianists in teaching

and for their per-

sonal use. Hundreds of teachers testify that it is invaluable to themselves and their pupils.
As this new method

has marked

a most

important reform in tech-

nical teaching, all piano players should become acquainted with its
principles by reading a lecture delivered by Mr. Brotherhood, at Chau-

tauqua, N. Y., upon “Sensrrive Prano Tovcs;” and a recent essay
upon “THe Devetopment or MANvAL Dexrearry,” also his latest

essay on “ Screntiric Gymnastics For PrANo-PLayina” (now in press),

sent free, on application to
J.

HOWARD

FOOTE,

Sole Agent for the Brotherhood

305 PAGES.

33 MAIDEN
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.
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Technicons,

.

NEW

YORK.

Cloth, 75 Cents.

Beethoven is referred to 48 times; Handel, 80; Haydn,
24; Bach, 16; Mozart, 32; Mendelssohn, 28; Biilow, 14;
‘A new and revised edition of this standard work, which may rightly Liszt, 23; Malibran, 7; Meyerbeer, 10; Paganini, 19;
be termed “Tindispensable du violiniste” It contains a masterly Patti, 6; Schubert, 14; Schumann, 9; Rossini, 16; Verdi
analysis of the purely technical in violin-playing, treating minutely of 7; Wagner, 19; Jenny Lind, 9; Chopin, 6.
the topics: Attitude of the body—Position of the violin—Positions of
To the average reader this work is one of the most interthe arm and hand—Positions and functions of the thumb—Positions
and action of the fingers—Intonation—How to hold the bow—Position esting musical books published, as it is free from abstruse
of the bow on the strings—Preservation of its direction—Equality of technicalities and dry history.
is lively and entertaintone—Divisions of the stroke—Graduation of tone-power—Bowing— ing, and just the thing to interestIt young
people in musical
Technics of the wrist for changing the bow on the strings—and an
Appendix containing a valuable list of the best Methods and Studies
biography.

It is dedicated to, and warmly recommended by, the “king of violinists” Joseph Joachim. The author, a pupil of Joachim, is a successful
instructor of wide experience, and the teachings embodied in his brochure bear the stamp of sound practical sense and intimate knowledge
of the subject. The wood-cuts illustrating positions of the hand and
fingers, etc., are excellent.
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Cloth, vi
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Price $1.00.

HANDSOMELY
FULL

English-Italian Vocabulary for Composers.

CLEAR

PRICE

THEO.

BOUND.

TYPE.

FINE

PAPER,

$1.60.

PUBLISHED

BY

PRESSER,

Portraits of Great Musicians.

PRICE

$12.

24 MELODIC

STUDIES

LIFE SIZE, 22 x 28 INCHES.

SELECTED FROM THE WORKS OF

Price $1.00. Postage and Tube, 10 cts. Extra.

J. CONCONE.

$5.00, with Frame, Antique Oak.
Packed to go by Express at purchaser’s charge.

REVISED

AND

ANNOTATED AND WITH
SKETCH BY

The following are now ready:

BEETHOVEN, MENDELSSOHN, MOZART,
WAGNER, HANDEL, CHOPIN, LISZT,
SCHUBERT, AND HAYDN.

This new Appendix, suggested by Dr. Wm. Mason, will undoubtedly
prove exceeilingly helpful to musicians seeking accuracy or variety in
the expression-marks applied to their compositions; possibly, too, some
OTHERS TO FOLLOW.
exasperating mistakes may be avoided by consulting this Vocabulary.
Further definitions and variations of the several Italian terms will be
The
elegant
have given the greatest satisfacfound by turning back to the respective words in the body of the tien wherever portraits
introduced.
e former price for these
Dictionary.
was $4.50 each, without frame.
Suitable for the most
elegant Studio, Music Room or Parlor.

G. SCHIRMER, NEW YORK.

STUDENTS’ TECHNICON.

1708 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

“
‘The demand for this work having already exhausted the First Edition, a second haa been prepared, in which a few errors, apparently
unavoidable in any first imprint, have been rectified, and to which a
valuable addition has been made, namely, an

CLOTH.

Adires THEO. PRESSER, PHILADELPHIA.

BIOGRAPHICAL

c. B. CADY.
PRICE

.

.

.

$1.25.

This volume contains the best of this composer’s
melodic piano studies. They are on the style of Stephen
Heller studies, and somewhat less difficult technically.
They are beautifully printed on good paper and bound
with flexible cover.
THEODORE

PRESSER,

PuBLisHER,

PHILADELPHIA, PA,

THE
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IF YOU PLAY THE ORGAN
in church or at home, you ought not fail to secure either
one of the new

ORGAN

Pianos!

BOOKS

# Pianos!

PUBLISHED BY

Were awarded FOUR MEDALS AND DIPLOMAS, also chosen for 32 STATE AND FO EIGN BUILDINGS AT THE WORLD’S FAIR.
Twenty Medals and Diplomas were taken by
makers of the raw materials used by me in cone
structing the Crowns.
The Crown is the only Piano which contains the
Wonderful Orchestral Attachment and Practice Clavier, the greatest invention of the age and
by the use of which you can imitate perfectly the
Harp, Zither, Banjo, Mandolin, Guitar,
Clayicord, Dulcimer, Spinet, Harpsichord,
Music Box, Autoharp, Bag Pipe. Etc.
THE CROWN IS THE ONLY PIANO WORTH
$1000.00 MORE THAN IT COSTS.
The Illustrated Souvenir Catalogue, telling the whole
story, sent free, Ask for it.
GEO. P. BENT, Manufacturer,
245-253 Washington Boul., CHICAGO, U. S, A.

7 Bible House, New

York.

Following collections can be used for CABINET, as well as for PIPE
ORGAN :—

Direct from the Factory
at Factory Prices!

BATTMANN’S GEMS FOR THE ORGAN.
IN TWO VOLUMES.
Revised by G. BURTON.
VOL.1 CONTAINING 34 EASY, SPIRITED MARCHES.

VOL. 2 CONTAINING

Think

$175!

High-

Grade Piano for

69 EASY AND PLEASING VOLUNTARIES,

The author of these new compilations, Barrmann,
well known to all who have in any way been interestedis undoubtedly
in Organ or
Choir work. The style of composition, although by no meana
severe
and heavy, is of a very pleasing character.
Price of each volume, bound in cloth, $1.50.

New Sacred Songs

of getting a First-Class,

ORGANIST’S FRIEND AND COMPANION,

A Collection of Preludes, Postludes, Offertories, Ete.,
Compiled

In two volumes.

by J. FISCHER.

Price of each, bound in cloth, $2.00.

We have no agents or middlemen to divide with, A
dealer's profits, store rents, agents’ salaries, commisKERN’S ORGAN GEMS.
sions, and expenses amount to from $150 to $200 on
CONSISTING
OF EIGHTY-FOUR ORIGINAL PRELUDES AND POSTLUDES
‘‘They Know Not What They Do.” Key E [D to FFOR PIPE OR REED ORGAN,
each piano sold. Why not save this money and get a
Composed by C. A. KERN.
sharp].
A beautiful sacred song for Mezzo-Sop.
We can most cordially commend this new collection to all lovers of first-class, high-grade Upright Grand Piano for the same
Price 30 cts
good
and
genuine
organ music, It contains many valuable composi- money that a dealer must pay for it? It will pay you to
‘Nearer, My God, to Thee.” Key
A[D to G]. Sop. tions, remarkable for thoroughly church like motives
and contrapuntal
or Mezzo.
An effective setting of these words. work, not difficult and splendidly effective. ‘The melodic and harmonic write to us for particulars, as we sell all our Pianos at
construction of all the pieces is most excellent, and we can safely con- first factory cost. We make any terms—from “all cash’?
Price 40 cts.
‘¢ Brightest and Best.” Key D [C-sharp to G-sharp]. sider it the moat deserving work of this kind ever published,
to the easiest installment plans. Write to
Price, bound in flexible cloth, $2.00.

DR.

Sop:

0 cts.

H. A.

CLARKE,

Brilliant and moderately difficult.

‘¢ Jesus, My One Prevailing Plea.”

Price

Key E flat [B-flat

to C]. A fine alto solo, quiet and devotional.
Price 80 cts.
The accompaniments of all are equally adapted for
either the organ or piano.
Any or all of them sent for your inspection by the
publisher,

THEODORE

PRESSER,

PHILADELPHIA,

FISCHER’S

PRACTICAL

ORGANIST.

A collection of Preludes, Interludes, Postludes, etc, Adapted to the
wants of young organists, and intended for the service of the church
and private use, Embracing selections from the works of the best
writers. Compiled by Joseri Fiscurr.

The Rising Sun Piano

FISCHER'S ALBUM FOR YOUNG ORGANISTS,
“ Young organists, especially those who are piano players, turned at
short notice into organists, are very apt to think that they can extemporize a voluntary, when they really cannot,inchurchly and true organ
the organ, good, and many of them easy.

lations from (C) into all the keys.

Price

75 cents.

We cordially

Compiled and Edited by E. J. BIEDERMANN, Organist of St. Mary's
Church, New York.
Aside of the several standard marches which appear in the contents,
this collection contains a number of compositions which have heretofore
never appeared in any previous publication, ‘The arrangements are the
Price, bound in flexible cloth, $2.00.
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Boekelman’s Chromo-Analytical Edition
or

FUGUES
FROM

J. §. BACH’S Well-Tempered Clavichord.

FESTIVAL

Goltermann,

ferent shaped

notes :—

Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 16, 21, 22,
‘Nos, i, 2, 7, 11, 12.
The price (netto) is 50 cts. each, except Vol. I, Nos. 3, 4,10; Vol. II,

No. 7, which are 65 cts, each.

THEO.

PRESSER, Publisher,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

G.

Marche Triomp!
Processional Marc!

60

THEO.

PRESSER,

1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Unsurpassed for comfort for those who sit at their

Blank Musie-Copying Books,
Our Own Make.
6 Staves,

In Three Styles Only.

24 Pages,

.

eae
SG

Leer.
iad

ale
‘
5
Sd

6-Stave

Books

are 9

.

.

15 cts.

20 **
25‘

x 6 inches.

8-Stave Books are 9}; x 8 inches.

15

Triumpbal Marc!
F.

PLAYERS.

The perfection in spring back chairs. It preserves
the health, prevents round shoulders, and cures weak
backs.
One can practice twice as long and accomplish
three times as much with perfect comfort.
In twelve styles, ranging in price from $5.85 to $18.50.
Send for complete descriptive catalogue, and send all
orders to

Set
36
15 BA.
60

50

Liebig, L. ’Six Festival Preludes.
Marks, J.C.

PIANO

PRELUDES.

Gounod, Ch. Marche Romaine; arranged by H. F. Rimbaull..
Queen of Shoba, Grand March; arranged by B. Sulz
Ketterer, E. Marche Solennelle.
Kreitschmer, E. Coronation M:
arranged by E. J. Biedermann,
Lemmens, J.
Leprevost, A.

FOR

work for any length of time.

Composed by L. LIEBIG. 75 cents.
Although termed “Festival Preludes,” they are by no means difficult,
but very effective.
Ascher, J. The Queen’s March.
Batiste, E. Processional Marc!
25
Biedermann, E. J. Marche Triomphal
60
Marche Nuptiale....
60
Bonvin, L. Three Tone Pictures
50
Callaerts, J. Marche Solennelle.
Dubois, Th. Grand Choru
30

Mendelssohn,

The following Fugues ha 9 been published in colors and dif-

Davis Spring Back Chair.

There is also a set of modu-

recommend the little volume,”"—The Organtats’ Journal, September, 1891,

best.

PENNA.

THE

style. Mr. Fischer has done a good work in putting forth this book
as a help to young players,
The selections are from the best writers for

FOR PIPE ORGAN.
FISCHER'S FOR
ALBUM
OF MARCHES.
PIPE ORGAN.

~

HAZLETON,

Vol. I, $1.50. Vol. II, $200. Vol. III, $2.00.
Containing 100 Preludes, Interludes, and Postludes.

PA.

Kellmer Piano Go,,

LrseRaL Discount To THE PROFESSION,

These are unquestionably the best Music-Copying Books that are on
Tho paper has been made especially
50 for these books, and is the best quality ledger paper, standing erasures
50 three or four times, The books are tastefully bound.
80
60

War March of the Priests.

Raff, J. Festival Marc!
Smart,H. March inG.
Wagner, R. Bridal March.

Tannhauser March...

80 the market at the prosent time,

60

Blank Music Paper of the same quality as in above books can be had

SEND

FOR

OUR

CATALOGUES,

THEO, PRESSER, Philadelphia.

in 12 and 14 staves, size 22x 14.

Price 60 cents per quire.

Be gure you got those made by
THEO, PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa,
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ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT
BOSTON,

ESTABLISHED

The bayton F.Sammy Co,

1886.

Our Factory is the Home of the Seven-Octave Organ.

ILE REPRESENTATIVES

NEW YORK,
136 Fifth Avenue.

|

146 Boylston Street.

PIANO,

PUBLISHERS AND IMPORTERS OF MUSIC,

PUBLISHER,

MUSIC

IN OHIOAGO FOR THE

CHICKERING

220 WABASH

AVE.,

CHICACO.

SOLE AGENT IN THE UNITED STATES FOR

Henry Litolff, Brunswick, Germany ; Edition Chanot
(Violin Music), and the Vienna Conservatory
Edition of the PIANOFORTE CLASSICS.

PIANO SOLO.
FIRST

Composed for the dedication of the W«

Mass

in

Orchestra...

E-Fiat,

for Four Solo Voices,

.
It originated with us, and we brought it to perfection
on’t confuse it with the cheap imitations
that flood the market. Send for
Price and Catalogue.

Organ and

Chorus,

i
yi
Handel ai
Sung by
King (Men’s Voices)
The Minstrel and the
(Ladies’ Voices)

Rose of Avontown

The

JULIUS

Columbus.
Wesperus

Chorus and Orchestra......

JOHN

BREWER.

HYALT

(Ladies’ Voices).

DO NOT WEAR YOUR MUSIC OUT BY
CARRYING IT IN A MUSIC ROLL.

Voices).
Phe Werald of Spring (Ladies’ Voices,
The Sea and the Moon (Ladies’

G. W. CHADWICK.
Chorus, and Orchestra
Phenix Expirans, for Quartet,(Mass.)
Festival, May 5,
at Springfield
produced
‘Was first
and Providence.
It has been sung in Boston, New York,
Voices.
Men’s
for
Voyage,
Last
The Viking’s
Written for and sung by the Apollo Club of Bosto
Voices,
Mixed
for
The Pilgrims, Boston, New York,
Has been sung in
:
Lovely Rosabelle, for Mixed Voices
York, Springfield, Buflalo,
Tt has been given in Boston, New Oran;
and
Haven,
New
Pittsburg, Detroit,
Voices) ....
The Lily Nymph (MixedSpringfiel
d, and Montreal.
Performed in New York,
BENJAMIN C
ER.
(Men's Voices).
The Bailiff's Daughter (Men’s
Voices)
The North-East Wind Apollo Club,
Cincinnati
Written for and sung by
‘The Skeleton

ARTHUR FOOTE.
in Armour, for Mixed Voices........

Wreck of the Hesperus, for Mixed Voices............
It has since been
Originally written for the Cecilia, Boston,
sung in New York, Cleveland, Detroit, Ann Arbor, and Concord.

The Farewell of Hiawatha, for Male Voices.

Tt has been given by male clubs in Boston, New York,

lyn, and San Francisco.

TH.

No.
No
No.
No.

most

Midnight (Mixed Voices).
N.
King Erie (Mixed Voices)
Complete

TO

GRADED

sent free upon

NEW

ANOTHER

can

be

Price $3.00.

had in either black or brown.

THEO. PRESSER, PHILA., PA.

|MRS. MARY GREGORY

SPECIAL TEACHERS’ COURSE
Art of Study

The

application.
filled

to Teach,

of Analysis
Mason

PLYMOUTH,
From

SUPPLE-

The

How

and

Touch

Expression,

and

Technic,

AT

at the Springfield

CATALOGUE

and

Principles
and

Mail Orders solicited and promptly
to all parts of the Country.

MURRAY

GRADE.

No. 2. Cantabile.
No. 8. Tempo de Valse.
No. 4. Scherzando .......ssec0seesees

MASS.,

July 6th to August

15th, 1896.

This course will be especially adapted to the needs of teachers who
wish to increage their efficiency and to students preparing for the profession, Full particulars may be had by addressing,
MRS.

MARY

GREGORY

MURRAY,

1708-10 Chestnut Street,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
Room 19, Greble Building,
Until July 1st, after which date address
No. 4 Warren Avenue, PLYMOUTH, MASS.

FOURTH

No

25

25
25

25
THIRD

COLE, R. G.

25
25
25
25
35

40

Beatrice Walz

Edna Waliz.....

leather throughOp. 128.
out, handles and
straps riveted,
No. 8 Valse (Whims).......
made for hardest WEIDIG, A- Op. 6. Miniatures.
service.
Both of
No 1 Commodo
above

25

25

No. 5 Romance.
PFEFFERKORN, OTT

BEAUMONT, P. Paquerette.
STYLE.
LIEBLING, EMIL. Op. 82.
No. 1. Allegretto, A Minor....
For carrying sheet
No. 2. Caprice, © Mejor
music without any
No 8. Romance, C Major.
folding or rolling, MERKEL, @. Op. 81.
thus keeping it alNo. 2 Hunting Call.
i hok
No 4. Burterfly...
ways
smooth and
No 1 In Green Hieids
Op 82
fresh, or for bound
volumes.
Solid

the

25
25

25

No. 4. Melody

ate
No.1 Mel die (In Dreamlana)..
No. 2. Capriccio (Romping).

The

Also

carrying

ANNOUNCES A

VON WILM.

Octavo Catalogue.

MENT

of

manner

convenient

1

Lazarus (Mixed Voices)
it was gi’ ven

Op. 3.

No. 2. Invention.........
No. 3. Groste:que Dance

music, and does not necessitate the rolling of it. It is superseding all others on
the market.
Made of Smooth-Grain Leather, un60
lined, price $1.50.

PODBERTSKY.

It has been sung in Cincinnati;
Festival of 93 and at Taunton.

Mazurka
Gavotte.
Tyrolienne.
Polonaise

No. 1. Song Without Words

The Water Sprite (Ladies’ Voices).
A Curious Story (Ladies’ Voices)...
Pp. A. SCHNECKER.

Dream

5.
6
7.
8.

HARRIS, H. W.

God Bless Thee, Love, Forever (Men’s Voices),

GEO. E. WHITING,
Pictures, for Mixed Voices .

GRADE.

SCHOENEFELD, H. Op. 21. Children’s Festival.
No. 1, March.
No 2. Minuet .
No. 8. Polk:
No 4 Valse

DISCOUNT TO THE PROFESSION.

has been given in

25

SECOND

MARGARET RUTHVEN LANG.
s
The Jumblies, for Male Voices............
‘This composition, for baritone solo, chorus, and two pianos,
was written for the Apollo Club, Boston, and first produced
Dec. 3, 1890.
FRANK LYNES.
The Curfew Bell, for Mixed Voices... Watertown. Ypsilanti,
Has been sung in Detroit, Cambridge,
and other cities.
G. W. MARSTON.
cae at 80
David, for Mixed Voices.
First performed in Newark, with marked success, under the
direction of Mr. E. M, Bowman.
JOHN KNOWLES PAINE.
Voices..... 1 00
@dipus Tyrannas of Sophocles, fortheMen's
groat play of
Originally written for the performance ofhas teen
given in
Sophocles at Cambridge. The * Gidipus”
Chicago and Milwaukee, and parts of it in San Francisco; also
by the Apollo Club, Boston. Voices.
for Men’s
Phebus, Arise,Apollo
Club, Boston.
Written for the
for Mixed Voices...
Faney,
of
The Reatm
First sung by the Boylston Club, Boston.
J. ©. D. PARKER.
Voice:
St. John, for aMixed
5
:
'
for
cautata
John,”
“gt.
(1890) of the Hiindel and
was composed for the 75th anniversary
Haydn Society, It haa also been given in New York, Springfield, and Providence
re

(Men's Voices)...
The Life of Man Héndel
and Haydn Society.
Performed by the
H.W. PARKER.
King Trojan, for Mixed Voices..........

25

Cnildren’s Revel

Tdyl...

re

The

4.
5.
6
7.
8 Album

HARRIS, H. W.

Orches-

iret produced at a concert of the Boston Symphony
tra, Feb. 4, 1892.

This work of the celebrated composer
Munich, New York, and Providence.

No.
No.
No
No.
No.

Pa.

Easton,

St.,

820 South Tenth

25
25
25
25
25
25
25

No. 2.
No. 3.

MFG. CO.,

ORGAN

LAWRENCE

BECKER.

Melodramatic Poem.

GRADE,

ADAMS, MRS. CROSBY. Five Tone Sketches..$0 50
‘This set which has already attained a gratifying success, will
be found especially valuable in cultivating the musical sense of
the pupil.
LUTKIN, P. C._ Hight Instructive Pieces.
No 1. M
25

MRS. H. H. A. BEACH.
Festival Jubilate, for Mixed Voices.

World’s Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 1893.

BULLETIN.

ETC.

ORATORIOS,

CANTATAS.

SUMMER

50
50
60
35
40
35
40
385
85

85
85
35

50

15
25
25
26

GRADE.

Op. 1.

1. Novelette, G flat...

No. 2 Novelette, A Minor
LACK, THEO. Song of the Brouk
LUTKIN, P. C. Canzonetta..... Est are

15

50
50
85

40
ROSENFELD, M. Op. 3. Gavotte Caprice
teach‘Teachers will find the above a carefully selected list of choice
ing pieces, and we would suggest to them chat now, during the summer
work,
vacation, is a good time to make selections of music for future
Carrying one of the largest and most complete stocks in the country
to offer
us
of the best American and Foreign publications, enables
exceptional opportunities to those desiring to avail themselves of our
facilities in this line.
‘We accept accounts with responsible parties in any part of the country,

and give expert attention to selections for teachers, choirs, or particular

occasions.
Send for complete catalogues and Bulletins of New Music,

PIPE ORCAN.
WEST, JOHN A. Postludein Fi...
eeeeeees
‘Musicianly in style, fresh and original in melodic ideas, this
composer's
composition forms a worthy companion piece to the
celebrated “ Melody in C,” and is recommended as one of the
best of recent organ compositions.
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Foreign Postage
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Musical Ftems.
HOME.

Joser Horrmayy, the famous young pianist, will visit
America next season.
Tuerz is a rumor that Xaver Scharwenka will be at
the Cincinnati College of Music next year.
Cuarence Eppy, the American organist, has been
giving recitals in Rome, Milan, and Paris.
Caxvi, it is said, will make a concert tour of the
larger American cities the coming winter.
Worcester's thirty-ninth annual Music Festival is to
be held from the 21st to the 26th of September.
Cincinnati music-lovers paid $43,000 to hear seven
concerts at the musical festival held in that city in the
five days from May 19th to 23d.
Witi1am H. Saerwoop will fulfill his customary engagement as director of the piano department at the
Chautauqua Assembly this summer.
Tue Seidl Society concerts at Brighton Beach have
commenced for the season. A Wagner festival was the
initiatory work and lasted for three days.
Tr is announced that Lilli Lehmann will visit the
United Siates this season for a concert tour in company
with Reinhold L Herman, the composer and pianist.
Dr Wi1iam Mason has purchased of Preble Tucker,
for $29,600, the four-story brick dwelling, with lot 21 x
103.3, No. 14 West Sixteenth Street, New York.
Herman L. Mour died in Philadelphia, May 25th.
He was born in Saxony, and was the author of many
works for orchestra, chorus, piano, etc. His works are
largely used throughout Germany.

NO. 7.

Tue death of Mme. Clara Schumann removes another
Mr. Louis C. Exson is booked for a dozen lectures
during the summer.
One course at Saratoga, last week illustrious light from the realm of music. The sad
of July; a course at Ludington, Mich , first week in event occurred Thursday, May 21st, and was immediAugust, and a course at Bay View, Mich., second week ately telegraphed all over the world as a matter of universal interest. See further notice of her life on another
in August.
Two memorial concerts in aid of the Dr. George F. page.
Root Memorial Fund will be held in the Chicago ColiTue Coronation Batiet.—The ballet performed at
seum on the afternoon and evening of July 4th. These Moscow during the coronation festivities in scenic and
concerts will be under the direction of Mr. William L. choreographic beauty surpassed anything as yet eeen in
Tomlins and Mr. Frederick W. Root, son of the com- Russia. It will cost 100,000 rubles. It is named Daita.
The sceneis in Japan, everything is thoroughly Japanese,
poser.
Mme. BLoomrieLp-ZeisLer made fifty concert appear- and the music is written on original themes from Japan.
ances during the last season, twelve of which were with
orchestra. She will make a tour of the Pacific coast
SUMMER READING.
Guarantees have already been ©
the ensuing season.
secured for thirty recitals, which will extend over a
HAMILTON ©. MACDOUGALL,
period of two months.
FOREIGN.

During the past year there were produced in Italy 31
operas and 29 operettas.
Tur great Dutch pianist, Sieveking, is to make a tour
of the leading American cities the coming season.
Watiace.—W. Vincent Wallace, son of the composer
of ‘‘ Maritana,”’ is writing a memoir of his father.

Mme. Marcugst’s memoirs, which are said to abound
in anecdote of noted musicians of the day, are shortly
to go to press.

Last year in Germany Leoncavallo’s ‘‘I Pagliacci’’
was performed 467 times, and the ‘‘ Cavalleria Rusti-

cana’? 505 times.
Asrarus of Mozart is to beerected at Prague, in front
of the Conservatory, within sight of the Villa Bertramka,
where he composed Don Giovanni.

Braums has received the medal of honor for arts and
letters

from the Emperor

of Austria,

being the first

musician on whom the distinction has been conferred.
SrveRAt great musical festivals will be given in the
provincial cities of England this fall. At least one important original work is usually given at these annual
festivals.
Dr. Dvorak hasrecently finished two string quartettes,
respectively in G- and in A flat. He has also composed
three symphonic poems based upon national Bohemian
legends.
Moritz RosenTHat, the greatest living pianist from
the purely technical standpoint, is to return to America
for a second tour. Mr. Rosenthal has not been heard
here for eight years, and since then we have heard
Paderewski.
W. J. vow WasieLewskt, author of the biography of
Schumann and many other works, is said to be engaged

writing his memoirs.

As he was well acquainted with a

large number of important artists, his experiences and
recollections will form an interesting book.

Very many people are in the habit of laying outa
course of reading that they intend taking up during the
summer months. It is quite true that if the reading is
of a substantial character and the weather is warm the
good resolutions sometimes fade away.
But if any of
the Erupe readers are desirious of reading at least one
good book before the hard work of another season begins I would like to recommend Herbert Spencer’s
“Education.’?
I became acquainted with the work
through the endorsement of my friend, Mr. Thomas
Tapper, and I am sure that I can repay the debt I owe
him in no more agreeable fashion to him than to induce
someone else to read it. The work is extremely stimulating and not too deep reading for any one who is willing to read with some attention and not merely for
amusement.
It discusses the subject of education in a
very fascinating fashion and givesa practical discussion
of music’s place in a scheme of education that is very
profitable for a musician to read. It is commonly supposed that musicians are unwilling to give serious attention to anything outside their immediate province. Itis
true that the Art is an absorbing one and technical proficiency is gained only at the cost of unremitting labor ;
yet I believe we all are desirous of self-improvement,
and that I can promise to any who carefully read the
book to which I have referred.
—Camilla Urso is ranked as a genius, yet she practices
six hours a day, and never attempts playing a concerto
in public without at least six months’ hard practice.

—One thing that tends directly to success in life is a
distinct aim. A man may run very hard in a race; the
perspiration may stream from his brow, and every muscie be strained; butif he is not runningin a right direction, if he is running away from the goal, all his activity will not help him. So industrious habits are not
sufficient, unless we have a distinct idea of what we are
aiming at. The world is full of purposeless people, and
such people come to nothing.—J. Cameron Leeds.
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LETTERS TO PUPILS.
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VAN

CLEVE,

E. B. A.—You ask at what stage of a student’s progress Chopin’s C sharp minor impromptu, Opue 66,
could be wisely introduced. I-should say that it could
be taken quite early, say, at about one-third the distance
from absolute beginning to mature artistship, or at least
such musicianship as by courtesy may be called artistship.
You know well, no doubt, that the higher degrees of
proficiency in piano playing mean decades of atudy. In
such a period of musical study as might be fairly regarded as correlative to a college curriculum, with a
preparatory course taken for granted, I should place it at
the end of the freshman year, or the end of the third
year in a series of six years.
Every piece of music bears upon the pupil’s mind in
two ways, that is, technically and ssthetically,—the
fingers and the fancy.
The impromptu in question is one of the posthumous
works, and for some reason not easy to give Chopin saw
fit to repress it and not publish it. Personally, I donot
agree with the disparaging criticisms bestowed upon
this composition by Mecks, but I consider it very beautiful—in especial, the lovely lyric theme in the tonic
major. Technically, its chief value lies in the opening
sentence, where groups of eight single sixteenths in the
right hand are made the time-equivalent of groups of
six triplet-eights in the left hand, that is, a double four
against a double three, three against four being an appalling pons asinorum for the young pianist.

A. M.—The distressing habit of stammering which
you allude to in your pupil is, verily, one of the most
irritating and disfiguring of musical habits. I once had
a pupil, a young man, who shook and quivered and

ETUDE.

Again, there should be some practice upon études, tempting pieces which are too difficult, to be the almost
that midway ground betwixt the dreary sand-waste of universal causes of failure. When the pupil knows the
technic and the blooming gardens of music. I am a piece, and knows that he knows it thoroughly, there is
great believer in Czerny. In certain aspects of piano seldom, if ever, sufficient stage fright to disconcert the
playing his achievements are for all time, at least so pupil. But timid pupils should be given parts in duets
long as the present keyboard holds its own, and till or eight-hand pieces for their first attempts.—EDITor.
Janco, or some other reformer, pushes it aside. Czerny
VIII.
has given us a vast variety of the formulas of musical
1. With pupils who are comparatively beginners, do
expression possible to the piano keyboard, just sufficiently sweetened and perfumed with emotional beauty to
make them interesting, while he has not, like Stephen

you have them read the notes to be played by the right
hand or left hand first, when both hands are playing at
once? 2 Doyou have them give their first attention to
time values, or to what letters the notes are, or to the
fingering? Or in what order do you have the pupil read
3. Doyou demand counting
as tothe points named?

Heller, made them too entertaining for study.* The
fault which you complain of in your pupil, namely, not
phrasing well, could be cured if you would use the music
of Schumann as a specific. Schumann’s music is manyvoiced, and all the middle notes are significant. Your
pupil’s habit of inartistic hastening could be checked
and counteracted by studying such of Beethoven’s slow
movements as come within her comprehension and
recommend themselves to her sympathies.
G. Jacx.—Your question as to whether it is pogsible
to play the trill in Beethoven's D-mejor sonata, Opus
10, No. 8, at the full metronome tempo, namely, + =
182, opens up an interesting subject of thought. uy
frankly confess that I do not believe it possible to move
the human finger fast enough to attain this excessive
The half-note will
agility. Just think for a moment.
contain eight sixteenths, and in a minute there would be
eight times 132, which is 1056 notes. Since only two
fingers are employed, each would have to rise and fall,
delivering its blow, 528 times in a minute, or about
nine times in a second. Set your metronome to beating
seconds and then play scales against it in triple triplets,
or nine notes to the beat. Then you will realize what

aloud at the first reading of a piece?

teach the names of the notes, position on the staffand on
the keyboard, at the same time I begin fingering. Ithen
teach the time values of notes. I always demand
counting aloud at first reading ofapiece, and also have
them name notes aloud before striking them.—Hmma
A, Lane.

T have the right hand notes read first unless the melody be in the left hand, in which case this hand would
-be read first. I then call attention to the letter names
of notes and the fingering, then the time values, and I

nine notes to the second mean. I question if a speed

higher than six or seven notes to the second be attainable upon the piano with the individual finger. The
violinist, when he trills, produces a tone when he raises
wriggled every time he made an onslaught upon the
he drops the finger, and likewise can
piano, till he almost drove me frantic. He was a verita~ as well as when
a shimmering shudder of tremolo, because the bow
make
ble aspen. His music made him quiver and shake and
a tone with each alternate motion, but the
jerk as if he had been attached to the poles of an electric produces
must make two motions to secure every sound.
pianist
battery. In his case it was a constitutional infirmity, a
I never heard Gottschalk, whose sustained crescendo
disease of the nervous system, and the more I remontrill was one of the wonders of the century, but I was
strated, argued, expostulated, plead, exhorted, fumed,
told by a good judge that Gottschalk really did
fretted, fidgeted, and fulminated, the more complete and once
the notes so fearfully fast, but made them so
play
not
full-blown became his habit of musical stuttering. In
round and full that the effect was that of great
faultlessly
the case of your pupil, the fourteen-year-old girl, if
run well defined, or a trill conscientiously
A
speed.
her hands are inclined to be cold, clammy, and tremueven, will always seem faster than it really is.
lous when she plays, the cause of her stammering may
be physical, and I should recommend careful muscular
ANSWERS TO
training by gentle dumb-bell exercise with much open
air, and abstinence

from all nerve-irritants.

But your

THOUGHTS

FOR THE THOUGHTFUL.—IIL

4. Do you have

a pupil tell the note names aloud before playing them?
I have beginners read the notes for right hand first. I

saying that she stammers more egregiously upon familiar
than upon unfamiliar music inclines me to think that
VII.
the cause is mental, and in that case it may be derived
1. WueEnever you have had a pupil fail to play satisfrom two different faculties, namely, approbativeness factorily in public, was the fault unavoidable stage
3. Something
Insufficient preparation?
2.
in excess or deficient continuity. The former would fright?
wrong about the piano? 4. A mixing up of pages? 5.
produce morbid self-consciousness and timidity. The
Music falling off the piano? 6, Or what have been the
latter would cause the mind to make many abrupt causes of breaks which you thought might have been
changes of attention and to dart hither and thither like avoided?
a devil’s darning needle. The mental cure should be
The failures I have known have been almost always
sought and will surely be found in the cultivation of caused by stage fright.—M. Elizabeth Mayo.
concerted music. Let the girl play accompaniments for
Only once or twice in many years have I found stage
singers and violinists, and, still better, have her pracfright so strong as to completely paralyze the performer
tice bearing her part in four-hand arrangements of overand make him utterly unable to proceed, even though
tures and symphonies. One of the most practicable .
thoroughly prepared. The almost universal cause is inworks in the world for this purpose is the sixth or pasgufficient preparation, though, mostof the time, the pupil
toral symphony of Beethoven, since it is at once easy is not aware of it, and will not believe that to be the true
and beautiful.
cause; but I hold that if sufficient practice has been
M. M.—If you have.an eight-year-old girl who can given the fingers will be so thoroughly familiar with the
make anything like a tolerable stagger at Chopin’s waltz way to be traveled, that, apparently having ‘‘a memory
in A flat, she must be a phenomenon indeed. You must
of their own,’’ they will continue their familiar journey
mean the Opus 42, for the one in Opus 84 would surely even though their guide, the mind, is for a few moments
be too robust for her.
of no assistance, and finding, after a few moments, the
As to general advice, I would say to you, do with her fingers are such trusty servants, courage rouses itself to
just what you would with any other student whose musical the task and makes a success; but public efforts must be
maturity might chance to be the same though the years continued from time to time, if real stage fright is to be
were double or triple. Give her a daily trot around the overcome.—Ella M. Hilt.
circle of pure technic, and there is no better digest of
In summing up the answers, it is evident that experithis subject to be found in the world than that of Mason ence proves insufficient preparation, together with at
and Mathews, the deservedly renowned ‘‘Touch and
* Czerny’s Opus 299, 740, 365, 387 can never be superseded.
Technic.”

always demand counting out aloud.—Bertha J. Chace.

I have beginners read out aloud each hand separately,

then play each hand separately, considering time-value ;
then give their attention to the fingering; and always

insist on counting aloud—August Geiger.

I find it best to teach beginners to read music first
with the letters from the book, then use the right hand,
followed by the left, naming the letters, then counting
the time aloud, lastly singing the words, when there are
any. After the names of notes are learned, the time
made plain, then go to work at the fingering and see
that each finger takes its own place.—M. HE. H. Gardner.

I do not have beginners play with both hands until
they have first practiced separately, and I almost always
have them take up the left hand part first, for it is much

the hardest for the great majority on several accounts.

After beginning the melody pupils feel that it is too
After the parts
tedious to get the accompaniment.
are learned it is not as hard to see and read both
at once and grasp the meaning as a whole. Left to
themselves, they always read the right and then the left.
If I have given them lessons from the very first, I rarely
have to call their attention to the letter names of the
notes, so I can go at once to the time values and fingering. They are taught from the start that the mind must
attend to those three things at one and the sametime.—

Ella M. Hilt.
T have never given special directions as to which staff
shall be read from first when both hands are playing at
once. Itisa point well worth attention, however. It
seems more natural to think of the right hand notes first,
partly because it more often contains the melody, partly
because the right hand instinctively takes the lead in
whatever weare doing, unless we are left-handed. Piano
students, in general, seem to think that the main thing
to do is to play the right hand well, and never, unless
emphatically incited to do so, do they give the left hand
due attention, whereasit really requires as much again,
owing to its natural weakness and dependence upon the
justgforthe sake of reading, timeright hand. If readin
consideration. If reading somefirst
values must be the
thing that is to be studied, I have the attention concentrated upon notes, fingering, and phrasing at the first
reading, then upon time-values. I demand counting
aloud with the first practicing of apiece or étude. It is
advisable that beginners should name the notes before
playing until able to read music readily.— Marie Merrick.

With beginners playing with both hands at once, I
teach them to read the notes for the left hand first. If
there is a chord, they have to read its lowest note first.
When my pupil is to have a new lesson I make him
pay attention to the piece in the following order: The
name of the piece, the name of the composer, tempo,
key, time, the different clefs, the notes connected with

THE
fingering, the different touches, phrasing, and at last,
but not least, the expression. I demand counting aloud

at the first reading of a piece, because that ia the only
way a teacher can keep control over the pupil’s knowledge of the note values. For a beginner in the first

ETUDE.

sion. While striving to implant correct ideals, I am
likewise striving to educate the physical members to
a degree of responsiveness and capacity that shall

enable them to adequately reveal these ideals to the
world. To acquire the nice combination of elasticity
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‘Chita; or, A Memory of Last Island: The Legend of
L'lle Derniere.”’ It dealt with the destruction of Last Island, formerly a fashionable watering-place in the Gulf of
Mexico, thronged every season with hundreds of aristocratic guests from the Southern States. On the 10th of
August, 1856, at the height of the season, the island was

and firmness requisite to a fine touch, various means
have to be employed.
Chief of these are the insistence totally destroyed by a sudden tempest and tidal wave.
To sum up the evidence, there must be a uniform and of the delicate balance of mental calmness and intelli- Every vestige of human habitation was swept into the
invariable way for the pupil, or he will waste time in gent, concentrated attention that produce the corre- Gulf and nearly every soul of the hundreds there astrying to find out which is easiest to do first, never doing spondingly nice balance of decision and relaxation in sembled perished.
The following composition is a musical transcript, althem in the same order. Recent tendencies are toward physical movement. Without this balance, no technical
‘* doing one thing at a time,’’ and not trying to over- study can be pursued to advantage, or with the fullest most page for page, of Mr. Hearn’s perfect and powerresults.
The Delsarte relaxing exercises diligently ful prose poem. It opens with a quiet lyric introduction,
burden the child's mind with too much simultaneous
detail. As they become familiar with one thing, then practiced are a most efficient aid to its acquisition. intended to portray the mood of the bland, etherial
lead them to give attention to the next, meantime not While thus implanting ideals, and judiciously training azure days preceding the storm, which the author deentirely neglecting the former. Habit will eventually physical members, in order to lead pupils to play, not scribes as ‘‘ Days born in rose and buried in gold when
do the rest. Counting aloud forces the pupil to think only with a ‘‘ sweet’’ touch, but a varied touch as to winds held their breath and slow wavelets caressed the
time values, and if he chances to omit counting, his ears legato, staccato, dynamics, etc., I am assiduously deal- bland brown beach with a soundas of kisses and whispers,
remind him, while if mental time keeping is depended ing with character, pointing out to them characteristics and for weeks no fleck of cloud broke the heaven’s blue
dream of eternity.’’ Then the first mighty premonitory
upon, the child forgets to count when meeting the first to be cultivated and repressed in the general conduct of
rollers
come surging in from the far horizon, to break
life,
as
the
surest
means
to
positive
attainment
in
their
difficulty, and then plays by guess. A thorough knowledge of the names of notes on the added lines as well as musical work. Thus, the determined, aggressive pupil slowly in whispered thunder upon the strand, indicated
on the staff, and a working knowledge of time values, is must cultivate pliability, a yielding temper; the mild, in the composition by a few sweeping, wave like arpegindispensable for accurate work and for substantial and o’er-ready-to-yield one, more moral stamina; the ner- gios. The principal theme of the work, which follows,
satisfactory advancement. These fundamental neceasi- vously restless one, repose; the stolid one, animation, portrays the rising, ominous voice of the sea, which, to
quote Mr. Hearn again, ‘‘Is not one voice, but atumult
ties are best learned from a writing-book, such as Lan- and so on ad infinitum.—Marie Merrick.
of many voices, voices of drowned men, the muttering
My
experience
has
been,
that
if
the
pupil’s
hand
is
don’s ‘‘ Writing Book for Music Papils.’’—Epitor.
held correctly and flexible, the tone willbe good. While of the multitudinous dead, all rising to rage against the
1, In giving lessons to a beginner, do you demand
living at the great witch-call of storms.”’
touch and tone-quality from the very beginning, or do if I call attention to tone, the position of the hand will
Steadily the gale increases, the gloom deepens, and
you take this subject up after the pupil is able to read be bad.
and play somewhat, and at about what grade of advanceI seldom speak of tone-quality until they have learned the surf breaks higher, till toward midnight, when the
ment? 2, What are your ways of leading a young pupil to hold the hands correctly and with ease. With some storm has nearly reached its climax, there is a sudden
to try to play with a sweet touch? 8. What illustrations
lull, and winds and waves are hushed in suspense. In
do you use to impress its importance upon the child’s it may be during Grade I, with others not until Grade II.
this moment of tranquillity, merry, mocking strains of
—Bertha J. Chace.
mind?
waltz music are heard drifting out upon the gloom and
1. I try to have pupils use a sweet, singing tone from
First, last, always, touch and tone quality. I illustrate
terror of that tempestuous night from the ball-room of
by doing myself what I require, showing also the wrong the beginning. 2. I try to make them understand that
the great summer hotel upon the island.
way. I speak in various voices, hard and harsh to soft they are to make the piano sing, and to understand that
Just here I have introduced a waltz of a light, almost
and sweet, and refer to sounds in nature, etc.—V. E. B. there must be no ‘‘ push”? in playing the notes, but that
flippant character, in contrast to the sombre themes and
hand, wrist, arm, etc., must be perfectly loose and yet
I call attention to touch, after the pupil can read a
harmonies which precede and follow, suggesting the
have a certain degree of firmness. 3. I play a note
little, say the second or third lesson. This I do by illuswith stiffening joints and tell the pupils to notice the mood as well as the movement of the dancers.
trating, playing with a harsh and choppy tone contrasted
The incongruous strains reach the ear of the veteran
hard, sharp tone produced; then I play a note with rewith a singing tone—‘‘The Purling of a Brook,” ‘‘ The
captain of the steamer Morning Star, which, dragging
laxed muscles, and tell them to notice the sweet, full
Best Singer in the Town,”’ ete.—S. L. Wolff.
three anchors, is drifting down to her inevitable doom
tone which results, and also to notice that it sings for
amid the breakers, and he exclaims, ‘‘ Dancing! God
I do not give much attention to touch until after the some time.—M Elizabeth Mayo.
help them! for the wind dances with the sea to-night, and
first three months. Whenever they have a little study
Most decidedly, the pupil should begin touch and tone
that is any ways melodious, I make up a little story quality from the very beginning, as an effort for a good if he takes a notion to whip around south, there'll be
about it and often say, ‘‘ Now the lady is going to sing to touch is likely to prove fruitless after the pupil has been dancing to adifferent tune! ”’ In the repetition and development of the waltz-theme I have endeavored to depict
us”’ (speaking of the right hand), and criticise her singleft to thump out what little he or she may have had. the moment when the wind veers and from the south he
ing, and have it played several times; then we ask the My idea of teaching touch is to make the pupil thor- comes on with the strength of a tornado and the sound
gentleman (the left hand) to please come and play for oughly relax all the muscles of the body. To do this I of a cannonade, bearing the sea, a blanched and frightened partner, in his arms, and the very land trembles to
her but not play too loud and strong, or we cannot entell the pupil to feel just as lazy as possible in the mus- this giant tread, as but a moment since the polished floor
joy the lady’s singing.—Ella M. Hilt.
cles, requiring them to go very slowly, counting four to of the dance hall quivered to the pressure of circling
1, Inthe ‘‘ Landon Piano’ book the first exercises are each key that is struck. This gives the hand and arm
furnished with words, and I strive to teach that the tone- time to relax before striking the next key. I illustrate Bie the original sea-theme returns, with its sobbing,
surging accompaniment, the voice of the sea again, but
quality must express the meaning of the words, and I tone-quality to my pupils by showing them the difference rising to a shout of warning, and the tempest rapidly
try the exercises in various ways, bidding them listen between a harsh, unmusical tone and a soft, mellow tone, increases to the final climax and ultimate awful catastrophe, when ‘Shattered wrecks of buildings, mingled
carefully to the tone, and tell me which is most nearly and in most cases meet with success.—A. S.
with uprooted trees and struggling human victims, are
like the words we try to express.—M. E, H. Gardner.
In summing up this question of touch, the weight of swept surging together, in a weltering chaos of destrucMost emphatically do I demand touch and tone- evidence is strongly in favor of teaching touch as a first tion, out into the black waters of the Gulf.’ Then, like
quality from the beginning. I like to work from within impression, to make it take precedence of all other ideas the storm, the composition gradually subsides in sad, fallTeachers of ing cadences like repentant surges sobbing themselves to
rather than fram without, to consider touch as the result until a good tone-quality is a fixed habit.
rest on a wreck-strewn shore ; and at the close are a few
the
Mason
system
of
technics
give
little
attention
to subdued minor chords, a musical requiescat for the lost.
of a fine conception of tone-quality instead of thinking
Musicians will notice that the theme of the Coda is
of the latter as merely a result of mechanical means.
I position of hand, but great care to looseness, and secure
have met with such success, working on these lines, that position as well as tone-quality through this looseness, identical with that of the introduction, only given in
extension and in the minor key, to suggest that it is the
after afew lessonsI have butto say—‘‘ Your tone work is Sight is easier than hearing, and hearing than feeling, same scene, the same sea and sky, but altered almost
bad,’’ ‘‘not clear,’’ or ‘‘unmusical,’’ as the case ‘may be, but the Mason system calls on the latter two more than peyene recognition by the passing of the shadow of
eath.
to have the quality of tone immediately corrected. Just on sight, for both get at the inner trueness of touch
how the pupil attains the desired resultsIdo not inquire, more surely than does sight, as evidenced by hand posi—Your dullest pupil is your best pupil. You can
nor do I insist upon a stereotyped position of every fin- tion. Touch is one of the most important subjects with
ger and part, in order that they may be attained. A dis- which the piano teacher has to do, but as it is frequently learn more from him than from your brightest student.
You should learn in the first place to be thankful you
tinguished artist says: ‘‘ No two artists reach the same treated in the columns of Taz Erupg it is not necessary are endowed with more ability than that boy or girl.
results in the same way ;’’ and Liezt himself proclaimed to go deeper into the subject here.—Epiror.
You should be further grateful that the majority of your
students are so bright and apt to learn. But above all,
that “it matters not how we attain a desired musical end
it you do your duty by that stupid pupil, you will learn
so long as we do attain it,’’ or words to that effect.
DESORIPTION OF LAST ISLAND, *
lessons of patience and perseverance never learned in
Work that has its source in noble ideals and intelligent
instructing smart pupils. But the best service of a dull
By Epwarp Baxter Perry.
conceptions must rank infinitely above the mere automapupil comes from expedients necessarily employed in
making him understand what you would teach him.
tism that is the result ofan undue exaltation of mechanIn
Harper's
Magazine
for
April,
1888,
appeared
a
You must work and study much harder for a dull pupil
ism. Yet, while I must ever hold that the mental
remarkably graphic sketch by Lafeadio Hearn, entitled than the quick, bright one. You must go over all the
and spiritual must control the physical and material,
ground of instruction
more slowly and carefully.
I in no wise forget the important functions of the
*«“The Last Island,” by E. B. Perry, a descriptive composition Blessed be the dull, stupid pupil.— The Musical Messenphysical as a medium of mental and spiritual expres- for piano. Published by 'T. Presser, Philadelphia,
ger.
term, it is of great use to let him tell the note names

aloud before playing them.—Zliza Lothner.
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her with
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THE
OUTSIDE HELPS TO YOUNG MUSIOIANS.
BY MRS.

HERMANN

KOTZSCHMAR.

“To know anything one must know everything,” is a
statement which is calculated to discourage the young
student in any branch of knowledge—but as the years
bring deeper experiences and wider outlooks, it becomes
a self evident fact that no study, no art, is by itself
separate and apart. We all realize that no life is lived
which does not, consciously or unconsciously, influence

some other life, so no one can be a faithful, earnest
seeker after the highest and best in one’s own chosen
line of study without gaining a great amount of outside

knowledge, which may not at first seem to bear directly
on the subject in hand, but which later may be of incalculable benefit in advancing the one study nearest the
heart.
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well, by affording the latter means of getting at other
teachers’ ideas, and thus many times throwing new light
on, and giving fresh interest to, old compositions that

have become tame and uninteresting to the teacher
through constant repetition. Perhaps it will be par-

doned if we cite an instance where Tue Erups gave us

most timely aid.

We had selected for a pupil a com-

position of Schytté’s, and were desirous of having some
idea of the author's personality to give the student;
when on opening our Ervupz, which came on the day
of the lesson, our surprise and pleasure may be imagined

when almost the first thing that met our eye on glancing
through the paper was a picture of Schytté, with a
short account of his life and works. By a singular coincidence, the composition (‘‘Evening’’) which Mr.
Liebling mentioned as the one he selected to play asa
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knows that his attention is directed to a hitherto neglected point.
Trills and embellishments are among the things the
practice of which can frequently be postponed with advantage until the piece is half learned.
Another way of inculcating a respect for the notation,
is never to permit an alteration of any kind without indicating it in black and white. Shoulda change, for example, in the fingering be deemed advisable, do not allow
the eye to rest upon the figure one if the second finger is
used in that place.

Either

play with the thumb,

as

printed, or mark the alteration. The moral effect of
playing one thing while reading another is to render
subsequent work inaccurate.
Teachers also do much harm in playing over pieces
for their pupils with different fingering, tempi, and expression from what was recommended during the lesson.

novelty before the Music Teachers’ National Association was the very composition our pupil was playing. It is in the nature of an Irish bull to tell a person
to
The young piano student is at first wholly absorbed in When we saw the pleasure with which
the pupil gazed play a passage slowly and softly, and then sit down and
mastering the mechanical details. The keyboard, nota- at the likeness of Schytté,
and heard her enrnest thanks, rattle it off prestissimo il pur forte possibile.
tion rhythm, finger-action, tax to the utmost eye and brain. when we told her to take the paper and
read it at her
Of course, it may be necessary, in some cases, to give
When these become somewhat familiar, the musical leisure, we said mentally, This pupil
has received more the novice an idea of the ultimate effect of a piece he
sense is aroused, and the young musician longs to express than double the value of her lesson
by means of this can as yet render only in a plodding fashion, but the
by means of the fingers all the beautiful, glowing thoughts article,
situation must be explained, and the reason for the disthat fill.mind and soul ; but with the best intentions,
We could mention similar instances with reference to crepancy pointed out. Even then, I think it usually
fingers, wrists, arms do not always respond to the emo- the three ‘‘C”” composers—Cranmer,
Clementi, Czerny better to interpret a composition just.as you wish to hear
tions of the heart. There is stiffness where there —only space forbids; but our
experience is doubtless a it at the next lesson.
should be utmost relaxation.
One of the greatest aids repetition of every teacher's, every musician’s, who is
As regards fingering, if you do not wish to follow that
in overcoming this tense condition of muscles is the working, striving, to secure the best
results for pupils prescribed for the pupil, tell him that you intend to disstudy of Physical Culture. A child goes for a piano and for themselves. It is an inexorable
law of life that regard it, and not leave him speculating why what is
lesson to a teacher abreast of the times; in place of tak- there must be growth, and this law applies
as strongly sauce for the goose is not sauce for the gander.
ing the child to the piano, the teacher gives a lesson from to the mental as to the physical life.
The moment we
After all, why not impose upon yourself, for the nonce,
Delsarte ;endeavors to train the young mind to domi- say, ‘We have studied enough, we will
rest, take our the same fetters which are imposed upon the learner?
nate and control its own body; to beable to move arms,
ease,’’ we become little by little intellectually dead. An ounce of example is worth a pound of advice.
wrists, fingers, at will, in a loose, relaxed, pliant condi- Everyone is conscious that
the physical body cannot
tion. ‘You call that teaching the piano! ’’ the teacher develop or continue healthy
unless food is taken Bysof the Bertini and Richardson method exclaims. We tematically.
In like manner the higher part of our
—WNone but the best will stand the test.
answer, ‘‘ We do, indeed; ’’ and the child that can in- being, our intellects, require
regular nourishing diet,
—A second-rate man never does first-rate.
telligently fulfill the command, “‘ know thyself,’ that is, such as new thoughts, new ideas,
which are brought to
—Jealousy only injures the one who cherishes it.
have perfect control over the various members of the us by means of our papers, our magazines.
By using
body, and can move and direct them at will, is in a fair all these outside helps, we gain day by
—To
unlearn the wrong is harder than to learn the
day, both pupils
way to outstrip in artistic piano-playing the student that and teachers—feeling more deeply what a
right.
Divine Art is
thinks wholly of notes, without a definite idea how to music, how broad and deep must be laid
—If you would get up in the world, you must get
the foundation
obtain that relaxed muscular condition which alone will that will make the true artist, and
realizing more fully down to hard work.
produce a musical, singing tone.
our great responsibilities as guides and instructors of
—Unless you come down to your pupils they will

Tn addition to these physieal exercises, a knowledge of
‘‘Hand Massage’? is a great assistance to musicians.
The careful, scientific manipulation and stretching of
hands and fingers will, if persistently used, in a short
time work a marvelous change in even the stiffest and
most compact hand, securing results which hours of
practice at the piano fail to obtain.
After these mechanical aids are well in hand, the enthusiastic student in music is not satisfied simply to play
the notes of Clementi études or Mozart sonatas; not
content to merely know that Bach wrote the most
wonderful fugues—he must know something of Bach’s
life, his early struggles, his determination to become a
musician in spite of great obstacles. In Mozart the
student sees the sweetest disposition, buoyant, hopeful,
under stress of the most extreme poverty; and this
beautiful character shows itself throughout all his
exquisite melodies.
To addition to this knowledge it is absolutely indispensable that a well-informed musician should be thoroughly posted in current musical events. New methods
and ideas in teaching should be looked into. There is
but one way to secure this, and that is by reading weekly
and monthly papers and magazines. To subscribe for
a monthly musical paper is the cheapest, most practical way of securing the greatest amount of information
on every subject of interest to musicians.
We strongly
advocate a monthly paper, in preference to a weekly,
for the excellent reason that more time elapses between
the numbers, so that the matter contained in the monthly
can be read oftener and more carefully, therefore be
more thoroughly digested and assimilated, than when the
paper comes weekly. Aside from the reading matter,
the amount of valuable music contained far outweighs
the subscription price; and in the analysis of the compositions, suggestions and advice as to interpretation
given by noted teachers, is of incalculable benefit not
only to young teachers, but to old, experienced ones as

the young.

never come up to you.

THE LETTER OF THE LAW.
BY HARVEY LEWIS WICKHAM, L, MUS. L. C. M,

I nave often wished that some careful editor would
publish a set of expurgated pieces for the young—a collection in which no expression-marks appeared and no
directions for aught save the application of the fingers.
To the beginner, whose rebellious digits require the
undivided attention if they are to be guided to the
proper ebony and ivory blocks, dynamic and rhythmic
shading are works of supererogation. For one to whom
the relation of a half-note to a quarter is somewhat of
an unknown quantity, the words accelerando and ritardando have no significance. Too, deviations from a soft
mezzo are, at first, for technical reasons, undesirable.
Consequently, a host of directions, if they exist, are
simply ignored.
What is the result?
A growing contempt for the letter of the law. The student learns that many characters have, apparently, no meaning, and, later on, when
a conscientious adherence to the composer’s expressed
intention is imperative, the careless habits of early
acquirement hold sway.
If the primary studies had contained nothing but the
bare notes and finger marks, a very different state of
things would have been reached. Crescendos and diminuendos would have been added in pencil, by the
teacher, when the time came for their application. A
pupil so brought up would no sooner think of slighting
an interpretive sign than of playing a false note.
T have found it of great use, among my own pupils, to
enclose in parentheses all expressions which I deem it
inadvisable to insist on for the time being. It is then
understood that uncanceled marks are of stringent
obligation. When the brackets are erased, the student

—People will not think well of your work unless you
think well over it.

—You need not wonder why the public does not care
more for your work if you are careless about your work.
—Playing music that can be played without practice
is amusing, but not profitable. Every hour or half hour
devoted to practice should be employed in mastering
difficulties, in learning how to do something that has
not been done before. And let it be noted that every
difficulty met with should be conquered before it is dismissed. A great fault with a large amount of amateur
playing is that easy parts of the music are played easily
but that the difficult parts are slurred over and are
never fully mastered. If a piece of music is really beyond your skill leave it alone and busy yourself with
something that is within your skill. It is far more
praiseworthy to play a simple piece artistically than to
play a difficult piece like a bungler. Ambition is admirable, but unless it is carefully watched it is liable to
be a stumbling-block as well as a lure.—The Leader.

—Nearly every pupil has some weak place in his
musical organization; it is very essential that the teacher
shall discover just what it is and then do his best to
strengthen the pupil in this part of his development.
Similarly, pupils have their excellences; these never
should be carried so far as to make them one-sided in
their development.—C. W. L.

—The person who can play has the gift of giving some
pleasure to friends.
Among almost every player’s
acquaintance there are elderly people from whose fireside those who played the home instrument have gone
out to homes of their own, thus leaving the old people
without home music. If time should be taken to call
upon these lonely friends and play to them such music
as they enjoy, the player’s efforts would be most fully
appreciated.—O. W. L.
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WHY SOME PUPILS HATE MUSIO.
BY RB, M

TREVENEN

coming

DAWSON.

across a number

(N. B.—She meant Bach’s

Forty-eight’?! 1!)
8. Because the intellectual side is neglected.

Wet, of course, grown-up ones don’t, because if they
did they would leave off learning. Butno one can have
taught children, and, above all, schoolgirls, for any
length of time without

ETUDE.

who

hated music. Perhaps they don't often go so faras to tell
their music teacher as much; nevertheless, anyone who
has listened to the unrestrained talk of schoolgirls
among themselves, must have been struck by the large
proportion that ‘* hate music ”’ (or at all events say they
do).
Surely this is a sad state of things, and what can be the
reason for it? Some teachers—and more especially the
careless or shallow—would answer without heritation,
“Because these pupils are unmusical ;’’ or ‘‘ Because
they are stupid.” But I do not th nk this quite meets
the case, and jadging merely from my own experience
(chiefly in schools), without pretending to cover the
whole ground, I am inclined to believe there are four
principal reasons why so many pupils hate music.
1. Through the fault of the teacher. A really badtempered or foo impatient teacher will often make the
music lesson a terror to a nervous or diffident young
girl. More than one pupil has come to me made nervous and miserable by some teacher's habit of sharply
rapping their knuckles at every wrong note. One girl
in especial I remember who cordially hated music when
she came to me,—and no wonder! For she was @ very
sensitive, conscientious girl who always did her best,
yet had for years been treated in the manner described.
I did not know this at the time, but when the girl (she
was about 14) knew me better, she confided to me this
as the reason why she had always hated music,—a sentiment which, I am happy to say, she ultimately lost, developing into a most earnest student, and at the present
moment is a successful teacher of the art.
Two cases have also come under my notice where the

Some
give
and
iously
conscient
most
firgers
teachers drill the
technical exercises (hideously ugly, if undoubtedly useful) by the score, while omitting to pay any attention to
training and interestingthe brain, This isapt to disgust
clever or thoughtful pupils, and, especially where the
brains are more active than the fingers, they get to hate
an art that appears to them purely mechanical drudgery.
J remember an instance of a very intelligent ‘‘ day girl”

at a school, who was generally the top of her class in
the various subjects, and who took such a dislike to
music that her parents allowed her to leave it off. A

year or two later a new music mistress came to the
school and started elementary theory and harmory
classes, attendance at one or other of which was compulsory. Muna, the girlin question, very soon began to
show an interest in such things as the relationship of
keys, the evolution of the pianoforte staves trom the

proper care of the lungs, liver, kidneys, and skin, by
breathing gymnastics, by a rational mode of dress, and
by frequent bathing.
5. To preserve the health, breathing- gymnastics
should be practiced at least twice a day, fifteen minutes
at a time.
6. What a person should eat and drink is of great importance, especially to vocalists; because the throat
and voice suffer much from an inadequate supply of
building material in the daily process of bodily reconstruction.
7. Abstain from eating too much at a time and from
eating irregularly. Masticate the food tt oroughly.
8 Dress is such a manner as to feel neither too warm
nor too cold.
9. Harden the throat and head in a rational way.
10 As the air should circulate to a certain extent
between

Great S:aff, and other initial matters of which she had

never before heard, until she became an eager and apt
‘theory’? pupil. After about a term she got leave to
try piano lessons from this new teacher, and as the latter
explained to her, as they went along, the formation of
the scales, the construction of the pieces given, and so

11, After the foregoing three rules, it follows that the
present mode of women’s attire is entirely contrary to
all rules of health. Reform is necessary.

12. The bed should be neither too warm nor too cold.
18. The living and sleeping rooms must have plenty
fresh air, sunshine, and warmth.
of
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15. Do not let desire for pleasure and ambition interone of the music mistress’s best pupils.
the voice.
4, Because the pupil dislikes practicing. Ab! here tere with rest at night, for this weakens
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17. Tea and coffee, moderately used, are not injurious
fault, and it will generally be found that while the pupil
the throat or the voice.
to
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shirk
to
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and
exercises,
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hates scales
18. The most dangerous stimulants are those conor she likes pieces well enough. You can tell they don’t
better not to use them at all, if
really hate music, because they hke listening to it, and taining alcohol. It is
your career.
and
voice
your
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when no
don’t mind playing an old piece to ‘‘ show off’’ betore a
(printed) music at pupils. In one instance the teacher visitor, while hating the ‘‘bother’’ of working at a new
all
was a music mistress in a high-class provincial achool ; one. However, this sort are as often as not lezy
teachers
their
at
all
s
from
deceased)
complaint
through, and you hear
in the other, a well-known professor (since
Where the alike.
the Royal Academy of Music, London!
Having touched on four reasons “‘why some pupils
pupils in such cases are children or schoolgirls, it is not
so
behavior,
unseemly
such
music,’’ it only remains to ask if this hatred is curhate
resent
to
power
in their
able.
they vent their feelings by hating music instead.
I think it is; or at all events the first three causes can
2 On account of the music given. Ei her it is too difficult (and some teachers, masters especially, have a habit be easily removed by the teacher :—
1, By greater patience and sympathy.
of giving music beyond the youthful capacity,—a perpet-

music teacher,

when

in a temper, used

to throw

the

ual source of discouragement to their pupils) or it is too
dry. And with all due respect for the classics, Icannot eee
why schoolgirls and little children should be expected
to enjoy an unvaried diet of fugues, inventions, sonatas,
and sonatinas, when no one in their senses would insist
on
of
To
of

their undergoing a course of Emerson and Carlyle,
Goethe and Browning, or of Huxley and Darwin.
my mind many numbers in, for instance, the suites
Bach and Handel (which some teachers are 80 fond

of giving) are to young pupils both dry and tedious,
Some highly respectable sonatinas and fughettas, too,
are of the dry-as-dust order, and too much of this kind
of thing makes pupils detest classical music altogether,
A judia ‘ consummation devoutly to be’’—shunned!
cious selection, on the other hand, of the more tuneful

of, say, Handel's gavottes, Bach’s bouriées, and
Mozart’s minuets will probably have the opposite (and
desired) effect.
Apropos, a young girl once said to her teacher in a

burst of confidence,

the skin and the clothes, in order to regulate

perspiration, the wearing apparel should be of such
material and so made as neither to hinder nor to permit too free circulation of air.

‘‘I’m afraid I shall shock you

dreadfully, Miss So-and So, but I don’t like classical
music 2 bit!”
‘Indeed! How is that?’’ rejoined the lady. ‘* You
told me only the other day that you liked that adagio of
Mozart you are learning now.”
“So I do; I think ita very pretty piece. But,’’ added
the girl innocently, ‘‘surely that isn’t classical?”
‘‘ Certainly itis. Why, whatever do you think classical music really is?’
Oh! why, I thought it meant ugly pieces like those
exercise sort of things you sometimes play, which you

2, By exercising more discrimination in the choice of
pieces.
8. By training (and interesting) the intellect, not
merely the fiogers.
As to No. 4, I feel doubtful! But I have known some
young pupils oufgrow laziness or childish hatred for all
lessons, and others again influenced by an appeal to
their moral sense. And if these can overcome their dislike to work, they wall easily overcome their so called
hatred of music!

GOLDEN RULES FOR VOOAL TEACHERS.*
BY LEO KOFLER,

1, In the ordinary process of respiration, be very care-

ful never to breathe through the mouth, but always
through the nostrils.
2. As breath should always be taken through the nostrils, in order to make respiration easy, abundant, and
healthy, it must also be the rule to carry on respiration

by means of the combined action of the breathingapparatus and the force generated by the downward

contraction of the diaphragm.
8. It is of paramount importance not to put any
obstacles in the way of a plentiful supply of fresh oxygen at every renewal of the breath. Free expansion at
the diaphragm region must not be hindered by tight
dresses, belts, corsets, or stooping.

4, Keep the blood pure and the circulation free by

* From “ Care of the Voice,” price 25 cents,

cept through the breathing apparatus and the resonancecavities, it must be considered as dangerous for the
yoice-user.

20. Jadgment and will-power must never become the

slaves of passion.

21. In all vocal effort, whether speaking or singing,
breath must not be taken throvgh the mou h.

22. It is injarious to the speaker and the singer, no
matter what his breathing-method, to wait till just be-

fore vocalizing to teke breath.
23. It is very dangerous to hold the larynx firmly, to
stiffen any part of the throat, or to force the voice by
direct pressure of the throat muscles during vocal ¢ffort.
24, To force the muscle action of a certain voicerange or register beyond its natural limit is always dangerous to voice and throat.
25. No habit is more pernicious to the throat and the
voice than the mania of developing high notes beyond
the natural compass of the voice.
26. The healthfulness of the vocal organs and the
freshness of the voice is impaired by always shouting
instead of singing.

27. It is always injarious to sing or to speak too long
at a time.
28 A singer can ruin his voice by undertaking parts
unsuited to it.
29. A bad method of expressing the feelings may

weaken a good voice and finally make it almost useless.

30. The position of the body, especially of the head,
during speaking and singing, exerts a great influence

over the throat and the voice.
31. Avoid troches, hoarhound drops, potash tablets,
candies, or any kind of patent throat medicine,
82, Do not look to medicine, especially patent medicine, to cure a cold, but rather to hygienic treatment
without drugs.
38. A most dangerous custom, inducing colds and
causing many deaths, is the wearingof décolle é dresses.

34, In cases of hoarseness and hurkiness, the first and

most important treatment is to refrain from all voice-use,
even from talking.

35. In the case of elongated uvula or of enlarged ton-

Ten
sils, have the superfluous parts removed by a reputable
throat physician.
86. The chronic trouble of a hacking cough can be
easily cured, in many instances, by the old rule—stop
coughing.
37. In case of diphtheritic sore throat or of diphtheria,
dissolve a piece of bichromate of potash the size ot a
pea in a tumb er two thirds full of water, and gargle
four times a day.
88 In all colds and catarrh, find out the cause.
Medical treatment is of no avail as long as the source of
the evil is not removed.
39 The general remedy for all kinds of chronic
Catarrh lies in obeying the tollowing six rules.
40 For specific treatment it is always advisable to
have a reputable specialist diagnose your case, and follow his advice in regard to dieting and tonics,
41. Impoverishment of the blood, caused by wropg
eating and constipation, is a frequent cause of chronic
catarrh. It can be cured by dieting, brea‘ hing gymnastics drinking pure water, and particularly by purifying
the blood without the use of drugs.
42 All catarrhal affections of the throat are aggravated by humming and waistling. Dancing particularly
is hurttul to the voice.
43 For protection from and relief in catarrh, a
woolen chest-protector for the day and a flannel band
around the throat at night should be worn, at least during the winter.

44 Impoverished blood and depleted constitution
often can be traced to an unclean condition of the cooking u'ensils and the refrigerator.
45. Ca arrhal phthisis, or consumption, may be cured
by dieting and breathing gymnastics, if taken in time,
46. Tne voice may be impaired from general nervous
debility. Improve the condition of the nerves and the
voice will improve proportionately.

HOW TO HOLD PUPILS.
BY ROBEKT

BRAINE,

Ture is no axiom more treqiently quoted than, ‘It
is easy enough to make money, but very difficult to save
it.” This might be very aptly changed to, * Itvis easy
enough to get pupila, but quite another matter to hold
them”
A teacher of my acq iaintance, who graduated
from one of tne leading German conservatories, and
whose theoretical attamments in music are really remarkable, said to me not long ago, ‘If I could only
hold my pupils, I would have more than I could possibly teach. Any number of pupils apply to me for lessons, but afcer a term or two I lose many of them, although I cannot discover the reason.” I thought to
myself that I could have told him the reason, but as I
felt certain that he would resent it, I did not do so.
His failure to hold his pupils came from the fact that he
seemed studiously to make the study of music as disagreeable as he posaibly could tor his unhappy pupils.
He was a teacher

of the piano, and instead of com-

menwing in a practical way, by giving his pupils some
of the many excellent instruction books or books of
studies, which nowadays make the study of music so
pleasant, by combining theory with the practice of tuneful little exercises and melodies, he persisted in sticking
strictly to theory, combined with the practice of the
scales only for the first dozen lessons.
After this was
over he scemed to search the entire ficld of musical
literature to find studies and exercises which were absolu ely void of the slightest interest to a beginner. He
would often take up the entire lesson-hour of the beginner in explaining the harmony and counterpoint
involved in the exercise, of which explanation, it is
needless to say, the pupil understood not one word. If
any one had suggested his giving little pieces, even

though thty were of the most ultra-classical nature,
during the first year of tuition, he would have held up
his hands in holy horror. The pupil was dosed with
nothing but the dryest, and to him most unintelligible,

exercises during the first year of tuition, Even afier
the first year, the pupil got nothing lighter in the way of
a piece than Bach or Brahms. This teacher was also
extremely harsh and repellant in manner when he was

Pt We.

giving lessons to his pupils. There was never a smile,
never a word of encouragement ; they were all made to
feel that the very best playing which they could do
grated on their teacher's nerves like a whole row of
aching teeth or several cinders in his eye. The result
was that although this teacher was a hard worker and
taught with the utmost faithfulness, few pupils indeed
had the hardihood to stick out more than one or two
terms with him.
Now, here was the example of a teacher who was a

splendid musician, both theoretical and an excellent
soloist, who found it u terly impossible to hold a class
because he made the road to the divine art 80 steep and
dreary. The fact is, the business of teaching music requires as much knowledge of human nature andas much
tact as any of the professions. Why is it that some
teachers hold all their pupils and the pupils advance ina
manner which seems like witchcraft to other teachers in
the same profession, who can do nothing with pupils of
eq al intelligence who fall into their hands? The great
secret is, that every pupil must be treated differently,
The really great teacher understands a pupil thoroughly
afier he has taken a few lessons, Some pupils must be
handled one way, and other pupils another.
Above all, if you expect to hold your pupils you must
make the way pleasant for them.
It is not necessary
to frown and scowl savagely every time a pupil makes a
mistake.
You made mistakes once yourself, and probably do so yet, if you are like all the rest of the musical profession. You also have your dull days, when
nothing seems to go right. Perhaps it is one of your
pupil’s dull days which makes him play badly. A
teacher should certainly not make light of a pupil’s
mistakes which evidently result from downright carelessness or lack of practice, but there is no necessily to
work yourself into a nervously savage state over them,
Many of these ‘‘grizzly bear’’ teachers frighten their
pupils, especially when they happen to be nervous
young girls, so badly that it is impossible for them to
play anything like their best.
Amy Fay, in her ‘‘ Music Study in Germany,” relates
a laughable incident about Tausig, who was one of those
frightfully nervous individuals who would have had a
nervous chill over achorus of cherubim it he had not
been allowed to shut them up in the middle of it and
tell them how vilely they were singing it. Daring an
informal recital at his conservatory, in which Miss Fay
was a pupil, Tausig directed her to sit down at the piano
and play a rather d.fficult composition which she had
had for a lesson not long before. She tremblingly
obeyed. Tausig sat at her side, and as she progressed
with the piece he showed every evidence of suffering the
most dreadful agony at the way she was playing it. At
short interval she would gasp out, ** Ach Gott!’ ““Ach
Himmel!’ ‘‘ Farehtbar!” ete. It is probable that an
ordinary pupil would have stopped in dismay, but Miss
Fay had the pluck to go on and finish the composition
without minding the groans and agony of her instructor.
What was her amaz2ment, on rising trom the stool, with

her eyes full of tears in consequence of the ordeal, at
hearing her teacher say, ‘‘You did not play that so
badly after all.”’
If you are so nervous that you cannot bear to hear
your pupils’ mistakes and patiently correct them, you
hed better leave the musical profession at once, for you
have no business in it. A teacher should be firm, but
not disagreeable.
It does*hot anawer

to be too easy, either.

treme is about as bad as the other.

This ex-

Some teachers

praise their pupils every time they happen to strike a
tight note, thinking thereby to gain great popularity
with them.
The result is, that the lesson resembles a
mutual-admiration meeting. Nothing can be worse than
this. The pupils of such a teacher never practice, because they know that it will make no difference with
their teacher whether they practice or not—he will be
equally suave and enthusiastic whether they bring a

bad lesson or a gocd. Pupils who
also, are lulled into a false idea that
excellent progress.
The best way
golden mean, between the extremes of

are over-praised,
they are making
is to pureue the
blame and praise,

and be sincere with your pupils at all times. Ita pupil
plays badly, honestly say so, and urge him to practice
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better for the next lesson. If a pupil plays a passage
well, do not hesitate to give him credit for it. A few
well chosen words of praise from his teacher is an inspiration to many a pupil. Too much praise loses its
effect and the pupil will no longer regard it of any con-

sequence.

A teacher should try to make friends of his

pupils, and command their respect and love. If he does
this they will make every exertion to bring him gocd
lessons.
Adapt your course to your pupil. Do not teach all
your pupils alike, Each pupil has his peculiarities and
a different idea in studying music
One pupil may be
studying to become a professional pianist and have six
or eight hours a day at his disposal for practice. The
next pupil who comes may only wish to learn to play a
few pieces for his own amusement and haye only threequarters of an houraday in which to practice. No
teacher, with any tact, would give these pupils exactly
the same 6 udes and pieces and teach them in exactly
the same way. It the pupil’s musical understanding is
extremely shallow and he can only appreciate and understand the lightest possible dance music, a teacher
should not try to force Bach’s three-voice inventions
down his throat at the very start, but should try to
deepen his understanding and lead him toa taste for
beiter things, by giving him light music (of which there
is a boundless supply, by really good composers) at
first, and gradually leading him to better things.
The teacher should remember that the one way to
keep his pupils is by honest, intelligent work. If the
pupil progresses well, his friends and neighbors will
notice it, and the teacher will thus win the esteem of the
pupil himself and the pupil’s family. One frequent
cause of the loss of pupils is when the teacher gives a
pupil music which is beyond his depth, or which he feels
is too easy. It takes almost as much skill to assign a
proper music lesson to a pupil as it does for a physician
to give a proper prescription to a patient. The teacher
must know just about the amount the pupil will be able
to master until the next lesson. If he succeeds in doing this the pupil will have a pleased sense of having
mastered his lesson and of having made real progress in
music. If the lesson is too short he will think that he
should be progressing faster, and if the lesson is too long
he will become disheartened and give it up as a bad job,
without even practicing any part of it faithfully, In
the prescribing of studies for a pupil, do not give him
any kind of an exercise simply for the sake of givis g
an exercise, but consider his weak point and select a
study accordingly. If his trills are weak, give him an
exercise for trills. If he stumbles over a scale, make
him prepare that scale for the next lesson. If he halts
in playing arpeggios, give him an exercise composed of
arpeggios.
In a word, build him up where he is weak,
and not simply prescribe studies at random.
It I were
asked to give, ina few words, the secret of holding pupils,
I should say it was to be uniformly kind yet firm, to
study the weak points in a pupil's technic and adapt the
studies to them, to preser,be lessons of the proper
length, to win his confidence and love, so that he will
practice faithfully to please you, and to display the affectionate interest of a brother or sister in his welfare and
all that concerns him.

—The artistic temperament is not necessarily excessively nervous, nor excessively absurd; and that these and
other symptoms may be possessed by countless people
who have not a trace of genius. We have heard an
artist excuse her faults because she ‘‘had the artistic
temperament and could not help it,” whereas, the truth
is, that what is truly artistic in temperament is sanity,
reasonablenegs, large, clear vision, and strong, untainted imagination.
True art is wholesome; when it
shows symptoms of disease, it is not rue but false, art.
What is true of art is true of genius, which may inhabit
a foul body, but which is genius on account of its whole-

someness. It is as difficult to conceive a Shakespeare
with a diseased brain as it is to conceive of a white
Many artists are envious, hysterical, unreblackness.
liable, over sentimental, and over egotistic, but all these
vices are characteristic, not of the artistic, but of very
ordinary and very vulgar temperament.—Philip Woolf.
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THE
MUSIO AS A SOOIAL FAOTOR.
BY WILLIAM

BENBOW,

“Tue function of art in the development of man
is social consolidation.” So said Henry Rutgers
Mar-

shall in one of his recent series of lectures on weatheti
cs,
under the auspices of Columbia College. Grosse in
his
“Die Anfiinge d. Kunst,” although following an
entirely diverse line of reasoning, says its function is
the
strengthening and extension of social cohesion.
Guyau
might be cited to much the same effect, showing
the
trend of recent philosophy of art.
Naturally, in regard to an art so much built up without material and so other-worldly as music, nebulou
s
ideas are rife as to its usefulness. Many persons
who
avow they ‘just love music” unconsciously place
the
object of their affection on the same shelf as their
alterative medicines—it’s good for a change, and, if
properly
sweetened, leavesapleasant taste in one’s mouth.
From
a therapeutic standpoint this is tenable, as Prof. Tarchanoff’s experiments prove that music increase
s the
elimination of carbonic acid, the consumption
of Ooxygen, and the functional activity of the skin. But,
unfortunately, too many people appropriate music with
only
@ sensuous receptivity.
With a higher conception, the Greeks knew its value
as a social agent, for Plutarch tells us the sweet singer
Therpander was sent to the Island of Lesbos to calm
by
his voice a tumultuous uprising. Cicero and
Napoleon
agree that music can change the feelings and conditi
ons
of a state, and that legislators should give it, of
all arts,

ETUDE.

that he has bridled almost every force in na ure to help
him give them audience, and thousands of lives have
been sacrificed in the development of expressional
medium,
By the alchemy of this insatiate eraving for
expression he has chosen even such an uncomely
thing
as the intestines of a sheep to sing some of his divinest

songs.

In every atom lurks a song,
Could we but disenthrall it.

We fain acknowledge all this, but how does this
affect
social cohesion? Cohesion is an attraction by which
particles unite. What attracts men of such dissimi
lar

temper and calibre into a social organism? Until recently theorists said it was self-interest, but now they
speak of social feeling. Emotion is the basis of all life.
It is (to use a word of the same origin and signifi
cance)
the motive power.
Men are animated by a common
emotional environment as much as by the common
atmospheric zone in which they breathe. Showing the

attitude of the emotions

toward

the intellectual

life,

by her sister who was to be an artist; graduated from
an art school.
But she doesn’t paint now.
Why?
Well, when Emily got married she had to help mother
with the household duties, and naturally her painting
suffered,
So itis. We allstart out in life with great ideas and
aspirations, but something comes along and we allow it
to divert our thoughts, and before we know it we are
treading a different path from that we first intended to
follow.
Another reason why we never hear from these promising graduates is, that they rush into notoriety too soon
and, musically speaking, kill themselves.
One aspires
to be a composer and jumps into print before his ideas
are ripe. His friends dub him a composer, and he stops
his studies to write all sorts of crude compositions that
some publisher offers to publish, not because of their
merit, but because they will sell. And 80, often it is
that composer and publisher both make money out of
some trivial nonsense in music. To such we may say that
fifty years hence neither they nor their compositions
will be known.
Other persons are led to think they are players or
singers before they have studied nearly enough, and they
fail. To be sure, this is not always the case. Generally

Carlyle says, ‘‘ Love is ever the beginning of knowledge,
as fire is of light.
Our musical art affects us in two ways.
It makes us
more deeply and intimately acquainted with our own
individual feelings, thus intensifying the Ego; and
it
puts us in touch with that common feeling that makes
speaking, those that fail are people with little minds.
the whole world kin. It says to every man as an
individual entity, “‘ Know thyself—look within 37? to man The man with a great mind will not allow the glare of
as part of the universal whole, ‘ Love the world, its fame or the praise of his friends to lead him astray.
Such things will only spur him on to greater efforts. But
Maker, and its creatures.’?
such
persons are rare.
There is also testimony of a negative character
to
A musician once said to me, ‘I used to have great
help us appreciate the necessity of music. Taken
as the ideas; my head was full of them,
the greatest encouragement.
but I don’t have them
handmaiden of religion, contrast its influence in
the any more.”’ The last was said
Great art always comes with broad national feelings
in such a sad tone. Ah,
, Puritan, modern Greek, and Jewish churches with
other yes! Wehave all had great ideas.
as in the ages of Pericles, Augustus, and Blizabe
In our student days
churches.
th.
On this point Rabbi Dr. Krauskopf in a re.
There is a pertinent coincidence in the fact
we hadthem., Then we should have set down and gone
that Ger- cent sermon said that the Jewish opposition to
a more on studying. But no, we began
many is at once the most musical nation and the
to practice our profession ;
one liberal use of music in the synagogue is ‘‘a wrong
to we got deeper and deeper into
possessing the highest social efficiency. We who
work; we got married,
are society at large.”
not Germans might wish to dissent from this
domestic cares came on and we had to make money to
last asserOn all sides there is cumulative evidence that
people live, and our great ideas
tion, but Dr. Shaw, in his “ Municipal Govern
were crowded into the backment in are beginning to discover what music earnestly
signifies. ground because we found
Continental Europe,”’ the standard work on the
no time to indulge them, and
subject,
It is shown by non-professional authorities that
itis a now, late in life, they are
says, “‘The Germans have unquestionably
gone. We have done pretty
a higher matter of practical every day import. It is for the
mass well, we have gained some fame, but
capacity for organized social action than Anglowhat greater things
of men, and not for the leisurely few only. If artis
Saxon
used we might have accomplished had
or Celtic peoples.”’
we followed up those
for selfish ends, it will bring disintegration, as
at the first ideas !
We have found that education of the intellect
alone is Tower of Babel; if for the decoration of pride, it
will
perilous, and criminology is teaching us that the
Young man, don’t be in too great haste to practice
great bring perversion of ideal, as in the Leaning Tower
of the profession of music. Go on with
cause of anti-social tendencies is unhealthy and
your studies just
per- Pisa.
vertedemotion.
aslong as you can.
It is admitted that the central task of
Do not be too eager to express
Tn this light look at the life of Bach. Although
the your opinions and give your ideas to
sociology is to develop and organize social feeling
the world. It is
. Now
greatest performer of his time, we have no
great vir- wonderful how, as the years
it isin the power of the emotions that music
flit by, our opinions change.
comes as tuoso triumphs to record, and we know he
made no fora tutelary genius to arouse, stimulate, amplif
Write them down, yes, but don’t rush into print.
y, and by tune, and princes and potentates did not rush
forward to Leave them to be judged
some subtle suasion, ‘like the sweet South
by yourself when you shall
that breathes
offer him a position. On the contrary, he took
the best have attained maturer years,
upon a bank of violets,” regulate the feeling
s that make
song the German people had, the chorale,
and showered
possible such things as patriotism, philanthropy
By that time, though yon may have lost. some of your
, and upon it such a wealth of art that we are all constra
ined youthful enthusiasm, you will be more
altruism.
capable of sifting
to look to him as the master mind and founta
in-head the good from the bad.
Our work-a-day life makes but small demands
Don’t blossom too soon.
upon of modern music.
either our physical strength or our emotional
Don’t get entangled in some love affair so that you will
depth, and
Surely, if we look upon our art as the potent
factor be unable to rest till you get married.
there is within every man an immense reserve
Would you
of possibili- that it is, our ‘‘ ambition should be made
of sterner make a name in the musical
ties that are never wakened into activity.
world, wed yourself to
Under such stuff” than it usually is. It may be all very
well to your art, and let nothing lead
condition man is dwarfed and stunted ; and to
you away from it, then in
prevent rhapsodize of ‘art for art’s sake,’’ to pose in the
aris- after years you will not sigh and say,
atrophy and perversion of function he must
‘‘ Had I done thus
exercise in tocratic coterie, to be the gaping-stock of the
multitude; and go, it might have been,’’
a more bracing atmosphere 3 and music
—and go on.
offers such an it may be well to be able to play like
“two gods,” as
“Life is what you make it,” is an old but truthful
opportunity to the emotions.
Pachmann once said he did, or like ‘‘ the devil,
” as peo- saying. Stick at it e’en though you
The environment about us has depths
fail. George Eliot
of which we ple said Paginini did—this is the credit side;
buton the said, ‘‘ Failure after long perseverance
are but dimly conscious, and which we
is much grander
cannot sound debit side there is blazoned before every man
of us the than never to have a striving good enough
because of human limitations. Even from
to be called
our material indelible interrogation, ‘‘As a musician, what
are you a failure.’’
surroundings we are startled almost daily
You can at least make your life beautiful.
by some fresh doing to fulfill your duty to society at large?”
discovery. But without probing the depths
Down in some of the unfrequented and hidden nooks
, there re- *
»
main upon the surface of our globe vast
and
corners of this earth, some of nature’s most beautiregions that the
eye of man has never seen, although man
ful flowers are to be found. Think you they are less
A OHAT WITH STUDENTS,
has been
wandering over its face for probably ten thous
beautiful or less perfect because no one sees them?
and years.
This is still truer of our higher environmen
BY FRANK L EYER.
You have seen those little books of pictures for
t.
Both
Lotze and Schopenhauer maintain that
children
to paint in water colors. They are like to
musicis pre emiEvery year sees students graduate from
nently qualified for giving life a counterpoise
conservatories your life. God has roughly sketched out its outline,
by way of and colleges both in this
country and Europe, and yet but it remains with you to give it
sinking it into the “divine” (Lotze)
the coloring. If you
or the “real eg- how few of them
ever make a great name in the world.
sence of things’ (Schopenhauer) which
choose to use black and gray tints, then your life will be
lies at the Some one has said that
the world is fall of people, gloomy and sombre. But it you
foundation of all that is individual. It
use all the bright and
takes us from young people especially,
who promise us great things but beautiful colors you can find, then
the particular and limited to the univer
it will be lovely to
sal and free. the promise is never
fulfilled. Why is it? Gointo some look upon, and one from which
There is a suggestive analogy in the
others can pattern.
practice of music home you know
of and there you see a piano Emily used
itself. We know that the human voice
alone, however to play on.
People used to say that she would make
perfect, is inadequate to expreas all the depths
a
and shades great performer.
Why didn’t she? Well, Emily got
of emotion of which man is conscious.
—Music is more than an amusement,
He has dis- married and has a family
to look after, and has no time
covered such a wealth of things that must
—Don’t wait for something to turn up, lest you be
be uttered, to play the piano. On the
wall hangs a painting painted
turned down.
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Valse Caprice.
Edited by Wilson G. Smith.

EDMUND NEUPERI Op4.N9%,

Tempo diValse.

neo
Note. The character of this Valse, as its name implies, calls

fora capricious and rubato style of treatmen
Thet. Triocanbe

made mosteffective by way of contrast
By playingit in slowertempo, enunciating
themelody ina broad and singing
styles
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To My Dear Wife.
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MUSIO AND MANHOOD,

soft stones, so good wits, by hearing of soft music, are
rather dulled than sharpened, and made apt to all wantonness and sin.””
BY B. D, ALLEN,
Philip Stubbes lived in a time when London streets
were dark at night and footpads were numerous. After
A cus of gentlemen had assembled for a banquet,
all his declamation against music would he not have
followed by toasts and the consequent speech-making.
preferred, on some such dark night, to be followed by a
The toast-master was a clergyman, who had combined
with theological study considerable attention to music. man who was whistling cheerily, rather than by one who
Perhaps this suggested ‘‘ Music and Manhood” as the was silent?
As bearing upon the compatibility of attention to
sentiment, to which the only professional musician present was expected to respond.
It may have been the music and devotion to what is commonly considered the
alliteration took the chairman’s fancy. But it suggests more serious business of manhood, we have a strong ara subject not often discussed—music as an influence in gument in the career of the reformer Luther, the solthe building up of manly character.

When we mention music and manhood, too often it
produces an impression akin to the mention of millinery
and manhood, or dress-making and manhood.
Tt has not always been so. It is not as much so now
as it was a generation ago. But, if we go back to ancient
times, we find such honor paid music as a factor in
manly education as has been scantily awarded it in
modern times,
But, with our forefathers, a great change took place
with the overthrow of the monarchy and the establishment of the commonwealth.
The influence of this
change has extended to our own times, and in part, at
least, accounts for the undervaluation of the art as a
study for man. The high place of the Puritan in history
is freely acknowledged. Candor also requires the admission of his limitations in dealing with artistic and
wsthetic matters. We may be loyal to his memory,
whilst, at the same time, we deplore his sacrifice of
those things which ministered to the amenities and innocent pleasures of life. The destruction of organs, the

diers Frederic the Great and von Moltke, not to speak
of the present Emperor of Germany, or of our own

politician, Carl Schurz. Among poets might be mentioned Shakespeare, Milton, Goethe, Moore, Browning,
and Lanier as pre-eminent in the union of poetical power
with extraordinary knowledge of music.
In discussing our subject there are two considerations
that should be borne in mind; one, relating to morals,
the other, to permanence of possession.
First: Whilst poetry, painting, and sculpture, as independent arts, are susceptible of debasing influences,
music is always elevating. If it ever appears otherwise,
it is through association with such arts as have inherent

capability of ministering to immorality.
Second: Music is the one art pertaining to our existence here which has promise of immortality in the
next life. As long as there is a call
and obeying our Maker, so long will
praising him with all the resources
Ideal manhood culminates in such
ever ministers to this end cannot be

banishment of choirs, the desecration of cathedrals, we
now look upon as the result of misguided zeal. Beyond

the singing of psalms, music was frowned upon.

Soon

there were

upon

few professional

musicians.

When,

the Restoration, it was attempted to form choirs, competent singers were lacking. The art suffered an overthrow, from which it did not rally. In place of the attention paid to it by people of quality in the olden time,
we find Lord Chesterfield admonishing his son never to
degrade himself by placing a fiddle under his chin. A
later illustration of changed sentiment regarding music
is the anecdote, given by Sir John Stainer, of the nobleman who answered his son’s respectful request that he
might be allowed to study the violin with the exclamation, ‘‘ What, play the fiddle? Never; the next thing
will be that you will want to marry a ballet-girl.’’
So deeply did the gentle Quaker imbibe the prejudice
against music, that, down to our own times, it has, by

the Orthodox, been placed in the category of sinful
amusements. A generation ago, in some quarters, it
was considered disreputable for a man to be a professional musician. One such, who braved local opinion
and entered the profession, was told by his teacher, a
woman, ‘‘ You may play the organ in church, but don’t
you ever become a music teacher. That employment
is only for women.”
Not only was the profession considered an unworthy
one for a man’s choice, but by some it was regarded as
demoralizing.
Nearly half a century ago, society at the
Hast was painfully agitated by the arrest and condemnation of Professor Webster, of Harvard University, for
the murder of Doctor Parkman.
Three years before
that time, the writer had visited the Professorin hishome,
and among the most vivid and pleasurable recollections of that visit were the musical performances of the
host and his niece upon the flute and piano. As I now
recall the event, both performers showed exquisite taste
in the interpretation of classical compositions. On
speaking of this, at the time of Professor Webster's
trial, to an honest yeoman, he at once seized upon the
fact of such devotion to music as most damaging to the
case of the accused.
The incident is a reminder of the language of Philip
Stubbes in his ‘‘ Anatomy of Abuses,’’ where he says,
in speaking of music, that, from ‘‘a certain kind of
smooth sweetness in it, it is like unto honey, alluring
the auditory to effeminacy, pusillanimity, and loathsomeness of life. . . . . Andright as good edges
are not sharpened, but obtused, by being whetted upon

for loving, trusting,
there be a call for
of our divine art.
service, and whatoverestimated.

MAXIMS FOR MUSIO STUDENTS,
Don’t be too sure. Goethe tells us that we in reality
only know when we doubt a little. ‘‘ With knowledge
comes doubt.”
“THe

foolish

undertake

desist,’’ says Magha;
works and persevere.’”

‘‘wise

a trifling act and
men

engage

soon

in mighty

‘‘Ler us not over-strain our abilities or we shall do
nothing with grace.’?
Remember this wise saying of
La Fontaine’s and do not boggle at what is beyond your
present capacity.
Curtivats your talents to the utmost. ‘ Alas for him
who is gone and hath done no good work!’ says a Persian writer.
‘‘The trumpet of march has sounded and
his load was not bound on.”?

CoLeRIpGe remarks that ‘‘ human experience, like
the stern-lights of a ship at sea, illumines only the
path which we have passed over.’’ Experience alone
can make one a musician.

Bear in mind what Saadi says: ‘‘ Affairs succeed by
patience, and he that is hasty falleth headlong.”
Bur don’t let success turn your head. ‘‘ Great and
unexpected successes are often the cause of foolish rushing into acts of extravagance.’’ Demosthenes reminds
us, and a Chinese proverb says, ‘‘Good fortune is a
benefit to the wise, but a curse to the foolish.”
Hure’s a saying of Sophocles’ that the teacher would
do well to lay to heart as well as the pupil: ‘To those
who err in judgment, not in will, anger is gentle.” Yet
should the student remember that ‘‘It is better to be
well deserving without praise, than to live by the air of
undeserved commendation.”
‘‘Be patient if thou wouldst thy ends accomplish,’’
says Bharavi; ‘‘ for like patience is there no appliance
effective of success, producing certainly abundant fruit
of actions, never damped by failure, conquering all
impediments.’’

‘Purpose without power is mere weakness and deception,’’ says Saadi; ‘‘and power without purpose is
mere fatuity.” Be sure that you have talent for music,
and being in no doubt about it, spare no effort to attain
to the highest pinnacle of musicianship.
** No man,’’ says Goethe, ‘learns to know his inmost
nature by introspection, for he rates himself sometimes

too low, and often too high, by his own measurement.
Man knows himself only by comparing himself with
other men ; it is life that touches his genuine worth.”
Bz of good courage.
For ‘‘there is nothing in this
world,’’ says Somadeva, ‘‘ which a man who exerts
himself cannot attain.’’
Anp Schiller says: ‘‘ Every man stamps his value on
himself. The price we challenge for ourselves is given
us. Man is made great or little by his own will.”
Bacu, in his extreme old age, in answer to the question how he came in possession of his great learning
and the inexhaustible storehouse of ideas, replied:
‘‘ Through unremitting toil have I obtained the preponderance for which you have credited me. By constant
analysis, by reflection, and much writing I have continually improved—this, and this only, is the secret of my
success’?
To feel the correct tempo of a composition, to catch
its character, to bring out hidden motives, to give proper
accents, to work up a passionate crescendo to its climax,
is vouchsafed to but few chosen spirits in whom the
heavenly spark of poetic feeling is implanted by kind
nature. Blessed are they who are thus gifted !
Ernst Hep.

BE GRAOIOUS,
Iv is a curious fact, but nevertheless true, that many
pupils work more for the satisfaction of the teacher than
for their own advancement. Now if that important
personage be disposed toward continual fault-finding,
the result will be disappointment and discouragement,

which may eventually lead to the loss of the pupil.
Sympathy which must naturally exist between teacher
and pupil and without which progress is inconceivable,
is one of the most important factors in teaching. It is
not necessary to treat every pupil with Chesterfieldian
grace, and especially should familiarity be avoided. On
the other hand, grumpy, disagreeable manners are not
conducive to a teacher’s popularity and may often be
the secret cause of his non-success. I was once told by
a young lady that the way her teacher entered the room
and greeted her decided the character of the lesson for
the day.
If his ‘‘Good-morning” was affable and
pleasant everything went well; her fingers flew over the
keys and the lesson terminated to the satisfaction of
both pupil and teacher. If, on the contrary, the master’s
salute consisted in a cold nod, a scarcely perceptible
motion of the hand to begin, the result was quite the
reverse. Everything seemed to go wrong. The passages
lost their brilliancy and clearness, the expression became hard and mechanical, and the lesson often ended
with the determination of the pupil to leave the ‘‘ horrid brute” then and forever.
How charming is the description of the scene in Bettina Walker’s ‘‘ Musical Experiences”’ in which she relates how Henselt gave vent to his satisfaction at hearing her play one of his études. The Russian bear had
for the nonce forgotten his growl, and calling his wife,
he bade her stay and listen to ‘‘the Miss.” And when
‘the Miss’? took her departure is it not touching to
hear the old man murmur the words, ‘“‘ Such moments
make life a pleasure.’’
The satisfaction of seeing one’s efforts crowned with
success! Indeed, there is none greater for a teacher,
and it is in reality his only compensation for the disappointment and drudgery of a teacher's life. But even
admitting the hardships and annoyances, let us hope
that there are not many who agree with the gentleman
whose epitaph read,

“Tell has no terrors for me
For on earth I was a piano teacher.”
—A. Veit, in The Pianist.
—Experience has shown that, to gain the interest and
attention of the beginner, it is well to give pieces as
soon as possible; very few would be content to work on
scales and five finger exercises alone for a period of a
year or so—a course some teachers always follow.
The pleasure of being able to playa little piece usually
spurs the pupil on to redoubled efforts.—Duffee.
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In the profession of

fear of saying

tion. Such a teacher never grows to the full stature of
No teacher can become anything
a ripened manhood.
but commonplace until he has the moral courage to act
up to his personal convictions, and dares to venture
upon things which appear true to him, even though he
has no authority at hand to quote.

ity, and becomes, or remains, nothing but a weak imita-

something which he cannot back up with a well-attested
authority. Such a shrinking and cautious teacher
dwarfs the powers of thought, crushes out all original-

nothing, gives the pupil no help, from

music teaching, many a teacher has a suggestion of a
thought, which he allows to be stifled at its birth, because the teacher has not self-reliance sufficient to venture an idea which he cannot back up by the indisputable authority of some well-known musician. Instead of
showing a pupil how to do a thing the best way, he says

are content to be mere followers.

Ir everybody was a ‘“‘born leader’? there would be
nobody to lead. But there are altogether too many who

* te * Su *

TuroveH indolence or inattention, pupils blunder in
some given passage, and because they do not stop to
study out the d.fficulty and conquer it by slow and accurate practice, they stumble the same way every time
that they play over the passage until the stumbling has
If a pupil practices in a stumbling,
become habitual.
halting way, which is often caused by playing too fast,
the siumbling and halting will become an aciual part of
the piece to him. The remedy is to go slower and work
out all difficult passages, by a painstaking playing, over
and over unul it is no longer difficult to play correctly.
We are not to blame if a bird hghts on our head, but
we are responsible if we allow it to build a nest there.
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A Goop reputation is hard to win, but alost reputation
is almost impossible to regain. When the musical publie of your com nunity hear a pupil perform with marked
musical intelligence, play a piece so as to make it a
thing of life, in a way to make it speak to the heart,
they know that that pupil has had a good teacher. And

ular.

Ciro

Pinsvtt.

of his songs are *‘ Queen

A child cannot

any sphere of thought or action, physical, intellect
or spiritual, we must be willing to work hard tor au

write a line smoothly without tedious and toilsome effort.
A painter's skill with the brush, that appears to demand
no endeavor, always represents untiring work. The
poet's flowing verse has cost more labor than any one
without genius would be willing to devote to it. F.ngers
that ratile over the piano keys as if they instinctively
gave the right touch in the ght place have been trained
to accuracy and deftness through merciless severity of
disciphne. No graceful movement of hand or footis
ever a result of mere naturalness; it comes only and
always from wisely directed and prolonged and repeated
artistic endeavors. If we would do anything easilyim

—Whatever seems to be easyishard.

of the Earth,” ‘t Sleep on, Dear Love,” and “‘ The Last
Watch.”
Ciro Pinsuti died at Sinalunga, March 10, 1888.

Amongst the most successful

came the pupil of Rossini. In 1847 he took his degree
at Bologna and returned to Eigland as a teacher of
singing the following year. In 1856 he became a professor at the Royal Academy of Music. His first opera,
“Ti Mercante di Venezia,’’ was produced at Bologna in
1873, and ‘* Mattia Corvino”’ at the Scala at Milan in
1877. In 1878 King Humbert created him a Kaight of
In addition to his operas the works
the Italian Crown.
of this eminent composer include more than 230 songs,
English and Italian, nearly a hundred duets, trios, partsongs, etc, and a large number of pianoforte pieces.

Ciro Pivsutt was born at S.nalunga, Siena, Italy,
May 9, 1829, and learned music in the first instance from
his father.
At ten he played in public, and at eleven was made
an honorary member of the Accademica Filarmonica,
He came to London with Mr. Henry Drummond, M.P.,
in whose house he resided until 1845, studying the pianoforte and composition under Cipriani Potter, and the
He then returned to I aly,
violin under H. Biagrove.
where he entered the Conservatoire at Bologna and be-

ud

ease.—S, S. T.

iy

*

that pupil’s teacher has scored many points in popular pupil is advanced, while the figares indicate the quality
EDITORIAL NOTES.
favor; but if a pupil attempts to play a piece which is of work done. For instance, a pupil who has but little
Ir is very common for those pupils who are in the but poorly learned, stumbles, shows a poor touch, and talent, yet works hard and does his best, the writer
middle stages of advancement to play with a large that he has no idea of the inner meaning of his piece, would mark from 92 to 98, perhaps, while a talented
amount of nerve tension, so that while passing from a then observing people will at once put that pupil’s and very musical pupil who was poor at practice and
difficult passage of rapid notes to an easy one of slow teacher down for a bungler, as one who does not know careless in playing he would mark lower, perhaps at 83.
notes, they will play the easy part two or three times as much as he professes. When a pupil has made a In either case the year or grade would show actual adsuccess, he shares his triumph with his teacher, and vancement, and the larger figures the quality of work.
too fast. This is caused by keeping up the same amount
of nerve tension and brain effort, instead of having the gives credit to his good instruction, but the pupil who
mind upon the rhythmic pulsations sufficiently strong to fails puts all of the blame on his teacher, and the A WORD ABOUT TWO POPULAR COMPOSERS.
To play with a pupil's friends uphold that placing of the fault.
keep the passage in an eventempo.
F. Paoto Tosrt.
metronome will help the pupil over such d.fficulties, also
ae
Pr
F, Paoto Tostt, the celebrated composer, was born
Now is the time to plan a course of personal reading
to play in four-hand music will be helpful.
Summer is the time to work April 9, 1846 at Ortona sul Mare, in the Abruzzi. In
and study forthe summer.
he entered the Royal College of St. Pietro » MaTose teachers who meet their pupils together as a up a course of lectures for your next year's music class. 1868
jella at Naples, where he studied the violin under Pinto
class can spend a few minutes profitably by playing to B:ing released from teaching gives one time tor preparConti, and also Mercadante. He
them some simple and unfamiliar melody, first having ing a series of recitals which shall illustrate phrasing, and composition under
‘‘ How to Under- remained at Naples until 1869, when he returned. to
and all that goes with fiae expression.
them decide in what time it is written, and at the next
of his health. Soon after his
playing have them notice the length of separate notes, stand Music,” Vol. I, by Mathews, the first part of the Ortona for the benefit
Also ‘‘ Analysis of return, however, he was taken seriously ill, and it was
meantime getting its melody, and the third time take it book will be helpful for this.
that he composed his ‘‘ Non m’ama
in mind go that they can sing it, and the fourth time let Musie,’’ by Goodrich; ‘* Musical Furm,’’ by Cornell, are during his illness
d’amore,”’ butitwas with d fficulty
the class sing the melody to La, perhaps taking one or helpful. For music, these works will furnish the titles pid,’’ and ‘‘ Limento
willing to pubtwo trials betore all will succeed in singing it correctly. of pieces. Much aid can be gotten from ‘‘ Principles that the young composer found anyone
at Rome which he orWhen they can doall of this, have them write the melody of Expression in Pianoforte Piaying,”’ by A F. Chris- lish them. It was to a concert
success.
This practice will tiani. Such a course is invaluable to pupils and lovers ganized that he owed much of his subsequent
out as an ear test in time andtune.
of music. It gives them the key for unlocking the inner The Queen of Italy (then Princess Margherita of Savoy)
make them accurate listeners and help them to be more
and showed her appreciation
self-critical in their own playing, and will help in the meanings of the best music, and making what before was present atthe concert,
of the composer's talent by appointing him her teacher
had been meaningless noise, clear and beautiful emodevelop ment of the inner feeling for rhythm,
of singing. His first visit to London was in 1875, when
have
who
acourse
such
tional
Pupils
yed
enj
thought,
* ue * bs *
of illustrated lectures will play with an intelligent and he was well received in the highest society, ard in 1880
A.Most every copy of Taz Erupe contains articles of
effective expression ;they can then see into a piece and he became a teacher of singing to the Royal Family.
At the book stores a
especial value to music students.
hidden
its
out
can
and
the
bringSignor Tosti has written a great number of songs to
beauties,
enjoy
higher
handsome self-gummed scrap-book can be obtained, in
Itahan, French, and E: glish words, among which may be
of
kind
when
it,
hear
music
they
which such clippings can be placed permanently; it
specially mentioned ‘t For Ever and For Ever,’’ ‘* Goodwould take bat a few months to make a book of great
bye,” ‘Ask Me no More,” ** Help Me to Pray,’’ ‘* Tell
value to the teacher's class. Sach a book and a few
Them,”’ ‘‘ La Serenata,’’ ‘* Ninon,’’ ‘‘ Malia,”’ ‘* Roga,’?
other musical works should be kept in constant circulaand ‘My Memories.’’? The newest production from his
tion among the teacher’s pupils, and at the lesson hour
prolific pen is an English song called ** Love’s Return,”
these books and articles should furnish subjects for conwhich ig much admired, and seems likely to become
versation. This will show the teacher what his pupil is
learning through reading.
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MATHEWS,

‘*Ts it advisable to try to teach Mason’s ‘Touch and
Technic’ to a child of six who plays Mathews’ second
grade of exercises?
‘Would you advise any certain kind of technic till she
is older?
‘* Please give me your opinion of the automatic piano
attachment; is it capable of any kind of expression?
“ Do you think a child of six years who learns rapidly,
ought to be forced to practice?—J. E”
1 do not advise giving the child the books of ‘* Touch
and Technic’? at the very first ; but I do advise teaching
a child such as you mention the two-finger exercises, ove
at a time, until she has all varieties of touch, after which

they are to be played every day for at least five minutes.
Then, in the second grade, the arpeggios, in some kind of
easy form, such as quarter and eighth notes, and in sixes
and nines, one chord at a time; later, rotations of four
to seven chords—as the child gains in capecity. All
these can be given extremely well by rote, and the pupil
will not need the book until a little later, and then mostly
for reference and go save the teacher's time.
I would not say that a child ought to be forced to practice, but this would not hinder my finding ways of having
her practice of her own accord; and the option would
not take quite so decided a form as used to be given
children, whether to learn the lesson ‘‘ with’? or ‘* without’’ a punishment.

When children understand that a

mild panishment may be taken instead of doing something
very distasteful, they will often prerume on it. What
Nature does for us is precisely this of giving us the
option to do it with or without the whipping.
I do not consider the Automatic Pano Attachment an
instrument of expression, but I have always admired its
accuracy.
:
‘Ts it right to play with a good, firm touch when playing the piano? IL have heard of a professor of music
who will not allow his pupils to play with a firm touch,
because he says it wears out the piano. I want to know
it it hurts a piano to play firmly upon it; and do not all
the great artists play firmly?
‘* Does it wear out a prano when havingit tuned tohave
it tuned so the action wll be quite hard? A tuner told
age would wear off the felt on the hammers ?—A. M.

I once had the curiosity to weigh the touch of Dr.
Mason himself when playing certain forms of his
exercises and found that in the most powerful touches
he employed a force equal to about ten pounds upon
the key, and held them down about six pounds; on
the contrary, in the lightest passages he used hardly more
than a quarter of an ounce.
I am not able myself to
makea touch with anything like this extreme force cf
Dc. Mison.
A heavy touch will wear out the felt, but
one can play all the fortissimo really necessary without
doing much harm. It turns upon the question of
elasticity. A free elastic touch may be very heavy at the
moment of impact, and yet be eo elastic that it does not
harm the piano at all; and another less heavy touch may
be so hard and brutal as to wear out the felt very
rapidly. In general, you cannot habitually employ fortissimo in playing without wearing the hammers much
more rapidly than when a lighter touch is used. But in
an entire Beethoven sonata or in a Liezt rhapsody, lasting ten minutes in playing, I doubt whether a great
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(fast passege playing) is better acquired from Mason’s
system; ard velocity in applied forms is better learned
from properly selected pieces. Still, Czerny was a very

clever writer, wonderfully pleasing. It reads hke romance now to find among the letters of Liszt one from
Paris, written somewhere about 1880, to Czerny: ‘* Dear
Master: Please write me another sonata, for I make a
better effect in your sonata than in anything elseI play.”
This wae the young Liezt. I haveincluded quite a number of Czerny studies in the Standard Grades, though
personally I use very few of them. Mme. Bloomfield
Zeissler uses the ‘‘ Daily Studies’’ agreat deal. In my
opinion, everything that these do can be better done by

Mason's exercises. Therefore, I should never speak
disrespectfully of Czerny, who was a very talented
teacher of the piano, and whose ‘‘ Art of Expression ’’
is one of the best authorities upon the proper nuance of
the sonatas of Beethoven that we have. But he represents an older school of playing than the one now current, and I would not consider it wise to take up too
much time with him.
‘1, What should be taught in connection with Mathews’ first four grades and Mason's ‘ Touch and Technic’? How much of the latter should be used in connection with these grades?
‘*2. What progress should be expected of a child of
ten during the first ten months’ instruction?
‘*3

Is it not best to use some preparatory work before

taking up Mathews’ first grade?—L. 8. J.””
I think you will find in the introductions to the Grades
answers to your questions, excepting that in one of them,
I believe the third, there is far too much directed, more
than the pupil can get over in the time. I should say
that a child of six ought to take some work like my
‘Twenty Lessons toa Beginner,’’ or Mr Landon’s book,
covering similar ground, (I think Mr. Presser has one,
though I have rever seenit.) You will give the child a
better start. Then take the first grade and soon. In
connection with the first grade, I think the two finger
varieties of touch should all be taught; and arpeggios
upon perhaps four or six changes of the diminished
seventh in fours, with accents changed, and later in different kinds of measure, two notes toa beat. I doubt
whether you can get further. In the second grade I
should wish to have arpeggios as far as rotations of seven
chords, in sixes and nines, direct motion (see ‘ T, and
T.”’ for particulars), And in the second grade the scales
ought to be begun in canon form, two octaves, about two
tones to a count, later four. In the third grade the reverse motions of the arpeggios will come in, scales two
octaves in canon and four octaves plain, with sixes and

nines. I doubt how far the graded rhythms ought to
be used in these grades. In short, you haveto lay foundations, and you can goas fast as the child can go safely.
All along you must give now and then a well-selected
piece, which must always please the child. This is a
cardinal principle. Whatever you give that does not
please the child, you must treat as a study, something to

be learned as duty.
A child of ten in the first ten months ought to go
through the first two grades of the Standard Grades. I
think this can be done quite well, Many teachers, how-
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an inborn dislike to any kind of technical work, She
could play well in time, but now is satiefied with playing
‘Silvery Waves,’ hobbling over the arpegg'os in a rad
hurry and completely destroying the rhythm and expression by her ciumsy touch?
‘Tam twenty-two, and having been imperfectly taught
in beginning am desirous of learning a better way. Which
would be better for me: to goto some good conservatory. lke Oberlin, or to some good private teacher in a
city?
B.M, Wi?
You are quite right upon the first point.
Your girl of eighteen must first be brought to realize
that she needs something more.
If you can accomplish
this, she will gradually come under the yoke; if you
cannot bring her to this point, she will never learn.
Constitutional laziness and a disposition to drift are not
the foundation upon which good attainments can be
made. A teacher with more tact, perhaps a man with
authority, would accomplish this better. It is done
every year, and done many times by all good teachers.
As for your own case, no one can advise you. The
conservatory will do a great deal for you; the private
teacher, if you get one of the very best, will cost more
and probably stimulate you more, and some things you
will learn better. With a private teacher, you know,
you are always at liberty to imagine yourself his moat
desirable pupil; and this promotes acquiring. In the
conservatory you ure part of a great whole, and it will

depend much upon your own temperament which will do
you most good. A pupil is a sort of picture to be
painted; the conservatory paints them at so much a
foot; the private teacher paints each one according to
its own merits,—or ought to do so.

THE POWER OF PERSISTENOE.
From times probably anterior to the days of Solomon
the sage comes down to us the admonition, ‘Go to the
ant, thou sluggard, consider her ways and be wise.’

The ant will undertake a task and devote all its energies
to the purpose of achieving success. It thinks not of
obstacles, nor wastes its time endeavoring to discover
royal roads, Over hill and dale, through swamp and
jungle, onward it goes from point to goal, nor rests until its purpose is achieved. So too there are young
musicians who undertake their task in similar spirit,
striving manfully to overcome all obstacles, to reach the
goal of success, though the burden at times appears so
gigantic as to weigh them tothe ground. The ant and
the young musician who acts s:milarly each illustrates
the principle of the power of persistence. That the
possession of such a quality is of inestimable value goes
without saying, for by it all those achievements by which
we benefit today have come about. It matters not
where we look, nor which department of the world’s
stores in science, art, agriculture, or the manufacturing
industries we investigate, nor whether we pursue the
same on or in the deep blue sea, onland or in the mines
below our feet, we find accomplished purpose dis; layed
in practical realities, the history of the development of
which, in any one instance we may select, is a living
sermon on the power of persistence.

Power of persistence would seem to need for its perfection to be allied with practical reason. Young musicians with ample enthusiasm, abundant determination,
and endowed with great natural ability are often wasteartist would play fortissimo more than one minute, if so
fal
of their time, of their energy. It makes a man
much, of the whole.
To play fortissimo habitually is
T always say the two-finger exercise, because it exerlike using red pepper allthe time. The practice clavier cises the fingers in a variety of ways, exercises all of strong to battle against difficulties; but it does not folcan be regulated to do anything you think you need in them alike, and conduces to making a good and a varied low that a man should buffet with one form of difficulty
the way of firmness and save the piano. In general tone. After these I recommend the arpeggios, with the only to become strong. If he use his powers of reason
moat players are very deficient in lightness—more so than younger pupils, and later the scales. I do not think more and those of brawn less he will accomplish more
in power.
that very young pupils can well do more than two ele- in the long run than if he never paused to consider how
While it may not wear out the piano to regulate the ments of ‘‘Touch and Technic”’ at the same time, owing he might get around an obstacle, with less expenditure
of physical force and less wear and tear on the nerves.
action so that it will take a heavy touch to move it, it to the time it takes.
A few moments’ serious thought will often accomplish
will certainly take away all the pleasure in playing upon
‘¢1, Is it right for a soprano to sing the tenor part at
it, and undoubtedly wear the joints of the action faster the apparent pitch as written in the treble clef? I hold more in overcoming a d fficult passage than two or more
than a proper regulation. When you want gymnastica, that when there is no tenor available an alto should take hours’ unreasoning practice. To accomplish one’s purthe part and sing it an octave lower than it is apparently
fly to the clavier. Savethe pianofor music, It is better. written. AmIrght? The other way seems to me to pose in the easiest way is, to my mind, essential, and if
one may reach the other side of a mountain by going
“Are Czerny’s ‘ Velocity Studies’ entirely out of da‘e? produce harmonic faul's.
around instead of climbing over it, I think he is as truly
‘©2 [have not been able in several instances to get No.
If so, what other velocity studies are used by the best
15 of Mathews’ ‘Introduction to Phrasing’ worked up exemplifying the application of the power of persistence
teachers. Why would not Czerny’s, it printed in modern
properly as it stands in the book Can you give me any as he who attempts to surmount everything in his path
type, answer the purpose?—L A,”’
Czerny’s studies are not now used by the best teachers, suggestions for accomplishing this?
in more direct fashion.
To sum up, practice with your
‘¢3, What would you advise for a girl of eighteen, a
excepting a few of them by teachers who prize them quick reader, ambitious and talented, but with poor brains as well as with your fingers,—A. A. C., in The
from life-long association with them.
Velocity itself technical foundation and no idea of phrasing? She has Dominant.
ever, will only do half of this.
‘* What should pupils always practice first in ‘Touch
aud Technic’ to give them a proper foundation in pisno
playing, the scale or the two-finger exercise ?—Z. D, S.”

THE
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AN ANECDOTE,
ADOLPHE OriiMIgUX gave a sumptuous breakfast party
in honor of Meyerbeer, to which entertainment he invited the leading musical critics and composers of that
day, assembled in the French capital. Amongst Crémieux’s guests was Rossini, who occupied a place of
honor next to the wife of his host, but refused, one after
another, all the dainties offered to him in succession.
Madame Crémieux noticed his unwavering abstinence
with equal suprise and regret, and presently asked him
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THOUGHTS—SUGGESTIONS—ADVIOE.
PRACTICAL

POINTS

BY EMINENT TEACHERS,

Kerpine Time.

SMITH N. PENFIELD.

A REoenT article in Toe Ervpe lays great stress on
Accent, and advises some exaggeration of accentuation.
Now it strikes me that exaggeration is a dangerous
thing, especially in the hands of a young and inexperienced pupil. A little of it, under the direction of a
whether he was unwell, as he appeared to have suddenly judicious teacher, is, or may be, useful, for the sense of
lost an appetite which, as she had understood, was rhythm is to music what the pulse is to the life.
usually no less vigorous than lively. ‘‘That is true, my
A critical ear will perceive an accent in a smoothly
dear madame,” replied Rossini, ‘‘ but I rarely eat break- played, rapid running passage, as a skillful doctor will
fast, nor can I depart from that rule to-day, although, hear the heart-beat of a patient which is inaudible to
should anything go wrong with to-morrow night’s repre- others. But let this heart-beat be overdone, and the
sentation, Meyerbeer will believe to the day of his death doctor instantly pronounces it a sign of disease. A
that my refusal to partake of this feast brought him bad student must always feel the accent, and when the music
luck. The position I now occupy at your table reminds requires make an actual accent, not otherwise. It is
me of an odd experience that befell me some years ago
easy to acquire the habit of over-accenting. How shall
in a provincial town of Italy. A performance of the we strike the proper medium?
‘ Barber’ was being given in my special honor in the
The old-fashioned rule of counting aloud for piano
local theatre.
While the overture was in full swing, I pupils, or hand-beating of time for singers, has not yet
noticed a huge trumpet in the orchestra, manifestly been improved upon. Why not count to one’s self, as
blown with remarkable force and continuity by a memlittle children claim to be doing? Because this is no
ber of the band; but not a sound in the least akin to counting at all.
the tones invariably produced by that instrument could
The advantages of counting or beating is in the actual
Thear. At the close of the performance I interviewed hearing of the counts or feeling of the beats. This, perthe conductor, and asked him to explain the purpose of sistently followed up, will in time establish a pulsation
the noisless trumpet, which, Iconfessed, was an unusual which is mentally perceived, a sort of pendulum swingorchestral addition.
He answered: ‘Maestro, in this ing in the head. If a teacher could always sit by and
town there is not a living soul who can play the trumpet; do the counting, that would suffice, but this is impractherefore I specially engaged an artist to hold one up to ticable,
his lips, binding him by an oath not to blow into it, for
Why not use a metronome? For ordinary use it is
it looks well to have a trumpet in an operatic orchestra.’ too cast iron and rigid. Until the piece is pretty well
I am like that man with the trumpet. I may not eat, learned and the note-playing comparatively easy, the
but I look well at your breakfast-table.’’
counting must be a little elastic. When the time is
steady and the accentuation what the music requires,
then the counting or beating may be left to the operation of the mind.
WHAT IS OLAS8IO MUSIC?
There is a vast difference in students as to natural
With many it is a matter of instinct.
Or all the music composed perhaps one number ina sense of rhythm.
Others
must
ever
be patient and persistent in timehundred lives more than a generation. Of these longcounting. Yet to all, even natural timists, some outlived compositions, only those that are considered best
loud counting is an assistance and an advantage.
by all musicians are stamped with the word classic.
Those which have only a local celebrity, or that have
* * * * *
any defect, or infelicity of form or harmony (and there
Transposition aT Piano.
are such which have a good deal of vitality) are not
THOMAS TAPPER,
admitted to the distinction of being classic. A comTue first essential in transposition is to know what is
position to be classic, as that word is now understood by musicians, must first be a model of excellence to be done, and to endeavor to foresee into what trouble
in form and harmony; second, it must possess that one may fall. To reduce the chances of blunder, one
mysterious vitality which makes it outlive its companions. should think carefully of the piano-peculiarities of both
old and new key; locate the tonic, dominant, and leadAnd, third, it must be accepted by the common consening-tone in each ; note the accidentals in the first key
sus of musical opinion as belonging to the first rank.
Classic music is not a question of simplicity or diffi- and what they will become in the new key. This bit of
culty, There are beautiful and living forms at every forethought will be found helpful, because it makes one
grade, from what are now regarded as the simple melo- more or less positive of what is to be done,
As elementary practice in Transposition (the above
dies of Mozart’s, Haydn’s, and even Beethoven’s compositions, all the way to the highest works of these and rules being ever in mind) one should begin with singleTranspose plenty of them.
One
other great masters.
A short definition of classic music voiced melodies.
might be ‘‘that music which for more than a generation learns a new habit by doing it a great deal; not by
thinking about it and remaining inactive. A child’s
has been considered by all musicians as the best.”—
song book with exercises in one, two, and three parts is
Gxo. F. Roor,
the very best book to begin with; then simple fourvoiced chorals that modulate but little ; afterward short
—It has been said of the late Hans von Biilow that he
compositions written in a rhythm that is not so uniform
could read a pianoforte work entirely away from the
as the choral. Some of the easy piano works of Gurlitt
piano, and afterward play it without the music and also
are very good. Afterward progress is easy.
without any practice whatever. A few days ago I saw
a well-known pianist read at sight a work by a modern
* Me * x *

French composer, and after that single reading it was
played from memory.
All this was done in the midst
of conversation by two or three who stood near the
performer. A simple consideration of both these illustrations shows that the hands were in all essential ways
the obedient servants of the mind ; that technic means
knowing what to demand of the hands, and how best to
make them do it. It means training firat for mind, then
for hand. A great deal of faulty technic lies in the
heads of our players.—Thos. Tapper.

Musicat Form.

LOUIS C ELSON.
Ir was Madame de Stael who once said, ‘‘Architecture
is frozen Music,’’ and one may invert the proposition
and it will be equally true, ‘‘ Music is a species of
Architecture.’ There is far too little study made of
this architecture, and in recent days, largely because of
the influence of Wagner, many affect to despise form as
applied to musical composition. ‘+ How rigid it seems,”’

these critics say, ‘to be obliged to end as one has
begun!
What a lack of variety there must be in a
tripartite form which always concludes with its opening
theme!’’ To such critics one can recommend a study
of Mendelssohn’s ‘‘ Songs without Words,” where almost
every number is in the same form yet no two numbers
are quite alike in shape. There is infinite variety in
such a unity!
‘‘ How utterly absurd it was,”’ one might
retort upon these flippant fault: finders, ‘‘ for the Deity
to make all human faces alike! Always having the
mouth below the nose and the eyes on either side must

lead to the most dreadful monotony!’ The effect of a
fixed form on certain varieties of music is about as
monotonous as the regular build of the human counte-

nance,
Oveat
4 Teacuer Give Mosicats Wits His Puriis?

c. W. GRIMM,
Easy corne teachers, who never exert themselves,
and liye a monotonous, hum-drum music life, are against
giving pupils’ sociables, musicals, or recitals, because
they consider them “‘ useless, intended merely as an advertisement for the teacher, and only apt to create conceit in the pupil’s mind.” An energetic, wide-awake
teacher sees the good in them, and has them frequently,
for the following reasons: A pupil who is to play ina
musical makes extra efforts to learn a piece perfectly
and within a certain time, when otherwise he would
have carelessly lagged on; he has been aroused from
his lethargy. The musical has become a spur to practice better than usual, which is certainly a gain. The
teacher himself tries to make the most out of his pupils,
tries even more for these occasions than he would have
done at other times. And why should he hide his candle under the bushel? No merchant, no artisan, no
artist, and I think no music teacher is expected to do
that. Show what you can do with the pupils intrusted
to your care. Parents will be well pleased if you succeed in kindling ambition in their children, and, atill
more, be delighted to have them learn to play before
others.
Tecanic—Practice

on Pigces.

HENRY G, HANCHETT.
Tere is a certain fascination about an interesting
piece of music that tends to prevent its thorough practice.
The pupil is aware of what he ought to hear, knows that
a mistake is a mistake, and that the passage should
sound in a way that he thinks he hasin mind, and he
wants to hear the complete musical development of the
idea. This desire leads him on in spite of mistakes and
imperfections. A great deal of music is in the mind of
the performer, who, knowing what he wishes to say,
fancies that his hearers understand him, although he is
not clearly expressing himself. To avoid damaging
practice in such ways it is worth while to get rid of the
musical interest that a piece has until its technical parts
are mastered. For this purpose it is a good plan to
mark off sections for practice, using the letters of the
alphabet to indicate the beginning of each section, making the sections quite small (from two to eight measures
according to difficulty), of course, practicing each hand
separately at specified metronome rates, and—this is the
important particular—making the close of the piece or
movement the first section for practice. Let the pupil
learn the last eight measures of a piece first, hands
separately and then together, and by memory, then the
preceding four or eight measures, then these two sections
together, then a third section (‘‘C’’) just before “ B’”
and of a similar length, then section ‘‘D,”’ which will
immediately precede ‘‘ C’’ in the print; then from ‘* D”’
through ‘‘ C,”’ “ B,” and ‘ A,”’ to the end; and in this
way work back to the beginning of the piece; it is evident
that the piece will not be quite so interesting musically and
can, therefore, be more thoroughly studied technically;
and also that by the time the first eight measures of the
piece are learned the whole will be known.

Moreover,

as the latter part of a piece is apt to be harder than the
first part, the hardest part will be likely to get the most
practice.

THE
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How ro Correct Favtrs,
BY MADAME A, PUPIN,

and there is no disguising the fact that dealers in them

THERE are many piano students in despair over certain
faults which they have, and which they believe to be in-

eradicable, and therefore they make no effort to correct
them ; or perhaps they have not the patience to overcome
bad habits and try to form new ones.
To attack the enemy in front is to push him back step
by step, with tremendous effort, till he yields, which he
may never do if he has more strength than you; but to
direct the attack to the rear, where he is entirely unpre-

pared and unsuspecting, is often to annihilate him in a
short time.
So the efforts directed against certain faults end in
discouragement, while, if the student would take up for
a time the opposite fault, he would soon find himself at
the happy medium.
A great conductor once said the most common

fault

with instrumental players was hurrying; he said it was
rare to find any one with even time, and he further
remarked that this was a fault that could never be
remedied.
But this has been proven false by the many students
who were afil.cted with this bad habit and who tried the
plan of lagging the tempo; instead of anticipating the
rhythmic notes they would wait for them, or hang back

a little.
Hurried time sounds perfectly right to the player ; it
is only after he has accustomed himself to delay the
rhythmic notes a little that his ear gets a sense of strict
time.
There is a suggestion in this taking up an opposite
fault from that which one desires to get rid of, which may
prove of advantage in some portion of one’s practice.

Tue Question

or Mippie

C.

BERN, BOEKELMAN,
Some time ago I was invited to attend an entertainment, given in a city of well-known musical taste, by a
male chorus society of which the director was my personal friend. On this occasion the vocal numbers were
interspersed with instrumental music, furnished partly
by members of the club, partly by a blind pianist, who

was that evening the guest of the Society. The playing
of the latter won deserved applause, although I suspected that he himself was disappointed with his own
performance. He alluded to the subject in a subsequent
conversation, and it came out that he was much distressed

because he had several times struck the key next to the
correct note in the bass.
As his annoyance did not convey the impression that
he was aware of the cause, I ventured to suggest that
such a mistake could have been avoided.
‘How so?” he asked in astonishment.
“If you
measure your keyboard with both arma outstretched,’
T replied, ‘‘you will find that the middle note (before
which you ought to sit) on a seven octave piano is not
the one marked C (middle C), but E flat. Our piano
methods still adhere erroneously to the old statement,
which was true when the highest and the lowest note
were both F.

At the present, if the piano possess seven

and a third octaves the middle note is not E flat but BE.”
The value of my suggestion was promptly acknowledged.

THE BIOYOLE ORAZE AND MUSIO.
BY

HAMILTON

ETUDE.

CG. MACDOUGALL.

Wuar effect will this craze for the bicycle have on the
sale of musical instruments and merchandise and on
music teaching ?
Some of our musical friends are getting despondent
already. From one of the Western musical papers, The
Presto, the following is clipped :—
‘The phenomenal growth of the bicycle business and
the universal spread of the craze among all classes of
people has so far affected trade that it can no longer be
regarded with complacency.
* * * The enormous
growth of the bicycle business is everywhere apparent

are doing business at a profit, even while in nearly all
other lines there is almost stagnation.’’
The same jour-

nal also quotes a despondent music teacher, who says:
‘*A year ago this spring I had 50 pupils; I now have
30 only, and some of them talk of giving up. Those
who left me yielded to the craze for wheeling.””
It is possible that some who read this article have felt
the competition of the ‘‘ silent steed,’’ to drop into the
patois of journalism, and are wondering what they are
going to do about it. The dealers in musical instruments have already tried to meet the issue by keeping
the wheel for sale; in other words, they have floated
with the tide. To quote again: ‘When the attention
bestowed on the wheel began to make an impression
upon trade, the better class of piano houses would not
for a moment consider any combination of the two articles under one roof. A few dealers, however, did make
the experiment and, as has since developed, with good
results.’’ But the music teacher cannot dispose of the
matter in such fashion ; he must wait until the tide turns
with as much patience as he can.
And in this aspect of the case there are several points
to be kept in mind. In the first place, the American
public grows enthusiastic very rapidly and has little
moderation in whatever pursuit is uppermost at a given
time; it also has a sober second thought that is likely to
be quite different from the first thought. Take the
Venezuelan case, for instance, and note how a cry for war
was started and taken up in an instant and re-echoed
from Eastport to San Francisco ; yet, after a few days,
more moderate views came to the front. It will be
the same with the craze for wheeling ; the increase in the
number of riders this year has been from two hundredto
three hundred per cent., at an ordinary estimate, entirely
beyond any normal growth.
come, and that before long.

The reaction is bound to
A great many people with

whom the writer has talked think that the passion for
bicycling has already reached its height and that it will

go down by next season, poco a poco diminuendo, until it

reaches a normal altitude.
Tn the second place, the enormous demand for wheels

has induced an enormous supply; in fact, the market is
said to be overstocked and every one is looking for a
fall in prices. If the wheel drops to twenty-five or fifty
dollars (and it is a common opinion that the lower price
gives a fair margin of profit on a first class wheel), then

the purchase of a wheel and a bicycle suit will no longer
spoil the sale of a piano. There is no doubt that many

an economical papa has placed before his offspring the
alternative of a piano or a wheel; and there is as little
doubt that almost any young person of the day would

choose the wheel in preference to the musical instrument.

But, it may be said, the exercise on the wheel absorbs
a good deal of time that might he devoted to study or practice; and thisis true. It isone of the regrettable things in
connection with the matter. There is little doubt that the
inordinate use of the wheel will lead to many undesirable
mental and physical conditions. To quote once more:
‘‘T am afraid the next generation will show signs of
physical degeneration resulting from too much wheeling ;
and fancy a generation of young people with no taste for
music, or letters, or dancing, for that is where the
bicycle fever is leading. What will the home be without
music and the cultivation of the arts to which we owe so
much of refinement?’’
Granting all that, however, hearty and enjoyable exercise can never bea bad thing; and when the craze has
subsided to the proportions of a normal enjoyment of a
proper sport, which it is bound to do, our young people
will be found all the better fitted to study music and will
come to it with all the more zest.
If there be a cloud, it has a silver lining.

A SUGGESTION,
BY PEARL MACHENRY,

In many years of incessant teaching, I have found my
last. effort to interest my younger pupils productive of
more good than anything attempted in the past. This
is in the form of a ‘‘Conversation Class,’ and has
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proven so successful and interesting, to teacher and pupil alike, that I offer it as a suggestion to others, who
may desire a pleasing change in their work. It has
always been my habit to inculcate a love of musical history and events in the younger students by frequent
questions relative to the old Masters.
All applicants for membership to the regular class
are requested to provide themselves with one small tablet, a larger one for essays, anda blank music book.
In the first is written the date of each lesson, followed
by a list of scale work, which is memorized each week,
and then the name of some old Master or noted
musician is added. The pupil is expected to read the
life of this particular person and write a paper upon it
couched in their own language, being careful to dwell
upon the principal points in his life, the school he represents, and the style of music he writes. In the blank
music book, the pupil writes in pencil, each scale in
order as they are learned, with all forms and arrangements of them that the teacher chooses to furnish.
These, in due season, are copied in ink into a larger
book, which forms a reliable reference of the work

re-

cently gone over.
In order to use the every-day material at hand, we
hold, every two weeks, the ‘‘ Convereation Class.’’ At
this time, according to previous arrangement with each
pupil, a programme is formed. Piano selections which
are being studied at that moment, if well under way,
are rendered, with kind but forcible criticiem from the
teacher, for the benefit of the class. Then, by appointment, some two or three papers are read by the pupils
on those Masters last written about. Immediately following, anecdotes relative to the musician in question
or bits of valuable information gathered from authentic
sources are given. At each meeting some pupil is appointed to lead in the ‘‘ Conversation,’’ which ends the
programme.
For a text-book we use the ‘‘Home and Foreign
News’? contained in our valuable Erupr anp Musica.
Wortp.
The leader, turning to any member of his
choice, asks, ‘‘ What do you know of Joseph Hoffman?’
or any other pertinent question gathered from the latest
news. The member addressed is expected to answer
in full, telling explicitly all the news of the person
mentioned.
Naturally enough, each feels compelled to
be thoroughly posted, or be thought a dullard by his
fellow-students.
Sometimes the class takes ‘‘ outings,” doing all their
work under the shadow of some wide-spreading tree in
the fragrant woods; or an ‘‘ evening at home”
is given,
introducing some novel idea of entertainment suggestive of some line of musical study.
We have also in process of arrangement a musical
scrap book, to which each pupil contributes whatever he
can find of interest to musicians; personal items of
modern musicians are in order in this book, and authentic
items of information of the less modern writers are especially valuable.
There is no question but that the town teacher needs
to provide some method of so interesting the pupil that
at no time the study of music becomes monotonous.
Intelligent teaching is quite as essential as intelligent
learning, and it is only when there is an undefinable
yet insoluble bond of sympathy between teacher and pupil that success crowns the efforts of either.

—Confucius said a hundred years before Plato,
** Would’st thou know if a people be well governed, if its
manners be good or bad, examine the music which it
practices ’?——
The rapid advance of musical art in the life of our
people is shown in its cultivation to-day along with
science and literature in our institutions and throughout
our land; and this is in response to a popular demand.
Musical culture has not only progressed along with the
kindred arts, but in advance of them; for many of the
great masters who are being most appreciated to day
have been dust for more than a century, while their
genius and magnetism are reaching our hearts through
a multitude of avenues, where mind, and not matter, are
in the ascendancy:

THE
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Mr. Schuett demonstrates not only characteristic individuality in all his compositions, but also the most
painstaking and musicianly treatment in the development
of his motive.
The composition, ‘‘ Gavotte Humoresque,” which we
publish in this issue, deserves the closest atudy. It represents the composer in his best vein. The tempo as
given by the composer, 112 M. M. to every half note, is
the extreme, and only finished artists can bring it up to
that time consistent clearness which is a very important
feature in this piece. The average player will count by
quarter notes, and 180 M. M. would be about whatis expected. There are two pages more to the piece. They
are omitted to save space, but are given in Da Capo except a few measures at the close by the way of closing
It is,
chords. It canbe had complete in sheet form.
we
players
average
for
pieces
best
the
of
one
perhaps,
ever printed in the journal, and will form quite an acW. MaLMens,
quisition to any player’s repertoire.

four-hand music on selection, from which you can select such as you
need for special cases and pupils.
‘A. H. B.—Your desire for further light on the accent exercises of
the Mason method is hard to meet, for the clearness of statement in

the books of Mason’s “Technic” is remarkable. We would advise
that you begin reading again, and leave no part till you understand
it, and have done the exercises yourself at the keyboard. At the
keyboard, with the books before you, working over everything till
you thoroughly understand it is the only way to do italone. However, a good teacher is better. The new work, “ Preparatory Touch
and Technic,” by C. E. Shimer, you ought to read,

Ready in July.

EDMUND NEUPERT.
Epuunp Nevpert, whose graceful valse ‘‘ Caprice”
appears in this iesue of Taz Erups, was born at Christiania, Norway, in 1842,

His early studies were with his father till 1856, when
he went to Berlin and finished his education under Kullak and Kiel; after which he spent some years as Professor of Piano in the Conservatories of Moscow and
Copenhagen.
It was to him Grieg dedicated his beautiful A-minor
concerto, and Neupert subsequently won many artistic
EDWARD SOHUETT.
triumphs through its masterly performance.
Ir was in the year 1856 that Edward Schuett saw the
In 1882 Neupert came to this country, settling in
[Our subscribers are invited to send in questions for this departPlease write them on one side of the paper oalr and not
Although he evidenced ment.
York, easily taking his place among the best of
New
THE
CASE
ERY
light of day at St. Petersburg.
In
on the same sheet.
with other thi
ADDRESS MUST BE GIVEN, or the questions will our resident artists.
FULL
talent for music at an early age and desired to adopt it WRITER'Sno attention.
printed
be
name
° In no case will the writer’s
receive
Here he continued to reside until his death, which
as his profession, he met with opposition on the part of to the questions in Taz ErupE. Questions that have no general
interest
attention.]
will
receive
not
occurred a few years since.
his father. It took a great deal of coaxing before
W.E.S—1. For a history of the violin we would recommend
Neupert’s compositions, mostly for the piano, are
parental sternness gave in, and allowed the boy to foland Strings,” by W. F. Gates, page 64, etc.
Pipe
“
The
imbued with a characteristic Norwegian flavor, and
richly
low the dictates of his inclination to study music.
September
on
1844,
2. The composer, Bohm was born in Berlin, in
exception denote a poetic imagination and
without
father had, however, the gratification of seeing his son
1ith, and is still living in that city.
carry off the first prize at the Imperial Conservatory
I.E, .—When playing our choruses, arranged for male voices, the highly musical temperament.
It was my pleasure to meet him once in Boston, when
parte on the treble staff, that is, the first and second tenor, should be
of Music. Edward Schuett now went to Leipsic, where
voice sounds he appeared before the N. M. T. A. in a recital, in
he studied counterpoint, fugue, and composition under played an octave lower than written, because the male
an octave lower than the female. Custom has sanctioned the use of which he gave a masterful interpretation of the appasJadassohn and Richter; here his first large composition,
theG clef in this way, for male voices, in place of the unfamiliar C
sionata sonata of Beethoven, as also a group of his own
a serenade for stringed instruments, consisting of four clef, which represents the actual pitch of the sounds.
and
Gewandhaus
the
at
out
brought
Gercreations.
poetic
was
movements,
E. B.—At this time there are no distinct schools of French,
His personality was most agreeable, and his generosreceived great praise from the critics of that critical city. man, or Italian singing. It is a matter of individuals, rather than of
In 1879 he went to Vienna to continue his piano studies nationality, and we are not aware that any one nation can claim that ity toward his fellow-musicians was a noble characterisits ranks come the greatest teachers.
under Professor Leschetizky ;he was welcomed in the from
‘As to quality of tone, that is certainly primarily a matter of nation- tic of the man.
he reappearatmosphere
musical
the
and,
most cordial manner
ality. The French voice, as a result,isnasal; the German, guttural ; I can never forget the kind manner in which
ing to him more congenial than that of other cities, he the Italian is par excellence the singing language; it is smooth and ceived me, and the generous appreciation he expressed
Most flowing, but those qualities may be gained by any one under the to me of some of my compositions that had come to his
decided to remain, making it his second home.
of a good teacher. It is preferable, always, to study under notice.
significant is the name of his villa, ‘* Mon Repos,” at guidance of one’s own nationality.
teacher
a
Meran, indicating peace and rest dwelling there.
Such sterling qualities, both as man and musician, are
We know of no one who gives lessons through the mail but Mr.
While Vienna is his permanent home, yet occasion
John Howard, 318 E. Fifty-ninth street, New York. We do not wish a lasting monument to his memory, and are worthy our
most earnest emulation.
ally he has been heard in more distant cities of the to suggest bim as an authority.
Ea
Vocal lessons by mail must, of necessity, have comparatively little
Austrian Empire in conjunction with Madame NorHis compositions, which are numerous, include valses,
can write what the pupil is to do, but not being
teacher
The
value,
concert
he
125
virtuoso
some
and
piano
,
As
out
Auer.
barcarolles
,
mann-Neruda and Leopold
ballades, polonaises
at hand cannot see and hear if his instructions are carried
appeared in St. Petersburg, Warsaw, Leipzig, Cologne, properly. If they are not, his efforts are in vain.
études. He also published a piano methcd and over
devote
that
The best work of that sort is done by those magazines
Vienna, Pesth, Prague, Paris, etc., on which occa700 technical exercises.
Voice,
more or less space to the subject, as the Vocalist and Werner's
sions his concerto for the piano gained him considerHis death was a direct loss to the profession of his
Parnasad
Gradus
“
Clementi’s
finished
C. P. R.—1. After having
country, where he made many friends by his
able fame. As a warm admirer of Wagner and his sum,”
adopted
Kulak,
and
II,
and
I
Books
70,
Op;
Moscheles,
the études of
works, he was chosen in 1880 Musical Director of the Op. 48, Book II, might be studied advantageously.
pronounced talent and genial personality.
Witson G. Suira.
Vienna Wagner Society, which position he held for six
2, The “ Well-tempered Clavichord,” by Bach, is not graded, No.
10, Part I, No. 2, Part I, Vol. II, No.16, Vol. I, are about the best to
years. In 1887 he received an invitation from Madame
The Bekelman’s Chromo-analytical edition of these
Cosima Wagner to go to Baireuth as ‘ Musikleiter’’ and begin with. best for self-instruction.
is the
fagues
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Counselor to the committee directing the Festspiele ; he
3, Liszt’s “ Rapsodie, No. 13,” “No. 6,” and perhaps the easier

Questions ani Answers.

refused this offer, as his time was too much taken up with

edition of“No. 2,” would answer your purpose.

the bringing out of his own compositions, which became
more and more in demand.
Since then he has rarely
been heard in the concert-room, and chiefly only when
the first production of one of his works took place.
In 1892 his opera, ‘‘ Signor Formica,”’ in three acts,
was brought out atthe Imperial Court Theater under the
personal direction of Mr. Jahn; the work was received
with many favorable comments.
Last season he had the gratification of having his great
‘* Suite for Piano and Violin’ brought out in Vienna;
it met with an enthusiastic reception, and immediately
became a standard number on the programmes in fifteen
of the great musical cities in Europe, and was also
played in Boston and Chicago.
During the past season Mr. Schuett scored a great success with his piano concerto, Op. 47, which was pro.
duced at the fourth Philharmonic Concert in Vienna, and
which will soon appear in print by N. Simrock, Berlin,
who has been Mr. Schuett’s exclusive publisher for the
past three years, and who will also, in the early fall,
issue several other works from the pen of this versatile
writer, viz.: Op. 48, ‘Scenes Pantomimiques;” Op.
49, ‘*Trois Morceaux ;’’ Op. 50, ‘‘ Deux Miniatures.”

are well-known institutions. Dr. William Mason, Albert Parsons,
Ferd. Tuten, Xaver Scharwenka, and many others are well known
W.B.
as private teachers in New York city.

y
4, Lambert's Conservatory of Music and the National Conservator

M. J.—Vol. I of Mathews’ “ Graded Studies” does not furnish suf-

ficient material for the beginner; therefore, a book of easy music is
necessary.

Landon’s “ Pianoforte Method” has the needed material

and it is so fully annotated and arranged as to give the needed help,
over all weak places and points of difficulty. The studies by Mathews, published by Church Co.,do not in any sense supply the
place filled so admirably by the “ Graded Studies” of Mathews, pub-

lished by Presser, at THe Erupx office. The Presser edition are

their inthose selected from all of the available studies, selected for
an afterdispensable value. Those published by Church Co. are
thought, selected after the best material had been culled out for the

Presser edition, and they are, therefore, less musical, more technical,
and less extensive in quantity. Teach the scales at about the end
of the first term, or as soon as the pupil has gained some freedom of
technic, Teach the scale of D-flat first, and let it be played two or
more octaves, for the prime point to be gained is, that the fingers
shall go in alternate order, the thumb after the third and then after
the fourth finger,or these fingers follow the thumb in this alternated

order when playing in the reverse direction, and this requires two or
more octaves.—C. W. L.
K. F. H.—The writer does not believe in “ Table Finger Exercises.” Nor does he find it at all necessary to use strengthening exercises of any kind other than the Two Finger and Accent Exercises

of the Mason “ Technic,” Get your music dealer to send you a lot of

—The ideal teacher should possess a thorough musi-

cal education and wide general knowledge; he must be
ever ready to receive new, useful ideas, and versatile in
adapting his methods to the needs of each pupil; he
must have a personality more or less magnetic; he
should be regular, letting nothing interfere with the

faithful, punctual discharge of all his duties ; he should
know when to blame and when to praise; he should be
kind, patient, watchful, helpful, strict and firm, fired
with enthusiasm and a devoted love for his work,—not
only for music, but for teaching. He will then surely

awaken an answering ardor in his pupils, and secure
from them diligent, careful study, which will develop to

the utmost all the capacity they possess; for if each
scholar feels that his teacher has an interest in him ag
an individual, and really cares personally whether he
succeeds or fails, it will arouse him to put forth his best
efforts. Does this paragon exist? Let us hope 80; or
if not, let us each strive to develop into such a teacher,
that the picture may become less and less an ideal
vision, and more and more a living, working reality.
Nellie Strong.
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PUBLISHER'S NOTES.
Louis ©. Exson’s work, ‘‘ European Reminiscences”
—musical and otherwise—will be ready to deliver this
month.

The special offer we will continue during the

month; 75 cents will now purchase the book delivered
to your door. We gave ashort description of the book
in last issue. For summer reading nothing better can
be chosen. It is written in Mr. Elson’s sprightly and interesting style. It teems with wit and information from
beginning to end. The serious and comic are blended
often on the same page or in the same interview. Every
avenue of musical interest in every European city has
been explored, not a living great musical light but what
has been visited. We feel sure that all who do not order
the book will regret it. It is worth $3 50 and cannot be
had for 75 cents after this month, when the offér will
be withdrawn and the regular market price will have to
be paid. The best idea of the work can be formed
when it is said that it is sort of musical ‘Innocents
Abroad” of Mark Twain.
All who have good open
accounts with us can have the book charged.

ae * x
Tue three months’ summer subscriptions to THE
Eropx for 25 cents have been taken by quite a number.
It is to those that need a stimulant to practice during the warm weather that this offer is especially
directed. A teacher leaves a promising pupil with no
guide nor incentive during three or four months of the
year.

When the serious study is taken up again in the

fall the interest has nearly died out, the fingers have run
to weeds, so to speak, and a great many have become so
indifferent that music will have been dropped entirely.
It is to keep alive the musical interest during the trying
time of summer that the three months’ subscription is
offered.
Tuis is the last month for the special offer for ‘* Preparatory Touch and Technic,’’ by C. E. Shimer. The book
will be delivered about July 15:h, after which all special
offers will be refused; till then, 25 cents will buy the
book. During the summer is a good time to examine
and study a new work. All those who have been using
Mason’s ‘‘ Touch and Technic’? ought, at least, to have
a copy of this work. It will be of untold assistance in
teaching the system of Dr. Mason.
If youhave not been
teaching this system, why not procure this volume of C.
E. Shimer’s, whois a prominent pupil of Dr. Mason, and
be prepared to introduce the system in the Fall. Remember, this is the last month of the special offer of 25
cents postpaid.
*

*

*

:

*

Tue ‘‘ Pronouncing Dictionary” of Dr. H. A. Clarke
is completed and the entire work is in the hands of the
printer. It will be rapidly completed. Our aim is to
make it the most complete dictionary published. It has
some features no other one dictionary possesses,

First,

the work is original from A to Z; every definition has
been revised, phonetic pronunciations are given to
all foreign terms. Proper names receive attention.
Every celebrated musician’s and composer's name is pronounced, besides giving his birth and death and specialty. Then the equivalents of English terms are given in
the Appendix: Thus “retard ’’ has many foreign terms
which mean about the same thing, the same with words

“‘rapid,’’ ‘‘joyous,"’ ete. There will be an abridged
edition which will contain only the more prominent
terms. Both are included in the special offer of 50
cents, which is still in force. Let us have your order
for the work before it is too late.
el *
ee

Tuis is a little early to talk about next year’s business,
but we would simply say our facilities for supplying the
teacher’s needs are not equaled by any house in the
country ;efficiency, promptness, fair dealing, low rates,
are a few of our advantages.
Get our terms and catalogue before deciding on your dealer. The quickest
mail order house in the country ;every order that comes
in is filled as far as possible on the same day. We have
now a force of thirty clerks, and all engaged in the
sheet music department.

ETUDE.

For summer reading we have several books in our
catalogue especially suitable: ‘‘ Chats with Music Students,’’ Thos. Tapper, $1.50 ; ‘* Musical Mosaics,’’ by W.
F. Gates, $1.50 ;“‘Anecdotes of Great Musicians,” W. F.
Gates, $1.50, and ‘ Reminiscences of a Musician’s Vacation Abroad, ’’ by Mr. L. C. Elson—which is in press at
the present time and will be sent out Very soon to all who
subscribedin advance. There is yet time to geta copy at
advance price, 75 cents. This work sold up till the
present time by subscription only for $350. You will
readily realize what an exceptional offer this is—the

work is one that no library should be without.
*

aa

Xe

We have issued a new catalogue description of our
sheet music

publications.

If you have not a copy we

shall be pleased to send you one.
*L*
See ace

Tue June issue of this paper has been most favorably
received by all of our subscribers.
We have not the
space to print all the kind words we have received.
We
are ready to deliver to any of our workers for premiums
all the different special premiums that have been mentioned from time to time but are not on our regular list.
Remember that besides the valuable musical premiums
we offer, our cash deductions are most liberal. We
supply circulars and free sample copies to assist all
desirous of working up a list. A number of teachers
have signified their intention of doing some summer
work in this line. We will mention a few of our most
popular premiums :—
High Grade Bicycle
. 60 subscribers
Ladies’ Gold-filled Watch
16
bi
Franklin Fountain Pen....
3
og
Davis’ Spring Back Piano Chair.
10
ee
Music Cubinets.
9 to 24 *
Send for our complete premium list if you are interested.
Ir is with regret that we find it necessary to mention
one point to our patrons. It is with regard to returning
with the “On Sale” music those goods that have been
especially ordered. This practice is most unjust, and there
has been of late so much of it that we must make mention of it. In our zeal to have our dealings satisfactory,
and to favor the teacher as much as possible, we have
made exception after exception where there was the
slightest reason, or where there was any likelihood of
us having call for the goods within a reasonable time,
that is, goods that we keep on hand; but as in any stock
of music it is impossible to keep everything, and we have
to order from the publisher and pay for immediately
a great deal of especially ordered music, when this is
returned it is an absolute loss to us. We trust that this
will be all that is necessary to remedy the evil.
ae

*

ae

Ir in need of any special selections of music for exhibition purposes or summer teaching, we stand ready
to supply any or all needs from one of the largest and
best selected stocks in the country; selected by competent musicians who are capable of suggesting and perhaps making a better selection for your purposes than
you would yourself. This really brings the advantages
of a large music store to your door.
ee

*

ae
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TESTIMONIALS.
Your publications take very-well indeed here. This
morning I had occasion to introduce them to the organist at St. George’s Cathedral in Cape Town; he was very
much pleased with ‘‘ Mathews’ Studies,’’ and decided
to order some immediately through his agents in
America.
Grace AMADON
Cape Town, South Africa.
The book, ‘‘ Celebrated Pianists,’’ is being read by
my pupils greatly to their profit.
Mrs. W. W. Beck.
What a blessing you are to this day and generation
for all you are doing for music, musicians, and students,
J. S. Diywoopis.

Tue Ervpe is the best medium for valuable news to
both teacher and pupil, while each number contains a
fine collection of music carefully fingered, ete.
Pai P. Kein,
‘* Musical Mosaics,” by W. F. Gates, has been a highly
valued part of my library for the past two years. I
consider it a unique and valuable collection of musical
thoughts and ideas.
Emma C. Greenwoop.

“ Anecdotes of Great Musicians’? came safely to
hand. I find it an exceedingly interesting and amusing
book.
Mrs. G. W. K. Smira.
Ican recommend ‘“ Anecdotes of Great Musicians”
to all musical people.
E, M. Aron,
Theodore Presser, of 1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, is perhaps the only music dealer in that city who
does not dealin cheap music. He carriesa larger stock
ot imported music than any other man in the city. His
store 1s 145 x 25 feet, with balconies running the entire
length, and lighted throughout by electricity. He employs over twenty people, who are kept busy opening and
answering mail orders from all parts of the country.
Mr. Presser deserves great credit, for only twelve years
ago he and his manager started the business, which has
developed into one of great importance. He also does
his own printing and engraving.
Tux Ervps eclipses any publication of its kind in the
country that I have seen. I would not be without it.
W. Rec. Warker.
For fear that I should miss a number of Tux Ervupz,
which I prize more than I can express, I enclose price
of subscription for another year.
Mrs. S L. Sriver.
We were so well pleased with Grade 8 of ‘‘ Landon’s
School of Reed Organ Playing’’ that we would like to
examine Grades 1 and 2.
Sisters or St. Francis,
I heartily congratulate you on being the publisher of
so excellent a work as the ‘‘ Students’ Harmony,”
which] received lately. It combines thoroughness with
comprehensiveness, while the numerous examples, illustrations, and questions at the end of each chapter make
it a moat valuable work to the student and teacher. It
is the best work I have met with. Wishing you every
W. F. Roserrson.
success with it, I am

Thave received the ‘(Studies in. Musical Rhythm,”
by E. L, Justis, which fills a long-felt want.
Wm Benszow.
I have received the game of the ‘‘ Great Composers,”
which I hope to enjoy in many a children’s musical
party.
E. A. Mrixie.

The ‘Studies in Musical Rhythm’? I find of great

value in teaching ; it gives new light on the subject.
Ciara F, Lyue.
The game of the ‘ Great Composers” created great
enthusiasm in our Ladies’ Musicale.
Ciara F, Lyze,
“The First Year for Piano or Organ,’’ by Thayer,
has been received. I think for children especially it
would be most helpful; the gradation is so gradual,
from simple up to difficult pieces, and the melody is so
sweet throughout, that the beginner would enjoy practicing from the start.
Lintiz Henperson.
Some time ago I received the “‘ Students’ Harmony,”
by Mansfield, and am very much pleased with it. It is
rightly called the ‘Students’ Harmony;”’ no other
work of the kind that I know of makes things so clear,
particularly at the beginning. The binding, etc., is all

Lanpon’s ‘New Method for Beginners’? will make a
special feature of the refined and artistic use of the
pedals. Foot technic is carefully cultivated in a set of
special exercises and pieces adapted to this purpose.
Much pains is taken to impress a correct and true idea
of the function of the pedals upon the pupil. This is
done with a set of original and special exercises, show- that can be desired.
Crarence Rawson,
ing the pupil exactly what the pedals are for, and what
Ihave begun to use Mansfield’s ‘‘ Harmony” and am
they are notfor, as well. It is evident that much of the much pleased with it.
Mrs. R. C. Curtis.
poor pedaling that we hear is due to a false and
Dr. Mason’s ‘‘ Touch and Technic”’ is invaluable to
ignorant idea of what the pedals are really for. Early the piano teacher. The exhaustive elaboration of the
original plan, the scales in canon form, the treatise and
impressions need to be right and to be made emphatic,
particular directions with regard to touch, are features
that they may be the foundation for future attainment,
which render the work admirable for foundational
and this essential feature, the artistic use of the pedal, is
Mrs. R C. Curris,
training.
most thoroughly and carefully taught. The work will
There is nothing equal to this system of Mason’s
be ready for early fall teaching. Advance orders filled ‘*Touch and Technic,’’—
no, nothing.
at the special price of 25 cents each.
Jessiz M. Wurrraxer.
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I am delighted with your filling of my order, and shall
certainly send to you in the future when I need anything
in your line. Thanking you for your prompt attention,
Lavra M. Yost.
lam
I wish to say that my dealings with your house have
been perfectly satisfactory and I thank you very much
Miss Lena K, ALLEN.
for your kind attention.

The ‘word of recommendation I am pleased to
write’ concerning your edition of ‘t Beethoven Selections’’ is that I think it the best thing you have put
out, the Mason “ Technic’? and Mathews’ ‘‘ Hiudes’’
excepted. It will speak for itself to the progressive
and receptive teacher;the otherslet such editions alone.
W. Francis Gates.

ENLARGED AND REVISED.

Lessons in Musical History,

Ihave received the ‘ Studies in Rhythm,” by B. L.
Justis, which I have begun to use and which will help
me much with the juveniles and all those who are deEB, A. MEIKLE.
ficient in rhythmical sense.

FILLMORE.

COMFORT

JOHN

Price $1.50, postpaid.
A comprehensive outline of musical history from the
beginning of the Christian era to the present time; especially designed for the use of schools and literary institutions.
Address Publisher,

THEODORE

STUDIES IN MELODY PLAYING
FOR THE PIANOFORTE.

PRESSER,

1708 Chestnut Street,
Paruaperaia,

Pa.

ing my orders and sending music to me.
Autce L, Torts.

6,000

** Anecdotes of Great Musicians’’ exhibits great care
and discrimination on the part of Mr. W. F. Gates, and
also great breadth of research. It is certainlya rich
contribution to musical literature for the use of teachers and students, in that it brings into compact form
many rare incidents which throw light upon the inner

Selected

S. H. BuaKes.ex.

unusual success.

SOLD.
—30=——

SELECTED STUDIES.
BY STEPHEN HELLER.

heart: life of our great composers, as well as adding zest
Musical people
to the study of many oftheir works.
everywhere will welcome this work. I bespeak for itan

from

PRICE

Owing to the large demand for these two volumes in the past, we have just issued new editions
of both, greatly enlarged, which have been thoroughly revised and graded. We can now heartily
recommend them as the two best collections of
easy, melodious, refined music published.

45, 46, and 47.

Opus

$1.50.

Eyery piece in these two volumes has been selected, annotated, fingered, and edited by the compiler, who, being a practical teacher himself, knows
precisely what is needed to make this primary study
more of a pleasure than a study, and robs that word
of all its terrors to young pupils.

If you find difficulty in interesting your young

I received the ‘Student's Harmony,’’ by Mansfield,
and am very much pleased with the work.
Extua N. Browne.

Revised by Albert Ross Parsons, Calvin B. Cady,
Foote, Edward Baxter Perry, John 8. Van
Arthor
Four
“
Presser
Theodore
from
We have received
the
of
”’
Clavichord,
&. Smith, and Charles W. Landon.
tempered
Wilson
Cleve,
Fugues from Bach’s Well
now famous Boekelman edition. Mr. BernardusB. eThese études are carefully fingered and phrased,
kelman some years ago began the publication of Bach's
yet
have
they
any
beyond
metronome marks given, use of pedal made clear and
Fugues with a revision far
received, and also a colored notation that gave to the concise, and each one is described, named, and annopupil at a glance all the component parts, such as the tated, thé remarks containing valuable hints and suggessubject, counter subject, answer, repercussinos, stretto
and methods of study. This is
passages, etc. Naturally such an edition did not make tions as to touch, style,
valuable études ever published,
incredible
an
these
of
entailed
the finest edition
rapid progress, for each number
amountof work. The four fugues mentioned above are
Address Publisher,
No. 16 of the first volume of the ‘‘Well-tempered
Clavichord.’’ No. 2 of the same volume, and Nos. 2
fugal
of
analysis
THEODORE PRESSER,
and 12 of Vol. 2. As charts for the
form these works are invaluable, and Mr. Boekelman
Philadelphia, Pa,
careful
.
their
for
1708 Chestnut Street,
deserves the thanks of every musician
DaiLy ADVERTISER.
production.

THIRTY

SPECIAL

THE MUSIC LIFE,

NOTICES.

Notices for this column inserted at 3 cents a word for one insertion,

Copy must

payable in advance.

be received

by the 20th of the

previous month to insure publication in the next number.

OR SALE—A TECHNICON, GOOD AS
cheap. Address, Box 517, Ada, Ouio.

HOW TO SUCCEED IN IT.

NEW;

BY THOMAS

pee MELANIE VON WIENZKOWSKA, PRINcipal and authorized Preparer ot Piano Siudents

for Theodor Leschetizky, of Vienna, will receive pupils
Pupils
in New York on and atter September 1, 1896
prepared for study under the Master or educated independently. Applications before August 1st should be
addressed XVIII. Giirtelstrasse 148, Wiihring, Vienna,
Austria. After August Ist, address Steinway Hall, New
York.

URING
States.

THE

PASI FEW YEARS

MEXICAN

music has steadily grown in favor in the United
Its weird, dreamy, and pathetic nature, so char-

acteristic

of the tropics, touches the hearts of all in

sympathy with that style of music.
Among the pieces which deserve particular notice are,
“Noches de Luna Waltz,’’ ‘‘Uvalde March,” ** Recuerdos de Mexico Potpourri,’ ‘‘ Cantar Llorando

Danza,’? ‘‘Campanas de Matrimonio Polka,’ and
‘» Dama de Saragosa Waltz.”
These are recent publications, entirely original and
strictly Mexican. ‘Noches de Luna’? is particularly
striking, while

‘* Uvalde March’?

~

.

TAPPER.

-

$1.50.

This work is a companion volume to

“Chats with Music Students” by the
game author. Numerous phases of art
and art life are talked about in a thoroughly practical way. It points out the
way of success to teachers and students in
art life. Mr. Tapper’s informal and
thoroughly pertinent manner of writing
has a real value in it, that will make this

companion volume indispensable to every
musician.

bids fair to outrival

the famous ‘' Zacatecas March.’?
The others have
special merits which lovcrs of sweet melodies will fully
appreciate.

PRICE

THEODORE
1708 CHESTNUT

In Progressive Order.

In Two Books, each 81.25.

I am much pleased with ‘Selections from Beethoven,” and shall make an effort to use it in my class.
Miss J. R. McCoy.

Please accept my thanks for your promptness in fill-

C. MACDOUGALL.

By HAMILTON

PRESSER,

ST., PHILADELPHIA.

pupils, the publisher recommends you to give this
work a trial.
We wish to make mention of the fact that the
grading of these two volumes has received especial
attention on these new editions. The following list
of the contents of these volumes tells for itself the
choice selection of composers represented :—
CONTENTS

OF

I.

e Joyous Peasant,
From 1001 Nights.
Hand-in-Hand March.
Christmas Pastorale,
Romance.
Cheerfulness
Romance.
Little Choristers.
Cradle Song. Op. 47, No. 19.
Two Chorals.

CONTENTS

Kullak, T.
Lichner, H.
Schytte, L.
Heller, St.
Kavanagh,
Lange,
Kullak, T.

VOLUME

reparatory Studies.
81, No. 1. To begin with.
orget-Me-Not.
utumn.
vening Twilight.
erenade.
janshiny Morning.
arcarolle.
Hunting Song,
Spring’s Greeting.
Folk Song. Op 27, No. 6.
‘Chansonette.
Under the Linden Tree.
Festive Dance. Op. 140, No. 7.
Italian Song. Op. 39, No. 18.
Christmas Bells,

Macdougall, H. 0
Wilm, N. yon
Reinecke, C.
Spindler, Fr.
Reinecke, C.
Lanciani, P.
Gurlitt, 6
Reinecke, C.
‘Altmann, 0.
Gurlitt, C.
Yolkmann,
Lanciani, P.
Reinecke, C.
Gurlitt, C
Tschaikowsky, P.
Kohler, L..
‘Tachaikowsky,
Foerster, Alb.
Schumann, Ri
Reinecke,
Rummel, J.
Macdougall, H. C.
Rummel, J.
Low, J.
Rathbun,
Kirchner, Fr.
Holler, St...
Bach, J. Seb.

OF VOLUME

II.

‘Op. 238, No. 2.
Op. 62, No. 12.
9.

Wilm, N.
Beliczay, J. von
Tschaikowsky, P.
Gurlitt,
Heller, St.
Tachaikowsl
Handel, G. ¥°
Heller, St.

Slumber Song.

These volumes, from the publisher’s standpoint,
are all that good printing, clear type, and the best
of paper can make them.
Liberal discount to the profession.

THEO.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

PRESSER,
STATION A.

THE

TWO CONCERT ALBUMS

ETUDE
STUDIES

MUSICAL

RHYTHM.

By EDGAR

PIANOFORTE COMPOSITIONS.

IN

A COMPLETE HAND GYMNASIUM
AND EXERCISER,

L. JUSTIS.

PRICE 60 CENTS.

To

PRIGE 81.00 EACH.
A glance at the table of contents of these two Album:
will show their superiority over most collections of piano
music. They are full sheet-music size, well printed on
good paper, durably bound, and attractively gotten up
The music is such as you hear at concerts and musicales

Contents—Concert Album, Vol. I, Classic,

Chopin, Op. 9, No. 2, Nocturne,

Techaikowsky, P, The Skylark.
Moszkowski,

M., Op. 15,

No. 1, Serenade.

Hummel, J.'N., Op.52, Rondo in C.
Mitcheson, Mary F., Petite Berceuse.

Kavanagh, I.Op.2; Polonaise Antique.

Von Wilm’ N., Op. i4, No. 2, Canzonetta.

Houseley, Henry, Dance Antique, Bye-Gone Days.
Bendel, Fr., Op. $2, Nocturne,
De Kontski, A., Op, 370, Menuet, Louis XV
Chopin, F., Op. 40, No. i, Polonsise.
Schumann, R., Op. 23, Nocturne in F.

°

Rubinstein, Anton, Op. 3, No. 1, Melody tn F.

Helier, St.»Op.45, No, 20; Village Fete.

FOR

MUSIC.

Most every pupil is deficient in time, and the reason
is, that no direct practice is ever given. In this work
nothing but time value of notes is considered. The exe cises can be played on one key at the piano or tapped
out with lead pencil or hand on the table. The exercises are not to be played once or twice, but daily until
perfect command over every combination of reat and
notes is attained. The work can be given with the very
first lesson in music. There is no work covering exactly
this ground. Writing books acquaint the student with
the theory, but this book is real practice in rhythm.

Bach, J.’S., Loure in G.
Rubinstein, A., Marche ala Turque.
Op.

STUDYING

Develop

the Hand,

Wrist,and

of Pianists, Organists, and
PRICE
J. STRONG,

MELODIOUS AND EASY STUDIES

14, No. 2, Andante Celebre,

Moszkowski, M., Sp.28: No. 2, Germany.
Chopin, F., Op. 38, No. i5, Preiude.

Mendelssohn, Op. 62, No. 6, Spring Song.
Schubert, F., Op. 78, Menuetto in B Minor,
Bubinsteln, A., Op. 10, Kammennoi-Ostrow.
Schumann, B., Op. 12, No 2, Soaring.

PIANO

Sontents—Concert Album, Vol. II. Popular.
Doppler, J. H., Op, 181, I Think of Thee,
Moelling ‘Theo., Elfin Dance.
Nowoczek, P., On the Hills.
Muller, W; A’, Op. 112, No. 2, Polonaise.
Foerster, Ad., Op. 63, Peace of Evening
Goerdeler, R., Angels’ Voices.
Geibel, A., Bohemian Melody.
Biehl, A., Op. 111, Chiming Bells.
Meyer, L., Alice, Valse de Salon.
Dorn, E., Break of Morn.
Macfarren, W., Golden Slumbers,
Goerdeler, R., Italian Peasants’ Dance.
Waddington, E., Op. 19, No. 2, In the Grove.
Hofer, W.1 Op, 12, Tarantelle Burlesque.
Le Hache, W., The Sailor Boy's Dream.
Goldbeck,'R., Op. 12, L’Amazone Mazurka.
Goldner, W., Op. 36, Air, Moldave Mazurka,
Ganz, W., Op, 11, Words of Love.
De Kontski, A., Op. 369, Persian March.
Wieniawski, H', Kuyawiak, Polish Dance.

AND

BY

CHAS.

REED
W.

PRICE

ORGAN

LANDON.

$2.00.

Inventor

and

Patentee.

The Gyastik is a small machine to develop the hands
of musicians by scientific method.
Weighing only six ounces, can be carried in the handsatchel or in the pocket. List of exercises goes with
each machine.
It is so small and inexpensive that every musician can
have one, every child, and all older musicians, as it is
adapted to each, to strengthen the weaker parts, to

musician can afford to be without
The proper use of it rapidly
portion of the hands, rendering
supple and strong, ready for the
terity upon the keyboard. Send

Perhaps the most popular set of Easy Studies ever issued

GAME.

EASY METHOD
FOR THE PIANOFORTE

THE GREAT COMPOSERS
PRICE
The

Eight-Measure Piano Studies.

Most

BY

A. ROMMEL.

50 CENTS.

Important and Interesting
Game Ever Issued.

Indeed, no

The Gyastik.
develops the weaker
the fingers and wrists
highest degree of dexfor Circular.

THEO, PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut Street, Phila,

$1.00.

MUSICAL

Forearm

Violinists.

Published by THEO, PRESSER, PHILADA,, PA. keep flexible oldest fingers and hands.

Schumann, R., Op. 124 Slumber Song.
Delioux, Ch., Op. 14, Marche Hongroise.
Beethoven,

ANYONE

The Gyastik, + +

PRICE

Musical

$1.00.

This Beginners’ Instruction Book is a thorEvery card has an excellent likeness of a composer
Every exercise has been
contained upon it. In addition to being a most interest- sughly practical work.
ing game, it being like the well-known games of litera- tested for years in actual practice. It contains
THE LATEST AND BEST WORE FROM THIS ORIGINAL COMPOSER
everything a progressive teacher might ‘desire.
ture, ‘Authors,’’ it is instructive, familiarizing the
There is nothing antiquated, nothing difficult,
These studies are intended for daily practice and for players with the faces of the different composers, the
the special development and equalizing of the third, dates of birth and death, and last, but not least, four of nothing dull.
fourth, and fifth fingers of each hand.
They will matethe greatest works of each. The game is a large one,
rially modify the monotony of practice, and add musical
interest to an otherwise perfunctory task. Supplemen- seventeen tricks and sixty-eight cards in all, so that it
tary to the author’s Scale Studies, Op. 55, about the can be divided in two or even more separate and disfourth grade of difficulty.
tinct games; in this way a large number can play at the
THEODORE PRESSER, Publisher,
same time.
A MECHANICAL APPLIANCE
WILSON

In Two

Books.

G. SMITH.

Op. 60.

Price $1.00 each (Sheet Music).

The

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

Method for the Piano.
OHAS. W. LANDON.
PRICE $1.50.
This work is especially designed to meet the
want of the popular student with mediocre ability.
It contains all the ideas of recent pianoforte playing. The author is a well-known practical teacher,
and author of a similar work for the Reed Organ,
which is now generally used for instruction on that
instrument.
It will be well for every teacher to
examine this new work.

Hallet
& Davis’ Pianos,
BoSTOW,
More than

200

Pianos

MASS.
Sold

to Schools

and Colleges in 1891.
CORRESPONDENCE

SOLICITED.

Technicon.

Published by THEO. PRESSER, PHILADA., PA.

First Studies in Reading,
Rhythm, and Expression

= PIANOFORTE*
FOR THE

BY MARIE LOVELL BROWN.
PRICE

31.00.

FOR THE

Development

of

Piano

Technic.

Size,

-

$22.50.

Price, Student’s Size,

-

$12.00,

Price, Teacher's

Liberal deduction to the profession.
Send for circular giving full information.
Address

THEODORE PRESSER,
1708 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

An instruction book for young children and beginners
NEAT
AND
SUBSTANTIAL
in learning the pianoforte. This important work gives
FOLIOS.+#+
special attention to thoroughness in foundation work, «MUSIC:
OUR OWN MAKE.
ready note reading, correct fingering, equal facility in
reading and playing with either hand from both clefa, to
Price $1.00. $9.00 per dozen, by Express,
a clear knowledge of note and rest time-values, and to
This folio is without spring back or ornamental work, It is a simple
a right forming of the hand and touch.
‘olfo in cloth, with three strings to tie the open ends.

THEO. PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut St., Philada.

Address

THEO.

PRESSER,

Phila., Pa.
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|

TA

STUDENTS HARMONY
BY

ORLANDO A. MANSFIELD, Mus. Doc.

The Latest and Most Advanced Work on
Harmony at the Present Time,
Bound

in Cloth, Price $1.25.

ET
Wr Dis.

SIX OF THE MOST POPULAR

MEXICAN PIECES.
Noches de Luna. Waltz. By Buford.
-$0.50
Uvalde Marcha.
By Robb..
siz, 240)
Recuerdos de Mexico. Potpourri. By Guerrero, 1 00
Cantar Llorando.
Danza.
By Moreno.............
285
Campanas de Matrimonio.
Polka. By Elkein...
Dama de Saragosa. Waltz. By Renik.......

These are considered real gems by Mexican critics, ‘ Noches de
Luna Waltz” and “ Uvalde March” have attained a popularity
unequaled for the time published by any other Mexican pieces,
“ Recuerdos de Mexico” contains some of the standard National
Mexican Airs as well as beautiful original melodies, the whole forming
a delightful recreation piece, The other three Mexican pieces have
especially beautiful melodies well arranged.
Both students and teachers will find these pieces quite an acquisition
to their collections of music,

Mansfield

is one-of

England’s

Each chapter contains exercises

SELECTED OCTAVE STUDIES

have, for a year, been searching for a thorough and

WITH

work written in the English

PREPARATORY STUDIES BY THEO. PRESSER.

language, and have found it in Dr. Mansfield’s work.

PRICH

It contains all the salient features of Prout, Richter, Jadassohn, etc., but is in a more practical and
easy form. We most heartily recommend the work
who propose

forming classes in Har-

mony, or to those who will take up the study alone.
Published by

THEODORE

PRESSER,
-

Philadelphia, Pa.

METRONOMES.

The best French Maelzel Metronome, “J. T. L.”
trade-mark.
This is the genuine French article—im
ported by us direct.

We sell these at the lowest price possible.
$2.75

Net

without

$4.00

Net

with

Bell.

Send all orders to

1708

THEODORE

PRESSER,

Chestnut

-

Street,

Philadelphia,

Pa.

CLARKE’S MUSIC TABLET.

These Octave Studies are of medium difficulty, and selected fron.

THEODORE

AUTHORITIES

BY

PRESSER.

Price, Complete, $1.50.
The following is a list of the compositions :— _
‘Nel Cor Pinu.” Six Variations
Andante in F-Majo
Rondo inC. Op. 51, No.1
Adagio Cantabile, from Op. 13
Bagatelle. Op. 33, Ne. 6.
Andante Celebre, from Op. 14.....
Presto Movement. Op. 10, No.

0.60
60
«35
40
20
035
035

LANDON'S WRITING BOOK
FOR MUSIC PUPILS.
PART

A portrait and biography of Beethoven will be
included. This will make one of the most acceptable collections of Beethoven’s music ever published.

I, 30 CENTS.

PART

50 CENTS,

II, 30 CENTS.

COMPLETE.

This new book is a great advance on anything heretofore published in this line. It gives a practical and
easily understood presentation of every writable thing
in the notation of music. The book abounds in new
and ingenious features to interest the pupil. Every important subject is treated from so many sides that even
the dullest pupil can easily understand the subject under
consideration.
It is thorough, clear in explanations
and helps, and
particularly
practical in the directness

with which it mains ach Bret presented. Any pupil
who faithfully works out its exercises will be a correct
and rapid reader of music, instrumental or vocal,

PRESSER, Publisher,

Op. 31, No. 3

230

035
BS
60

.
Op. 26............ nator .

The above can also be had in separate sheet form.

20,000 SOLD.
LANDON’S

REED ORGAN METHOD.
BY CHARLES
PRICE $1.50.

W.

LANDON.

FOREIGN

FINGERING,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MUSIC WRITING

PENS.

The pieces are selected from the best composers and
are copiously annotated, and each piece has a lesson in
which every point is fully explained and every possible
help given the pupil.

Tho best music writer manufactured, Made of anti-corrosive metal,
guaranteed to be smooth, uniform, and to last longer than
ordinary
steel pens. Price 30 cts. per dozen, net, 2 samples by mailthree
for aix cents
The method is superior in many practical points to
in stamps.
those in general use.
THEO. PRESSER,
It is carefully graded, no difficulties appearing until
1708 CHESTNUT SUREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA. they are prepared for by the preceding pieces. Every

School of Four-Hand Playing
COMPILED AND REVISED BY

student, and especially valuable in the class-room for
writing illustrations, giving some little additional exer-

HIGHEST

Adagio. Op. 2, No.1.
Minuet, Op. 49, No. 2
Andante and Variations.

A writing tablet containing 100 leaves, 7 x10} inches
in size, ruled with the staff for writing music,

A practical and useful article for both teacher and

THE

COMPARED

Minuet.

Price 25 Cts., Net, Postpaid.

THEO.

PRESSER.

IN THREE GRADES.
PRICE, EACH, $1.00.
The Synopsis of Harmony, which is included with this
pad, by Dr. Hugh A. Clarke, of the University of PennWith a Supplement to Grade | by WM. DROBEGG.
nyrane) will be found of great service as a reference
chart.
PR:CE 75 CENTS.
The paper is of good quality, and to have one of these
pads at hand will not only be a great convenience, but a
matter of economy in the saving of high-priced manuThese volumes are arranged in progressive order from the very simscript paper. Published by
plest to those of moderate difficulty. Only the best composers of fourhand music will be found represented. here is positively no other
work of this description in the market at the present timo.
THEO. PRESSER,
They have received well-deserved commendation wherever they haye
1708 Chestnut Street,
Philadelphia, Pa. been usod.
cises, etc., etc.

FROM

AND

tional value.

THEODORE

Bell.

Express or mail charges not included. Send 40 cts.
extra if to be sent by mail. Extra discount on quantity.

75 CENTS.

spindler, Hunten, Bertini, Kullak, etc. They are of great educa.

PRICE

1708 Chestnut Street,

COMPILED

THEO. PRESSER, Philadelphia, Pa,

Equal Development of Both Hands.

to teachers

Progressive Order.

& BRO, Galveston, Texas.,

to be worked out, besides numerous questions which
embrace the subject matter of the chapter. We
easily comprehended

the Pianoforte, arranged in

AND

foremost

theorists, and is abreast with the times. The work
is well adapted for self-study. It isa thoroughly
practical work.

A Collection of the Shorter and Best
Known of His Compositions for

PUBLISHED BY

THOS. GOGGAN
Mr.

SELECTIONS rrow BEETHOVEN

new thing is fully, clearly, and concisely explained and
illustrated. Not only how to do a thing is shown, but
the whys and wherefores are given. Every piece is especially arranged for the Rep Orcan; they are not
Piano music, nor are they Pipe Organ pieces. Furthermore, the pieces are arranged to bring out the best effects that the Reed Organ is capable of go finely giving.
In short, the book treats the Reed Organ as a Rexp
Orcan,

the music

all being arranged

on

Many new and charming effects are shown.

that basis,

Every piece

is fully annotated, fingered intelligently, effectively
phrased, and the expression indicated. The theory of
phrasing and expression is thus taught. The ‘Reed

Organ Touch ’’ is taught, a hitherto neglected feature in
the study of this favorite instrument. Touch, as here
taught, makes the player far superior to the ordinary
performer on this instrument.
The left hand is especially developed. Every feature
of technic is unfolded by beautiful pieces, thus doing
away with a long series of dry and taste-destroying exercises.

THEO. PRESSER, Publisher,
PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

THE

~

MUSIC

ENGRAVING
IN ALL

THE OLDEST AND
Send

for Samples

ETUDE.

AND

LARGEST

POCKET METRONOME
SIMPLE, CONVENIENT, NEA, AND INEXPESH
50 Cents, Net, Postpaid,

PRESSER,
PHILADELPHIA, PA,

DANSE UNIQUE,
LEO
Very

original

and

PRINCE.
catchy

PRICE

little piano

piece.

35 CENTS,

For Sale by THEO. PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

THE

SYNTHETIC
FOR

METHOD

THE

PIANOFORTE.
BY
ALBERT ROSS PARSONS, F.A.C.M.
ARRANGED AND DEVELOPED BY
KATE

Oldest Established Publishing House,

CO.,

FOUNDED,

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

PIANISTS
OF

THE

PAST AND PRESENT

the correct Metronomic Marks after the
Standard, together with the
True Tempos of all the Dances.

These instruments have been especially manufacturec
for Tax Ervps, and will be sent as a premium to any one
sending two subscribers. Address

to

CELEBRATED

Maelzel

BREITKOPF & HARTEL,

IN AMERICA.
Copyrights Attended

TEACHERS’

THEODORE
1708 CHESTNUT 8T.,

Selected List of New Publications
FROM THE CATALOGUE OF

ESTABLISHMENT

THE ZABEL-WORLEY
719, 721, 723, and 725 VINE STREET,
-

Giving

PRINTING

ITS BRANCHES.

and Price-Lists.

Price, Nickel-plated,
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ILLUSTRATED
Nith

1719, LEIPZIG,

New York Branch,

39 East 19th Street,

FOR PIANO

(TWO

HANDS).

Demuth, J. Arth. Graded Compositions,
Op. 15, Violets. (Elementary.)
No. 1. “Grandfather’s March ”,
No. 2. “A Sad Story”.
—— 0p.16. Pansies. (Easy.)
No, 1. “In the Gipsy’s Tent”
45
No. 2. Gavotte, ‘ Nellie”
45
—— 0p. 17. Six Pieces. (Medium.)
No. 1. Canzonetta,
60
45
No. 2. Valse Lent
—— p.18. Six Pieces. (Advanced.)
45
No. 1. Berceuse......
40
No. 2. “An Unfinished Tal
Introduced in the Oberlin Conservatory of Music.
of Fielitz, Alex. von, Op. 37. Four Characteristic Pieces,
(No. 1, Idylle; No. 2, Entre Act; No. 3, Hymn; No. 4,
Capriccioso)
125

One Hundred and Fifty Portraits
European and American Pianists of
the Past and Present.
Jadassohn, 8., Op. 124. Suite (Introduction, Scherzo,
GANDSOMELY AND DURABLY BOUND IN
Andante, Menuet, and Finale).
Krehbl, St., Op. 11. 14 Children’s Pieces.
CLOTH, WITH GOLD STAMP.

PRICE

MacDowell, E. A., Op. 50. Sonata Eroica.

$2.00.

G. P., Op. 28.

Moore,

This Volume is prepared with the utmost care,
and forms one of the most reliable works on mu-

No. 1. Legend ..
No. 2. Polonaise Brillan'

Reinecke, C., Op. 229. Five Sonatinas for the Youth.
Ribiollet,
Sawyer,

Ed., Op. 64.

Harriet

Fant. Berceuse......

P., Novelette and Mazurka.

sical biography published. The American Edition Scharwenka, Ph., Op. 93. Four Mazurkas.
contains about 50 pages of new material relating
Op. 94, a. Ballade...
to pianists of America.
Op. 94,6. Night Piece.
This portion of this
work has been carefully done. The work is very Scharwenka, X.. Op. 61. Menuet and Polish
Three Pieces.
Op. 64. New Romanzero.
attractive in style and suitable for a gift book,

Containing 424 pages. Each of the one hundred
and fifty pianists has a biographical sketch of from
one to thirty-six pages,

THEO, PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut St., Philad’a,

PIANO AND
Bonvin, L., Op. 19. Romance.

Approved by Highest Medical Authorities as a Perfect Sanitary Toilet Pre-

paration for infants and adults.
Delightful after shaving. Positively
Relieves Prickly Heat, Nettle Rash,
Chafed Skin, Sunburn, etc. Removes
Blotches, Pimples, makes theakin smooth

8, CHITTENDEN.

A Special Course for Teachers will be held at the
Summer School of the American Institute of Normal
Methods, Brown University, Providence, R. I., July 14

and healthy.

Take nosubstitutes. Sold by

VIOLIN.

ad

Bossi, M. E., Op. 99. Four Pieces in Form of a Suite. No.
1, Romance; No. 2, “On the Meadows;”
No. 3, Cradle
Song; No. 4,Bacchanalian Dance.

MENNEN
2o7re’S
0 raLcun|
TOILET POWDER|
fea

Dance.

Foérster, Ad. M., Op. 36.

Suite

:—

No. 1. Novelette.

15
65

Grieg, Edw., Op. 7.
Sehuppan, Ad., Op. 12. Fantasie.
Venth, ©., “Song Without Words”.

ROSS

PARSONS,

F.A.C.M.

The Synthetic Guild issues the “Echoes from the Critical Classes
Albert Ross Parsons” in the shape of four-page leaflets, at the uniformof
price of ten cents each,
For many years one of the specialties of Mr. Parsons’ teaching has
been the prescription ofaspecific p-actice program for the pieces which
pupils were to learn. The comments include any noticeable features in
the harmonic construction and the seansion of the melodies according to
the poetico-musical foot, Added to the above are auggestfons for technical development and a practice scheme. ‘The pieces are graded under
the heads of the twelve courses embraced in the synthetic curriculum.
In issuing these leaflets to the musical public a novelty
which is unique. Tn the gradual publication of the series isthepresented
system
of musico-versification, as developed by Mr. Parsons, is presented in
such a manner that it will become a matter of practical value, not only
to the student, but to the profession at large.
The first number will be issued carly in May, by

VOCAL

THE
31 East

SYNTHETIC
Seventeenth

GUILD,

St., New

York.

The Fourth Season of Mr. Parsons’ Critical Classes
will open October 31, 1896. For programs and particu
lars, address

K. S, CHITTENDEN,

Scribner's New Publications,

Story of British M
Author ot ‘The Great
The Evolution of Church
PHREYS.
8y0,

Chopin’s Greater

Work
— Preludes,
s

Ballads, Noc-

turnes, Polonaises, Mazirkas; How They Should
B- Unders‘ood.
By Jean Kueczynsxt,
Including
Chopin’s Notes for a ‘Method of Methods,”?
Translated with Additions by Naratix JANorHa.
Three Portraits and Facsimile.
12mo,
$1.75
Delivery in the Art of Pianoforte Playing. By C. A.
EsRenFecter.
16mo.
75
PARTICULARS OF THESE AND MANY OTHER
NEW MUSICAL BOOKS FURNISHED
ON APPLICATION.

SEND FOR OUR MUSICAL LITERATURE LIST (104 PAGES OF
BOOKS), MAILED FREE TO ANY ADDRESS.

Sec’y and Treas.,

128 East Sixteenth St., New York City.

»
By F. J Crowesr,
‘lone Poets.’ 8vo. $3 50
Music.
By F. L Hom.
$1.75, net.

CHARLES
Mention Tue Ervpg.

SCRIBNER’S

153-157

SONS,

Fifth Avenue,
NEW YORK.

15
1%
5

MUSIC,

druggists or mailed for25 cts.
d. (Name this paper.)
FR E E
MENNEN CO., Newark, N. J.

The

100

°

Bonvin, L., Op. 20. “0 World Full of Sunny Delight!” for
Mixed Chorus, Soprano and Baritone Solo, with Orchestral
GERHARD
or Piano Accompaniment. Vocal Score.
sree
to 31, 1896.
Voice Parts, each
Coerne, L. A., Two Songs for Mixed Chorus (“A Glorious
For further information concerning courses of study,
Star;” “Little Stars with Golden Sandals”). Vocal Score.
board, rooms, ete., address, Albert A. Silver, Jr., 110- The Southe
rn Educational Bureau
Voice Parts,each
112 Boylston Street, Boston.
has filled vacancies in twelve States. Send stamp for terms to —— Two Songs for Male Chorus (“ Separation; ” “Sadly the
H. N, Robertson, Manager, P. 0, Box 203, Memphis, Tenn,
nee
Moon”). Vocal Score...
Vocal Parts,each
Echoes from the Critical Classes of
Hadley, H. K. Three Choruses for Female Voices:—

ALBERT

200

00
10
60
20

40

Hamerick, Ag., Op. 37. “Harvest
Chorus and Orchestral Accompaniment.

Vocal Score....... 1 50
Voice Parts, each
20
gZuschneid, K., Op. 22. “Away to the Forest,” for Male
Chorus and Brass Instruments. Vocal Score..
pest 00)
Voice Parts,each
20
Scharwenka, X. Four Sacred Choruses for Bass Solo and
Chorus with Organ Accompaniment. German and English
Words. 8vo Edition:—
“The Lord Reigneth Over All.” Op. 75, No. 1...
35
“We Hallow Thy Namo on Barth.” Op. 75, No. 2
35
“Sing Joyfully to the Lord.” Op. 75, No. 3...
15
“The Lord is My Light.” Op 75, No. 4..
15
Fielitz, Alex. von, Op. 40. 8 Maiden Songs
- 160
Howland, W. A., “I Love My Jean,” for Soprano or Alto,
each
40

Catalogues free on application.
Selections sent to
Teachers and Music Schools of good standing. Correspondence solicited.

BREITKOPF

& HARTEL,

39 East 19th Street, New York.

THE

168

CHOICE

ETUDE.

PUBLICATIONS

For Sale by THEO.

PRESSER,

1708
——-

ORNAMENTS

IN MUSIC.

HARRY

F.

Recognized
who

Authority,

would

Play

and

Paper,

.

Cloth, Gilt,

ei

Invaluable

Sing

to all

75 Cents,

Price $1.25.

1. In Church.

2. The Little Postillion.

2. In Merry Mood.

Net.

4, The Knight

6. The Cuckoo.

6. Papageno.

7. The Hunt.

1. The Country Fair,

9, A Little Dance.

Directions
Development

for the

Production,

of the Singing

Control,

Voice,

with

. The Little Soldier.
- Good Night.

and

Exer-

1. La Chasse,

By

ee

MILES

$1.25.
$1.00.

a

PRICE

9.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

All My Peace is Gone.
The Postman’s Horn.
The Erl-King.
Sweet Image Thou.
I'd Carve It on the Bark,
In Silent Woe I Wander.
Within a Streamlet.
Thou Whom I Vow'd to Love.

Selection of Favorite Pianoforte Compositions,

BY

2. Des Abends.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Chestnut

Op. 12, No. 1.

Critically Revised by Calvin B. Cady,
Theodore

PRICE

by

1.
2,
8,
4,
6,

Op. 82,

‘0.7.

EDITION.

TWENTY-FOUR
Op.

COMPLETE

ORIGINAL
62

and

PIECES,

81.

IN ONE VOLUME.
BY

THEO.

KULLAK.

PRICE

$1.00.

Romance in E-flat.
ai
Published abroad from new plates on finest paper,
Scherzo in A.
ee
Preghiera in B-flat.
33 size of Edition Peters. Former price $2.50.
Impromptu in G.
$23
DISCOUNT TO PROFESSION.
Nocturne in F.
oy
AppassionatoinB.| <u

12. Turkish” March

Presser.

75 CENTS.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Pa.

(Kinderleben),

Op. 19.

Valse-Caprice.
Melody in F.
Romance in F.
Barcarolle in F-Minor.
Barcarolle in G.

Philadelphia,

YOUTHFUL DAYS

By ANTON RUBINSTEIN.
Price $1.25.

MENDELSSOHN.

MOER.
EACH.

PRESSER,

Street,

NEW

Selected SongsWithout Words, Selection of Favorite Compositions for the Pianoforte,
Sketch

$1.00.

THEODORE
1708

Warum? Op. 12, No. 3.
9. Tanned Op. 82, No, 8.
Grillen, Op. 12, No. 4.
10. Nachtattiok in F. Op. 23,
Traumeswirren. Op. 12, No.7.
(0.4.
RomanceinF-sharp. Op. 28, | 11. Schitiminened. Op. 124, No.
6.
No 2.

7.. Blumenstiick.

Biographical

CLASSICS.

HERMANN

By ROBERT SCHUMANN.
Price $1.25.

Mass.

THEO. PRESSER, Philadelphia, Pa.”

Portrait and

-

PRICE 5 CENTS

1, NovelleteinF. Op.21,No.1. | 8. Biel as Prophet.

With

THE

Practical Advice, Hints, and Suggestions
for the Young.

By STEPHEN
HELLER.
Price $1.50.

& THOMPSON,

BOSTON,

FROM

HOME RULES FOR MUSIC STUDENTS,

4, Danse Napolitaine.
5. La Serenata (Braga).
6. The Fairy Queen.

. Cradle Song.
The Young Girl and Death.
The Young Mother.
The Queen of Night.
Evening Breezes Gently Stealing.
Ave Maria.
. "Mid the Gay Ripples.
. Scents Refreshing.
seer
ene

dium Difficulty, by the Best Composers.

A

ILLUSTRATED

This much-needed manual for music students and teachers has been
written after most serious investigation of the subject from a historical and practical standpoint. The book isconveniently divided into
chapters, whieh treatof each of the Graces separately,
andclassify them
in a logical progreasion, from the simplest forms of the Appoggiatura
te the most elaborate Arabesque of ornamental tones as found in Chopin.
‘The book will fill a great want, either as a reference manual or as a
5. On Wings of Song. Op. 67.
6. Leisure Hour. Op. 80, No. 2. text-book for students, No important historical item and no item of
practical worth has been omitted, yet the book is kept within reasonable
limits, and through its concise classification and copious illustrations
all questions likely to come before the student or musician will find a
comprehensive solution.

A Selection of the Favorite Songs of Schubert,

A Collection of Thirty Pieces for Pianoforte, of Me-

Paper,

9. The Motherand the Sick Child.
The Little Acrobat,
. A Child’s Dream.
The Gnomes.

SIDNEY SMITH.
Price $1.25.

1, Adieu.
2. Le Jet d’Kau.
3, Bergerette,

CLASSICAL FAVORITES.
.

RUSSELL.

By STEPHEN HELLER.
Price $1.25.
Etude, Op. 29.
4, Chant d'Amour. Op. 72, No.2.

$1.50, NET.

.

ARTHUR

Selection of Favorite Compositions for the Pianoforte,

BOTUME.

Boards,

|

2. LaTruite. Caprice, Op. 33.
3. Cradle Song. Op. 73, No. 3.

BY

F.

By LOUIS

A Scleciion of the Favorite Pianoforte Compo.tions,

cises in all Keys for all Voices.

JOHN

4 Hand-Book for Pianoforte Players, Singers, and all
Musicians,

8. Evening Rest.

11, Catch Me If You Can,

VOCAL TECHNIQUE.

of the Rocking

Horse.
5. The Dancing Bear.

8. Cradle Song.

A STUDY OF THE ENTIRE RANGE OF MUSICAL
OENAMENTS, FEOM THE TIME OF
JOHN SEBASTIAN BACH.

5

8. Excursion of Young Athletes,

a King.

The Embellishments ofMusie,

Op. 100.

1, Sunday Morning.

4, Gliding.
5. Entreaty.

$1.25, Net.

ST., PHILADELPHIA.

>See

3, Once Upon a Time There Was

CORRECTLY.

Da

CHESTNUT

24 Characteristic Pieces for the Pianoforte,
By A. LOESCGHHORN.

FAY.

and

INTEREST.

CHILDHOOD’S HOURS.
Op. 96.

A

OF

from

Beet-

hoven,

THE

THE ELITE COMPILATION

MINOR

CHORD.

BY J. M. CHAPPELL.
PRICE

50

CHEINTS,

POSTPAID.

Anew musical novel, well written, and very interest-

This edition is beautifully printed on good
paper. It is annotated, and newly phrased and
fingered. The critical “notes will’ be found especially practical and valuable.
There are
nineteen of the songs, printed on 56 pages.
The selections were by the advice and co-operation of many leading musicians of this country.
Address the Publisher,

THEODORE PRESSER,
{708 Chestnut Street,

SONGS AND
\ND BALLADS.
The

selections ace
above

book

have

ing.

been

made with great care, and some of the most
admired of the compositions of such famous

Philadelphia, Pa.

PRICE

THE

QUICKEST

MAIL-ORDER

31.00.

HOUSE

Nordica,

Jean

MARCH
PIPH

authors as Tosti, Chaminade, Trotere, Denza,
etc., are found in its pages. Any one desiring
a book of the very latest and best Songs and
Ballads for medium voice should secure a copy
of this at once.

-

Madame

de

Reszke,

and

Sir

Arthur Sullivan figure as principal characters.

ALBUM
ORGAN.

By CHAS. H. MORSE.
rice

.

-

-

$2.00.

Marches for Weddings, Concert Performances, and Funerals, all well
arranged, with registration marked throughout.

IN THE

COUNTRY.

